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 The research presented in this dissertation probes the effects of the metal oxide 
support thickness as well as Pdn cluster size on the catalytic efficiency as monitored by 
the CO oxidation reaction.  Before any experiments could be conducted, a reliable Al 
evaporation source needed to be built and characterized to make a consistent and reliable 
alumina support for the Pdn clusters.  Despite an initial goal of determining how the Pdn 
cluster size effects the reactivity, it turned out that the effects of the alumina film 
thickness, substrate dopants in the alumina, and identity of the base refractory metal 
substrate play a huge role in determining the catalytic reactivity.  Before any size-selected 
experiments could be done, a detailed set of experiments probing the film was necessary 
to prevent convolution of Pdn cluster size effects with the effects of a varying metal oxide 
support. 
 In addition to the catalytic activity determined via temperature programed 
reaction (TPR), both the electronic and geometric structures of the film and Pdn clusters 
were studied through a combination of photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) and ion 
scattering spectroscopy, respectively.  It will be shown through these methods, that for 
the conditions used here, the catalytic activity is governed by the ability of the Pdn to bind 
and activate oxygen into a reactive species. 
 An introduction into the importance of catalysis and, more specifically, size 
selected model catalysis is described in Chapter 1.  The instrument and description of the 
 iv 
 
custom made aluminum evaporation source and C type thermocouple are presented in 
Chapter 2.  Chapter 3 focuses on all of the work for both alumina thickness and Pdn 
cluster size effects supported on alumina films grown on Ta(110).  Chapters 4 and 5 
discuss the differing effects of the alumina film thickness and Pdn cluster size for alumina 
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Countless chemical reactions take place every day aided by catalysts.  Without 
biological catalysts, commonly known as enzymes, a basic reaction needed for creating 
RNA and DNA, the decarboxylation of orotic acid, would take longer than the entire 
existence of mankind.  The reaction proceeds so slowly that the half-life is estimated to 
be 78 million years, roughly 106 times longer than a typical human life.  However, in the 
presence of a specific catalyst known as Orotidine 5'-phosphate decarboxylase, the half-
life of this reaction is reduced by a factor of 1017.1  The catalysts in our body are, 
thankfully, already crafted and help provide the foundation for life, but catalysts also play 
a large role in many other fields including energy production, chemical synthesis, 
materials production, pollution reduction, and many more fields.  Catalysts are estimated 
to account, either directly or indirectly, for 35% of the world’s GDP.2  With that much 
influence over the economic tides of the world, it is no surprise that there is a heavy focus 
on researching how to improve or create more efficient and cost effective catalysts.3-11 
There are two main approaches to studying catalysts: application driven and 
fundamental driven.  Application driven research refers to experiments conducted in 
efforts to make catalysts to enhance a reaction that can be scaled and used in an industrial 
setting.  Fundamental driven research focuses on understanding the details of why and 
how the catalyst functions, to give insight to what can be used as a catalyst, and how to 
improve existing or create new catalysts.  Typical application based catalysts are poorly 
characterized high surface area catalysts generally prepared via wet chemistry methods.  
While these catalysts are typically low cost, or else they would not be economically 
feasible, they are far from ideal for understanding how a reaction proceeds or where/how 
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reactant molecules interact with the catalyst.  This is because commercial catalysts suffer 
from a range of sizes, compositions, binding arrangements to substrates (if it is a 
supported catalyst), contaminants, etc.  In contrast, fundamental research generally 
focuses on well-defined catalysts that are too expensive to scale to industrial size 
production.  Despite high costs, model catalysts allow studies to be undertaken with little 
to no contamination, small size distributions, specific binding arrangements on a support 
surface, and even control of the gases to which the catalyst is exposed, if experiments are 
conducted in ultra high vacuum (UHV).  Due to the relative simplicity of these samples, 
in terms of variables within a given sample, these catalysts are often referred to as model-
catalysts.  By controlling all the variables around a model-catalyst, it is possible to 
change single variables in order to determine their effect on the overall catalytic activity 
and specificity.12-15  In an ideal scenario, fundamental research would lead to a 
determination of which elements need to be combined, in specific ratios, on a tailored 
support to generate a stable, efficient catalyst based on the knowledge of how various 
reactants interact with the catalyst.   
Model-catalyst systems can be studied by a wide array of techniques including 
some that concentrate on the surfaces of the catalyst system.  Since reactions are typically 
thought to occur on the surface of a catalyst4, 15, 16, it makes sense that the properties of 
the surface be extremely well characterized.  Recent advances in techniques such as 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
have allowed for imaging of catalysts with resolution better than 0.1 nm.17  These 
imaging techniques allow for direct determination of catalyst geometry and binding 
orientations relative to a support.  It has been previously shown that the geometry of a 
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catalyst can be modified via interactions with different support surfaces and that the 
catalyst geometry can have a large impact on the reactivity.18, 19  Other key surface 
sensitive techniques such as photoelectron spectroscopy allow for the determination of 
the electronic structures of the catalyst.  Both the geometric and electronic structures 
should play a large role in the interaction of reactants, and ultimately the reactivity and 
specificity of a catalyst. 
One major concern regarding model-catalyst studies conducted in UHV, is what is 
known as the pressure gap.  That is to say that reactivity and overall characterization 
methods in an ideal model-catalyst may not reflect/experience the same chemical 
mechanisms as a real world catalyst, due to elevated pressures and temperatures.20-22  
Fortunately, research done by Goodman et al. has shown that despite decreased pressures, 
both noble metal and supported model-catalysts exhibit CO oxidation that proceeds via 
the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism.21, 23, 24 
 
1.2 The importance of cluster size research 
Early attempts to increase catalyst efficiency, focused on decreasing the catalyst 
particle size to increase the amount of surface area. However, studies have shown that 
catalyst particles smaller than a threshold size (< 1 nm) can exhibit properties that do not 
scale with the bulk properties.25-28  A dramatic example of the effect of exceptionally 
small catalyst particles can be seen with Au as a catalyst for the CO oxidation reaction.  
Bulk Au is known to be fairly inert for CO oxidation, but Au clusters on the nanometer or 
smaller size range have proved to be active.26, 29, 30  In fact, it was shown that gold 
clusters, even in the 3 nm size range are inactive for CO oxidation, but sub-nanometer 
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gold is the active catalyst.31.  Other work has also shown that the addition or subtraction 
of one or two atoms can have a monumental effect on the reactivity of a catalyst.  This 
was demonstrated where Au7 was found to be a factor of 10 more catalytically active than 
Au5.26 
With the new knowledge that the catalyst particle size can play a significant role 
in catalytic activity, while maintaining a constant surface area, the obvious question 
becomes: how does the size affect the reactivity?  A flurry of research has probed this 
question to identify that at these small catalyst sizes, the change of one or two atoms can 
drastically change both the electronic structure and geometric structure of the cluster.5, 32-
41  In addition to cluster size effects, a recent thrust of research has emerged concerning 
the identity and composition of the support film, and its role in the catalytic process.  
Unsurprisingly, the support can have several effects, including changing the supported 
cluster geometry and electronic structure, as well as providing a potential reservoir for the 
reactants to diffuse to the active catalytic site via surface mediated adsorption.15, 42-47   
The work within this dissertation will highlight some of the effects of the film 
thickness of a thin, epitaxially grown alumina film and Pdn (n ≤ 30) cluster size on the 
reactivity for the CO oxidation reaction.  It will be shown that by controlling these two 
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2.1 The instrument 
The instrument used in this dissertation is described in detail in the experimental 
section of Chapter 5.1  Briefly, the instrument, as pictured in Figure 2.1, is comprised to 
two main sections: the cluster deposition beamline and the UHV surface analysis 
chamber.  The cluster deposition beamline works by using a 30 Hz, 532 nm Nd:YAG 
laser, with a laser pulse of about 25-30 mJ, to ablate a metal target, in this case Pd.  This 
forms a mixture of Pd cations, neutrals and anions.  Just before the laser pulse strikes the 
Pd target, a burst of He is leaked into the cluster source chamber in a small clustering 
volume in front of the Pd target.  The He allows for the cooling of the Pd particles as well 
as enhancement of clustering of the gas phase Pdn particles.  The beam of mixed charge 
state Pdn clusters is guided, by a quadrupole ion guide, to a bending lens.  At this point 
the anions and neutrals are selected out of the ion beam and only Pdn+ cations are left. 
The Pdn+ cations are then guided down the beamline with a second ion guide 
through several stages of differential pumping.  The Pdn+ cations are then injected into a 
quadrupole mass selector (QMS) to select which mass Pd cluster will be deposited on the 
sample.  By selecting a specific mass, the QMS is able to select, with atomic resolution, 
Pdn+ clusters where n ≤ 35.  The size selected clusters are then injected into a final ion 
guide and pass through the exposure mask before being deposited on the sample.  The 
mask has an exit orifice of 2 mm in diameter.  Through a retarding potential analysis, the 
Pdn+ cations are deposited with a kinetic energy of 1 eV/atom or less.   
As the Pdn+ cations hit the surface of the sample, the neutralization current is 
measured to keep track of the number of clusters hitting the surface.  All samples 





Figure 2.1: The experimental setup with the cluster deposition beamline along the top, 
and the UHV surface analysis chamber on the bottom.  The beamline mates up to the 
analysis chamber by inserting the exposure mask into the port labeled ion beam. 
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atoms with a density equal to 0.1 ML of a close packed Pd monolayer, corresponding to 
1.53x1014 Pd atoms/cm2.  This method of Pd deposition resulted in deposition times 
typically in the range of 3 – 15 minutes, with longer deposition times for Pd2-4. 
After Pd was deposited on the sample in the UHV analysis chamber, various in 
situ techniques could be utilized to characterize the catalytic system.  The reactivity could 
be probed via a differentially pumped mass spectrometer with six directional gas dosing 
tubes.  After determining the reactivity of samples with either various Pdn cluster sizes or 
changes in the support, it is important to understand what causes said changes in 
reactivity.  This was accomplished via a combination of X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), and ion scattering 
spectroscopy (ISS) to determine both the electronic and geometric structures of the 
catalytic system. 
A final piece of the instrument is a small antechamber located below the UHV 
analysis chamber.  The sample can be lowered into this chamber through a triple 
differentially pumped seal to prepare an alumina film onto which the Pdn+ cations will be 
deposited.   
 
2.2 Metal evaporation source 
 The work in this dissertation all pertains to metal catalysts supported on metal 
oxide surfaces.  Previous experiments for CO oxidation catalyzed via Pd supported on 
Al2O3 grown on a NiAl single crystal resulted in an inactive catalytic system.2  The 
reason for this inactivity was due to oxygen spillover onto the alumina support that would 
subsequently react with Al metal in the NiAl substrate and thicken the alumina film.3  In 
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order to get around this problem, a refractory substrate with a good lattice match that 
forms a stable protective oxide layer was used to grow an epitaxial Al2O3 film.  Previous 
recipes from literature were used to create, what was characterized with LEED, to be a 
highly ordered, stoichiometric alumina film.4-6 
 The process for growing the alumina films consisted of evaporating Al onto the 
substrate at elevated temperatures (around 960 K) in a background of oxygen.  In order to 
evaporate the Al metal, a metal evaporation source was needed.  A diagram of the home 
built source can be seen in Figure 2.2.  The source consists of a small ceramic tube with a 
ceramic rod friction fit into the back end to form a crucible.  The inside is then filled with 
5N purity Al wire.  The ceramic is wrapped with a Ta heating wire for resistive heating 
before being inserted into a second ceramic tube.  The purpose of the second ceramic is 
to aid in heat retention and prevent small fluctuations in the heating power supply from 
causing drastic changes in the Al flux impinging on the sample.  A K type thermocouple 
is cemented on the back of the ceramic crucible setup.  This allows for monitoring of the 
crucible temperature for accurate control of the aluminum evaporation rate.  The ceramic 
setup is then supported between two tantalum posts connected to a 1.33 in. conflat 
thermocouple/power feedthrough.  The feedthrough is attached to a water cooled 1.33 in. 
to 2.75 in. conflat adaptor.   
Mounted on the vacuum side of the adaptor flange is a copper shroud, as shown 
on the right of Figure 2.2.  The copper shroud is screwed down to make good structural 
and thermal contact with the water cooled flange.  The shroud is tapped to allow up to six 
ceramic screws to center and align the ceramic evaporator to directionally evaporate the 





Figure 2.2: Diagram showing the aluminum evaporation source used to grow the 
alumina films used throughout this dissertation.  The aluminum is housed in a thin 
walled ceramic tube with a ceramic plug in the back end to prevent Al evaporation 
toward the feedthroughs.  The ceramic is then wrapped with a Ta heating filament for 
resistive heating, and housed in a secondary ceramic tube.  This is then placed in the 
copper shroud which centers and aims the evaporating Al at the substrate. 
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the sides of the shroud in an effort to minimize the directional dosing of any adsorbates 
that desorb from the hot evaporator being directed out of the exit aperture toward the 
sample.  The amount of adsorbate contamination is further reduced by the water cooling 
on the flange in contact with the copper shroud.  During a typical film growth without 
water cooling, the flange is too hot to touch and results in excessive outgassing.  
However, with water cooling, the flange is around 285 K, which results in a significant 
pressure drop. 
 
2.3 Monitoring high and low temperatures in UHV 
 Due to the low temperatures required when conducting catalytic experiments and 
high temperatures required to clean and anneal refractory substrates, a thermocouple with 
a temperature range between 73 and 2200 K is needed.  Unfortunately, there are no 
commercially available thermocouples with specifications across that entire range.  The 
deciding factor in selecting a thermocouple is the high temperature limit.  Standard K or 
S type thermocouples, which are accurate at low temperatures ( ≤ 273 K) melt at the 
temperatures required for cleaning and annealing both Ta(110) and Re(0001) single 
crystals.  In order to get around this fact, a C type thermocouple was used and 
implemented utilizing a custom feedthrough, since no commercial options exist. 
 
2.3.1 Problems monitoring a large temperature range in UHV 
 C type thermocouples are comprised of a pair of 5% and 26% Re/W wires and are 
highly desirable for applications where high temperature measurements between 273 K 
and 2593 K are needed.  However, due to the tungsten base metal, the thermocouple is 
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stiff and brittle; this is especially true after exposure to oxygen at high temperatures.  The 
brittleness of the thermocouple can often lead to thermocouple failure when any physical 
contact is made after high temperature exposures.  Another downside to the C type 
thermocouple is the relative high price of metals as compared to some other 
thermocouple types such as K type, which consists of alumel and chromel leads.  For cost 
purposes, after the initial thermocouple junction is placed in the desired location, in this 
case that would be spot welded to a sample in UHV, the remainder of the thermocouple 
wire is often converted to extension grade thermocouple materials consisting of 405 and 
426 alloys. 
 The extension grade wire has a lower melting point and is considerably cheaper, 
more flexible, and easier to manipulate to desired shapes without becoming damaged.  
From a construction standpoint, it is also much easier to braze the 405 and 426 alloys to a 
ceramic feedthrough that can then be welded to a stainless steel conflat flange for 
mounting on a vacuum chamber.  However, when a C type thermocouple is used below 
its recommended temperature range, the presence of the 405 and 426 alloys can cause 
significant instability and incorrect temperature measurements.  At low temperatures 
(below 325 K) the voltage generated at the junction for the W5%Re/W26%Re becomes 
very small, on the order of fractions of a mV, and eventually become negative at 
temperatures below 273 K.  In fact, in the temperature range from 73 K to 325 K the 
output voltage is only about 2mV.   With the added junctions of W5%Re/405 and 
W26%Re/426, a few tenths of a millivolt of noise can be imparted on to thermocouple, 
resulting in large variations in the measured temperature.  The voltage change on the 
thermocouple is largely dependent upon the temperature of the metal/alloy junction.  
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Therefore, daily changes in the temperature of the room can lead to large changes in the 
measured temperature.   
 In order to prevent inconsistencies in the C type thermocouple measurement, 
ideally the entire length of the thermocouple used should be made out of the W5%Re and 
W26%Re leads.  In practice, this may still be too expensive to connect a thermocouple to 
a temperature monitor that can be a long distance away.  In this case, the extension grade 
wire should not be used until the extension grade/thermocouple wire lead junction can be 
made outside of vacuum and in a well-controlled temperature environment.  This results 
in the need for a C type thermocouple feedthrough for use in vacuum chambers.  
However, such a product is not available in the current market place due to relatively low 
demand for a thermocouple with a wide measurement range of, at least, 100 K up to 2593 
K, as well as difficulty in successfully brazing W/Re alloys to ceramics to make the 
feedthrough.   
Recent manufacturing experiments have shown to be successful in creating a 
robust, UHV compliant ceramic C type thermocouple feedthrough through the use of 
preliminary nickel plating of the W/Re metal thermocouple lead.  However, due to the 
strong native surface oxide on the thermocouple leads, a special electrochemical cleaning 
step is required.  If the electrochemical step is not utilized, then the nickel plating can 
easily be scraped, chipped, or chipped off in a solid sheath-like tube.  The following 
sections describe in detail how to clean and nickel plate a C type thermocouple lead so 
that it can be silver soldered into a nickel tube already brazed into a ceramic feedthrough 
(CeramTec North America Corp, part number 9791-06-W).  Completion of this C type 
thermocouple feedthrough setup allowed an accurate temperature reading to be obtained. 
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This was calibrated with a K type thermocouple in the temperature range of 100 – 1200 
K, giving a deviation in the temperature reading within 3 K for all temperatures 
monitored. 
 
2.3.2 Prepare solutions 
2.3.2.1 Cleaning solution 
Mix 20% (by weight) NaOH in enough distilled water to clean all parts of 
thermocouple wire that will be nickel plated. 
  
2.3.2.2 Nickel electroplating solution (Watts-type bath) 
 Combine the following ingredients to prepare the nickel electroplating solution: 
• 85 grams nickel(II) sulfate hexahydrate [NiSO4(H2O)6] 
• 6.4 grams boric acid [B(OH)3] 
• 9.4 grams nickel(II) chloride hexahydrate [NiCl2(H2O)6] 
• 200 mL distilled water 
 
2.3.3 Prepare thermocouple 
Inspect the thermocouple under a microscope to ensure that there is no cracking 
or splitting.  If there is, move to a different section of the thermocouple and be sure to use 
a Dremel cut off wheel and not wire cutters to prevent further splitting of the 
thermocouple wire.  Brush on a complete coat of Stop-Off Lacquer (Item # 210-1250 
from Paul H. Gesswein Co., Inc) wherever nickel plating is not desired.  Let dry in air 1 
hour or until the Stop-Off Lacquer is no longer tacky to the touch.  Note, the Stop-Off 
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Lacquer is stable in the NaOH cleaning solution and will prevent etching of the metal.  If 
there are small gaps or the lacquer film is not continuous, etching and plating will occur 
on all exposed metal surfaces.  It is a good idea to use a scrap piece of thermocouple to 
practice with, to ensure you have the process mastered before working on the final piece.  
To test if the plating was successful on the scrap thermocouple, ordinary solder and flux 
can be used to tin the thermocouple.  The solder will only stick to where the 
thermocouple has been nickel plated. 
 
2.3.4 Clean the thermocouple 
Place the thermocouple wire in the NaOH solution and attach an alligator clip to 
the end not submerged.  Place a counter carbon electrode in the solution and again attach 
an alligator clip to the top of the carbon electrode.  Ensure that the thermocouple and 
carbon electrodes are not touching, or the circuit will be shorted and not result in 
cleaning.  Apply a voltage of 5-10 volts AC.  To make an AC power supply, simply 
connect a power cord with an inline switch to a 6/12 VAC transformer.  When the 
voltage is applied significant bubbling will occur at the thermocouple.  Only clean for a 
short period of time to reduce excessive thermocouple material loss, as the metal being 
cleaned is etched away.  Cleaning times of approximately 1 minute work well and can 
cause a C-type thermocouple rod diameter to reduce from 0.039 in. to 0.036 in.  Once the 
AC power is turned off, all bubbling should stop.  At this point remove the thermocouple 
and place into the plating solution.  It is of the utmost importance that the transfer from 
the cleaning solution to the plating solution be as fast as possible to prevent oxidation of 
the thermocouple surface.  Simply pull the thermocouple out and place directly into the 
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plating solution.  DO NOT rinse with water or dry off excess cleaning solution, place 
directly into the plating solution while it is still dripping wet.  The carbon electrode is 
then also moved into the plating solution; this step can be done more slowly and the 
excess NaOH can be rinsed off of the carbon electrode with distilled water with no 
negative effects.  Note, do not be alarmed if a film or precipitate forms when putting the 
electrodes in the plating solution, this is normal and can be prevented/minimized by 
rinsing the carbon counter electrode in distilled water. 
 
2.3.5 Electroplate the thermocouple 
With the thermocouple and carbon electrode now in the plating solution, attach an 
adjustable DC power supply to the electrodes.  Be sure to connect the negative lead of the 
power supply to the thermocouple (to attract the positive Ni cations) and the positive lead 
to the carbon electrode.  Depending on the scale of the current gauge on the power 
supply, it may be useful to connect an ammeter in the circuit to monitor the current.  
Again, ensure that the thermocouple and carbon electrode are not touching.  With the 
power supply turned all the way down, turn on the power supply and increase the voltage 
until a current of 90-100 mA is achieved (should be around 5-7 volts).  There will again 
be significant bubbling at the thermocouple surface where the nickel is being plated.  
Electroplating continues for several minutes (10 minutes has been shown to work well).  
After the plating has finished, turn off the power supply and remove the electrode.  There 
may be some green crystals on the surface of the thermocouple, but these are easily 
removed with distilled water and a Kimwipe.  To remove the Stop-Off Lacquer, clean 
with acetone and a Kimwipe.  It is very difficult/not possible to see the difference in color 
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of the plated nickel on a freshly cleaned thermocouple, but if there was bubbling in the 
plating solution, then the Ni did in fact plate on the surface.  The thermocouple is now 
ready to be silver soldered into a feedthrough.   
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Metal-catalysed CO oxidation has been extensively studied, both because it has 
practical importance, and because it is relatively simple and amenable for study using 
surface science techniques.1-12  The rich literature on CO oxidation over oxide-supported 
Pd catalysts is particularly attractive from the perspective of size-selected cluster 
measurements, providing mechanistic insight to aid interpretation.  Another motivation is 
that we recently observed non-monotonic cluster size dependence for CO oxidation over 
Pdn/TiO2(110), and found that activity was clearly correlated with variations in Pdn 
electronic properties.9  Here, we report a study under similar conditions, of CO oxidation 
catalysed by Pdn deposited on variable thickness alumina films grown on Ta(110).   
 The literature for CO and O2 interactions with Pd is enormous, but it is worth 
mentioning a few relevant results.  This reaction has been studied extensively for both Pd 
single crystals1, 6, 13-16 and Pd nanoparticles supported on metal oxides.2, 17-27  It was 
shown by Ertl and others that CO oxidation on noble metals occurs by a Langmuir-
Hinshelwood mechanism, where both reactants must adsorb on the surface before 
combining to form CO2, and that kinetics are controlled by competition between CO and 
oxygen for binding sites.1, 6, 13, 14  The Freund and Matolin groups studied CO on alumina-
supported Pd.  They noted an increase in low temperature CO desorption with decreasing 
Pd particle size, attributed to CO weakly bound atop small Pd particles, as opposed to 
being bound in high coordination binding sites on larger particles.3, 24, 28, 29  The Campbell 
group studied Pd particles grown on both alumina films and single crystal α-Al2O3 
(0001),30, 31 examining both Pd sintering behaviour and the nature of O2 binding.  Bowker 
and co-workers reported studies of TiO2-supported Pd, probing CO reverse spillover, 
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oxygen spillover, and strong metal support interaction effects.32-34 Goodman and co-
workers also did important work in this and related systems, exploring pressures bridging 
the gap between UHV and practical working catalyst conditions.35-40  They showed that 
even at elevated pressures, mechanistic insight from UHV studies can be applied.6, 41, 42 
There are also a number of studies of cluster size effects on CO oxidation catalysed by 
Pdn, in addition to the Pdn/TiO2 study mentioned above.  Heiz, Landman, together with 
many co-workers and collaborators, have studied cluster size effects of Pdn supported on 
MgO/Mo(100).4, 19, 20, 43-48 This work suggests there is an increased activation barrier for 
O2 dissociation with decreasing Pdn cluster size (n≤30), resulting in higher temperatures 
required for efficient O2 activation.  It was shown that small amounts of co-adsorbed CO 
can actually enhance O2 dissociation.  Related work on Aun/MgO/Mo(100) showed that 
MgO film thickness could be used to tune the activity of the Aun clusters for CO 
oxidation.49, 50 
 We  previously attempted a study of CO oxidation over Pdn/alumina,8 using the 
process reported by Shaikhutdinov et al.3 to grow a 0.5 nm thick alumina film on 
NiAl(110).  At 100 K, O2 was observed to oxidize all Pdn studied, with the exception of 
Pd4 – an exception that was subsequently explained by theory from the Khanna group51.  
Attempts to study CO oxidation failed, however, because oxygen initially bound to the 
Pd clusters, readily spills over to the thin alumina support, and reacts with the underlying 
NiAl, as discussed by Shaikhutdinov et al.3  In fact, Shaikhutdinov et al. used this effect 
to thicken the alumina layer beneath their Pd particles, generating an active catalyst.  One 
of the motivations of the present work is to examine both cluster size and alumina film 
thickness effects in the Pd/alumina system. 
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3.2 Experimental methodology  
3.2.1 Apparatus 
The experiments in this paper were conducted in a UHV system with a base 
pressure ≤ 2 x 10-10 Torr as described previously.52, 53  The vacuum system is made up of 
three main sections: the cluster deposition beamline, the main deposition/analysis 
chamber, and the load lock/high-pressure chamber.  The differentially-pumped cluster 
deposition beamline drops the operating pressure from 20 mTorr in the cluster source 
chamber down to 2 x 10-10 Torr in the final chamber leading into the analysis/deposition 
chamber.  A laser vaporization source is used to create Pdn+ clusters (n ≤ 25) that are 
guided by a series of quadrupole ion guides, mass selected by a quadrupole mass filter, 
and then guided into the deposition/analysis chamber, where they are deposited on the 
sample surface at approximately 1 eV/atom.  Deposition occurs through a mask with 2 
mm orifice, located ~0.1 mm in front of the sample surface.  The main 
deposition/analysis chamber contains facilities for in situ characterization using X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), and ion 
scattering spectroscopy (ISS).  In the experiments described here, the XPS was recorded 
using an Al Kα source, and binding energies were corrected to the Ta 4d5/2 binding 
energy of the Ta(110) single crystal used as the substrate for alumina film growth.  The 
main chamber also contains a residual gas analyzer (RGA) to monitor background partial 
pressures and gas doses, and a differentially pumped section that houses a second mass 
spectrometer that views the sample through a 2.5 mm diameter skimmer orifice.  This 
mass spectrometer is used to monitor species desorbing from the deposited cluster spot, 
with minimal sensitivity to species desorbing from outer regions of the sample or from 
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other surfaces in the vacuum system. When the sample is positioned in front of the 
skimmer orifice, it can be dosed with gases using a set of seven dosing tubes that are 
directed toward the sample position, while monitoring gasses in the chamber background 
and desorbing from the surface, using the two mass spectrometers. The load lock/high-
pressure chamber is a small antechamber attached to the bottom of the main chamber, 
with base pressure ≤ 5 x 10-9 Torr.  The sample is inserted into the antechamber through a 
gate valve and triple differential seal, and the antechamber can be pressurized without 
affecting the main chamber pressure.  For the present experiments the antechamber was 
used for growth of alumina support films under high O2 pressures.  
 
3.2.2 Model catalyst preparation 
Typical samples consist of Pdn clusters deposited on an alumina film grown on a 5 
x 10 x 1 mm Ta(110) single crystal (Surface Preparation Laboratory).  The Ta crystal was 
spot welded to two tantalum heating wires suspended from a pair of tungsten rods 
attached to a liquid nitrogen-cooled probe, all supported by a manipulator system.  The 
sample temperature was monitored by a K-type thermocouple, spot welded to the back of 
the Ta(110) single crystal.  The sample temperature was controlled between 115 K and 
1200 K using resistive heating, or up to 1500 K (limited by the thermocouple) by electron 
bombardment of the back side of the Ta crystal.  Alumina films in the thickness range 
used here, are conductive enough to allow the Pdn+ to neutralize upon deposition.  By 
integrating the sample current during deposition, the number of Pdn+ deposited can be 
determined, allowing production of cluster spots with reproducible Pd coverage. All the 
samples discussed here had Pdn deposition densities corresponding to 1.53 x 1014 Pd 
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atoms/cm2, i.e., ~0.1 of a close-packed Pd monolayer.    Deposition was done at room 
temperature, with a Pdn+ beam energy of 1 eV/atom. 
 The Ta(110) crystal was cleaned by Ar+ sputtering while the temperature was held 
at 900 K, followed by annealing at 1400 K for 1 hour.  XPS of the annealed sample was 
used to verify that no Al or Pd remained from previous experiments.  The sample was 
periodically annealed for longer time periods (up to 48 hours) to help anneal out any 
build-up of bulk defects over experimental cycles. The alumina film was then grown by 
evaporation of Al onto the Ta(110) single crystal in the antechamber, while holding the 
surface at 600 K in a background of 5 x 10-6 Torr of ultra-high purity 16O2, that was 
further purified by passing the gas through a frozen ethanol bath (160 K). After growth, 
the samples were annealed at 700 K for 5 minutes in a background of 5 x 10-6 Torr of 
16O2, to insure that the surface was fully oxidized.  This alumina growth procedure was 
adapted from one described by Goodman and co-workers54, with the changes being a 
lower sample temperature during the Al deposition and addition of the postgrowth 
oxygen annealing.  We adopted the lower growth temperature because ISS showed that 
films grown at higher sample temperatures had small (~1 %) concentrations of Ta atoms 
in the surface layer, even for films with >6 nm thickness. ISS showed a sharpening of the 
aluminum and oxygen peaks after the postgrowth annealing, indicating a more 
homogeneous surface environment in the film.  Ratios of the Ta and Al XPS signals were 
used to determine the thickness of the thin alumina film, using literature values for the 
photoemission cross sections and β parameters55 and effective attenuation lengths 
calculated using the program of Powell et al.56  The estimated absolute uncertainty in film 
thickness is ±20%, however, the relative uncertainty in comparing thicknesses of 
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different films is estimated to be less than 5%. 
 As discussed below, tests were made of the effects of both alumina film thickness 
and growth rate on the activity of supported Pd clusters for CO oxidation.  Activity was 
found to be independent of film growth rate for rates below ~0.8 nm/min, but faster rates 
lead to decreased activity of the supported Pd, presumably due to increased 
roughness/disorder in the alumina film.  Unless stated otherwise, the samples discussed 
below were prepared with growth rates in the 0.3 - 0.5 nm/min range – well below the 
range where activity begins to depend on growth rate.  As shown below, the alumina 
film, in absence of deposited Pd, is inert under our conditions. 
 
3.2.3 Characterization and reactivity measurements 
After the alumina film was grown and Pdn was deposited, the sample was 
characterized by XPS at room temperature in order to measure the core level binding 
energies of both the Pdn clusters and the support.  The sample was then cooled to 135 K 
for reactivity studies.  After initial cooling, and prior to dosing with reactants, the sample 
was flashed to 560 K to desorb any adventitious background gases that might have 
adsorbed during the time required for XPS and sample cooling.  The sample was then 
dosed with 10 L 18O2 with the sample held at Tox, followed by a 10 L exposure of 13CO at 
a sample temperature of 180 K.  During dosing, the sample was positioned ~1 cm from 
the O2 and CO dosing tubes, and 2 mm from the mass spectrometer skimmer cone.  We 
calibrated the doses by comparing CO adsorption resulting from variable doses delivered 
through the dose tubes with doses from the chamber background, using TPD from 
Pd(111) and Ni(100) to calibrate both the amount of adsorbed CO and the mass 
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spectrometer absolute sensitivity (by measuring saturated monolayer desorption).57  
Every day, we measured the mass spectrometer signal for a fixed background pressure of 
Ar, allowing us to correct for any day-to-day variations in mass spectrometer sensitivity 
due to factors such as multiplier gain.   
 For most experiments, 18O2 exposure was done at Tox = 400 K to allow 
comparison with previous results for Pdn/TiO2(110) where strong dependence of CO 
oxidation activity on Pdn size was found.9 The CO dose temperature of 180 K was chosen 
to be high enough to minimize CO binding to the alumina support, but low enough to 
result in minimal reaction of the impinging 13CO with oxygen pre-adsorbed during the 
18O2 dose.  To test this latter point, the mass spectral signals for all CO2 isotopologs were 
monitored during the 13CO dose.  A small pulse of 13C16O18O was observed just at the 
start of the 13CO dose, but the integrated signal in this 13C16O18O pulse was only ~2 - 3% 
of the integrated 13C16O18O production observed during the temperature programmed 
reaction (TPR), confirming that 180 K is, indeed, cold enough to largely suppress 
reaction.  
 After dosing, the sample was cooled to the 135 K TPR starting temperature, and 
moved to a position ~1mm in front of the differentially pumped mass spectrometer 
orifice.  The sample temperature was then ramped at 3 K/sec to 560 K, while the mass 
spectrometer rapidly cycled between all the masses of interest, to measure species 
desorbing from the surface. This TPR process (including 400 K 18O2 and 180 K 13CO 
dosing) was repeated two more times to examine how the activity of the samples might 
change with gas adsorption and heating.  Finally, the sample was probed by a 13CO TPD 
experiment where the 18O2 dose was omitted, and only 13CO was dosed (180 K).  This 
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final CO TPD provides a measure of the density of CO binding sites remaining on the 
surface after the three TPR experiments.  In addition to the expected 13C16O18O product, 
the signals for all other CO2 isotopologs were measured, as were both 13CO and 12CO.  
We conclude, therefore, that under our conditions, 16O in the alumina film does not 
participate in the chemistry significantly, and that any adventitious 12CO that might have 
adsorbed on the samples during deposition, XPS characterization, and cooling, was 
removed by the combination of the 560 K flash and 400 K O2 exposure.  
 Postreaction sample characterization was performed using XPS and ISS. 
Comparison of pre- and postreaction XPS probes changes in the Pd chemical 
environment.  ISS is sensitive only to the top-most layer of atoms, and because our 
samples all were prepared with the same total number of Pd atoms deposited, variations 
in the postreaction Pd ISS intensity provide insight into the fraction of Pd in the surface 
layer.  The Pd ISS signal could be affected both by morphology changes (i.e., single layer 
vs. multilayer clusters) and by adsorbates remaining on the surface of the Pd clusters after 
the series of TPR experiments. 
 
3.3 Results and discussion 
As reported previously, Pdn supported on a 0.5 nm alumina film grown on 
NiAl(110) readily oxidize upon O2 exposure, but are ineffective for CO oxidation.8  As 
discussed by Shaikhutdinov et al.,3 the problem is that the 0.5 nm film is too thin to serve 
as an effective barrier to oxygen diffusion, so that oxygen activated on the Pd clusters 
tends to spill over and react with the underlying NiAl substrate, rather than oxidizing co-
adsorbed CO.  Therefore, before examining the dependence of Pdn activity on cluster 
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size, it is important to understand how alumina film properties vary with thickness, and 
how thickness influences the activity of Pdn supported on alumina/Ta(110).  
 
3.3.1 ISS and XPS characterization Pd20 on alumina films of 
varying thickness 
Alumina films grown epitaxially on Ta (110), Mo(110) and Re(0001) have been 
studied by Goodman54, 58, 59 and shown to have well defined long-range crystal order 
when prepared with a sample temperature at 900 K.  As described above, we used lower 
annealing temperatures in this experiment, because He+ ion scattering (ISS) shows that 
even quite thick films grown or annealed above 900 K have low level Ta contamination 
in the surface layer, presumably due to Ta diffusion through the alumina thin film.  
Madey and co-workers used ISS to show that the growth mode of alumina films on Re 
(0001) and Ru (0001) is dependent on growth conditions.  Al deposited on Re (0001) and 
Ru (0001) grows layer by layer and can then be oxidized to form stoichiometric alumina, 
however, this method does not lead to good long-range order.60  Good long-range order 
was obtained by growing alumina at elevated temperatures (1173 K) in a background of 
O2; the growth mode under those conditions was initial formation of 3D alumina islands 
that coalesced into a continuous film with increasing coverage.61  In particular, at least 
1.5 nm of alumina was required to achieve a continuous film.  Figure 3.1 compares ISS 
data for 0.1 ML Pd20 as-deposited on alumina films with 1.4 nm and 4.7 nm thicknesses, 
grown as discussed above.  Note that for the thinner film (1.4 nm ≈ 3 ML), a shoulder is 
observed on the high E/E0 side of the Pd peak, indicating that there is Ta in the surface 









measurements on thick alumina films, freshly sputtered/annealed Ta(110), and 0.1 ML Pd 
on alumina films, are roughly equal for Ta and Pd, but ten times lower for Al.  Therefore 
this Ta shoulder corresponds to ~3.5 % of Ta exposed in the surface layer, indicating the 
presence of some combination of exposed Ta substrate and/or Ta in the alumina surface 
layer.  For the 4.7 nm film, the Ta shoulder is absent, indicating that a continuous 
alumina film is present, with no Ta in the surface layer.  In addition, note that the 
background in the 0.5 to 0.8 E/E0 range is substantially reduced in the thicker alumina 
film.  This continuous background is due to multiple and subsurface scattering, and is 
sensitive to Ta in the near-surface region, due to the much larger cross section for He+ 
scattering from Ta, compared to Al. 
 The XPS binding energies for Pd on alumina/Ta can vary both due to charging of 
the alumina film, and possible film thickness-dependent screening/image charge effects 
on the photoemission final state.  To illustrate the magnitude of these effects, Figure 3.2 
plots the Al 2s and O 1s binding energies as a function of film thickness, with the binding 
energy scale shifted so that the Ta 4d5/2 peak in the Ta(110) substrate is at the literature 
value of 226.4 eV for metallic Ta.62  Note that the Al 2s peak was used, rather than the 
more commonly tabulated Al 2p, because of less interference from Ta photoelectrons. 
With this approach to setting the binding energy scale, it can be seen that the Al and O 
binding energies are constant within the experimental uncertainty (~±0.15 eV) for 
thicknesses up to ~5 nm, but then shift to higher binding energies for thicker films.  
Nonetheless, they remain within the ranges of binding energies reported in the NIST data 
base for Al 2s (116.1 - 121.2) O 1s (528.27 – 533.1 eV).63  It is unclear whether the shift 





Fig. 3.2: Al 2s binding energy (blue square) and O 1s binding energy (red circle) as a 




a Schottky barrier causing band bending, as suggested by Madey,61 or some combination  
of the two.  It has previously been reported that thin alumina films (≈ 3 nm or less) grown 
on a conductive metal substrate do not show significant charging.64  If the binding energy 
scale were set using some reference value for either the O 1s or Al 2s peaks, rather than 
Ta 4d from the conductive support, this might better correct for charging of the film, 
however, it is not obvious what value should be chosen, or how Schottky barriers might 
affect this calibration.   
 From our perspective, the important point is how the Pd 3d binding energies shift 
both with cluster size and with thickness of the alumina support film.  Figure 3.3 shows 
how the Pd 3d5/2 binding energy changes for Pd20 deposited on alumina films of varying 
thickness, compared with the analogous changes observed in the Al 2s and O 1s peaks 
from the films.  To allow easy comparison of all three binding energies, they are plotted 
as shifts relative to the binding energies measured for the thinnest alumina film (1.4 nm).  
Note that the binding energy scale is inverted to allow better comparison with the CO 
oxidation activity, also plotted in Figure 3.3, and discussed below. 
 In contrast to the roughly constant binding energies for Al 2s and O 1s, the Pd 3d 
binding energy initially shifts to lower binding energy as alumina thickness is increased 
from 1.4 to ~5 nm.  For thicker films, where the Al 2s and O 1s binding energies shift 
gradually to higher binding energies, the Pd 3d binding energy increases only slightly for 
6.3 nm, and then increases dramatically for the thickest film. As already noted, a 
somewhat different pattern would be obtained if some other method were used to 
reference the XPS binding energy scale, however, the important point is that the 





Fig. 3.3:  Shift in peak positions from values measured on a 1.4 nm thick film for Al 
2s (red circle), O 1s (green diamond) from a freshly grown alumina film and as-
deposited Pd 3d binding energies for 0.1 ML Pd20/alumina/Ta(110) as a function of 
alumina thickness (black triangle).  Average 13C16O18O production (blue square) in 
three consecutive TPR runs for the same samples.	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those for Al 2s and O 1s, indicating that the chemical environment of the supported Pd 
changes with film thickness.   
 It is not clear why the Pd 3d binding energy for the 9.1 nm film is shifted so far to 
higher binding energy compared to the thinner films.  There is some evidence that this 
thick film charges substantially more than the thinner films, and it may be that the 
supported Pd clusters charge differently than the underlying support. We note that the Al 
2s, O 1s, and Pd 3d peak widths are constant and close to the resolution limit of our (non-
monochromatized) XPS system, however, for the 9.1 nm film, the Pd 3d peak width 
increases by 0.5 eV as compared to that for the thinner films.  Interestingly, the peak 
widths for the Al 2s and O 1s remain unchanged.  In the cluster size-dependent reactivity 
studies, we, therefore kept the alumina support thickness in a narrow range around 5 nm.  
 
3.3.2 The effects of alumina film thickness on the CO oxidation 
activity of Pd20 
Figure 3.4 compares CO2 signals observed during the first TPR run for a 6.0 nm 
alumina film grown on Ta(110) (dotted black line), and from Pd20 deposited on various 
thickness alumina films grown on Ta(110).  The reaction conditions included O2 
exposure at 400 K, CO exposure at 180 K, and ramping temperature from 135 K to 560 K 
at 3 K/sec, as described above.  The first point to note is that the Pd-free alumina/Ta(110) 
support generates no significant CO2, indicating that the CO2 signal generated from Pd20-
containing samples can reasonably be attributed to chemistry associated with the Pd20.  
For the Pd20-containing samples, it can be seen that for films thinner than ~4.5 nm, the 





Fig. 3.4:  13C16O18O desorption from 0.1 ML Pd20/alumina samples with variable 
alumina thickness, following 10 L 18O2 exposure at 400 K and 10 L 13CO exposure at 
180 K.  Alumina thickness (nm): 1.4 (solid blue), 3.9 (solid red), 4.7 (dashed red), 4.7 
(green), 6.3 (dashed blue), 9.1 (solid black).  Dotted black data are for a 6.0 nm pure 
alumina film with no Pd deposited.	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 Figure 3.5 shows the integrated CO2 production observed during three
consecutive TPR runs for each Pd20/alumina sample. It can be seen that the integrated 
CO2 production is rather consistent from run to run, and this is true as well of the 
temperature dependence (Figure 3.4).  Evidently, the state of the samples does not change 
significantly from run to run, at least for the rather modest maximum temperature used 
here.  Because the CO2 production has good run-to-run stability, Figure 3.5 also shows 
the average and standard error of the integrated CO2 production for the three runs.  
 The average CO2 production is also plotted in Figure 3.3, for comparison with the 
Pd 3d binding energy.  With the exception of the 9.1 nm film, where charging may have 
been a problem in the XPS, there appears to be a correlation between Pd 3d binding 
energy and activity.  The nature of the correlation – that samples with high Pd 3d binding 
energies are relatively inactive, and vice versa – is the same as what we observed as a 
cluster-size-dependent correlation for Pdn/TiO2.9  This similarly suggests that perhaps 
part of the increase in activity with increasing thickness may be due to changing 
electronic environment for the supported Pd. As noted, we have no definitive explanation 
for the large shift to higher binding energy of the Pd binding energy for the 9.1 nm film.  
As discussed above, there is some evidence that Pd on this thick film is simply charging 
due to electron emission during XPS, resulting in a spuriously large apparent binding 
energy.  Of course, we cannot rule out other explanations, such as a change in the initial 
chemical state of the Pd in this sample, although this scenario seems unlikely given that 
there is virtually no difference in chemical activity of the 9.1 nm film, compared to those 
in the 4 – 6 nm range.  





Fig. 3.5:  13C16O18O desorption from three consecutive TPR runs on 0.1 ML 
Pd20/alumina samples, as a function of the alumina film thickness.  TPR conditions: 
10 L 18O2 oxidation at 400 K, 10 L 13CO exposure at 180 K, 3 K/sec heating ramp.  
The black circles show the average of the three TPR runs (TPR AVG). 
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the CO2 desorption temperature dependence is also sensitive to alumina thickness, with 
relatively less CO2 desorption at higher temperatures for the thinnest alumina film.  
Clearly, if sub-4.5 nm alumina films were used for cluster deposition, it would be 
difficult to separate the effects of cluster size from those from run-to-run variations in 
alumina thickness. Fortunately, for films thicker than ~4.5 nm, the CO2 production 
activity and temperature dependences become nearly independent of alumina thickness.   
Therefore, the size-dependent experiments described below were all done using films 
with thicknesses of 5.0 ± 0.3 nm, where sensitivity to thickness is small, but the film is 
still thin enough that charging is minimal during Pdn+ deposition and XPS. 
 As noted above, for the thinnest alumina film, ISS shows some Ta in the surface 
layer, which could indicate the presence of exposed areas of the Ta(110) substrate.  As a 
control, we did an experiment where 0.1 ML of Pd20 was deposited directly onto a lightly 
oxidized Ta(110) surface, with no alumina deposited. The deposited Pd20 appears in XPS 
with a Pd 3d binding energy of 336.5 eV (corresponds to a positive 0.34 eV shift in 
Figure 3.3), which is about what would be expected by extrapolating the binding energy 
trend in Figure 3.3 to zero alumina thickness.  This Pd20/TaOx/Ta(110) sample showed no 
CO2 product under TPR conditions.  Unreactive CO was observed to desorb in a feature 
peaking around 150 K.   
 In addition to the CO2 product shown in Figure 3.4, desorption of unreacted 13CO 
is also observed during TPR.  Figure 3.6A shows the 13CO signal recorded during the 
first TPR run for each sample. Figure 3.6B shows 13CO desorption during a final run, for 
which the sample was dosed with 10 L 13CO at 180 K as usual, but without the prior 18O2  





Fig. 3.6:  CO2 and CO desorption from the first TPR run are presented for various 
samples.  (A) Unreacted 13C16O desorbing during the first TPR run on samples with 
0.1 ML of Pd20/alumina with variable alumina thickness after 10 L 18O2 oxidation at 
400 K and 10 L 13CO exposure at 180 K.  (B) 13C16O desorption after 10 L 13CO 
exposure at 180 K with no O2 exposure.  Alumina film thicknesses (nm): 1.4 (blue), 
3.9 (red), 4.7 (dashed red), 4.7 (green), 6.3 (dashed blue), 9.1 (black).  Dotted black 
data are for a 6.0 nm pure alumina film with no Pd deposited.  
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active oxygen is left on the sample surfaces at the end of the preceding TPR runs. 
 Ten L 13CO exposure at 180 K should saturate all CO binding sites that are stable 
at 180 K (mostly associated with Pd), but it should not fill more weakly-bound sites, 
mostly associated with alumina.  As shown in Figure 3.6, however, there was significant 
13CO desorption below 180 K, resulting from adsorption of background 13CO remaining 
after the CO dose, as the sample cooled to the 135 K TPD starting temperature.  The 
magnitude of this sub-180 K 13CO exposure was roughly 0.3 L, however, during the set 
of experiments shown in Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6, the sample mounting was repaired, 
which resulted in longer cool-down times, and higher sub-180 K 13CO exposures.  The 
desorption curves shown as solid lines were measured before the sample repair, and those 
measured afterward are shown as dotted or dashed lines.  Comparison of the data sets 
suggests that the “extra” weakly-bound CO on the postrepair samples has little or no 
effect on the amount or temperature dependence of the CO oxidation (Figure 3.4), and 
also does not seem to affect the CO desorption for T >180 K (Figure 3.6).  Nonetheless, 
we note that all the cluster-size-dependent data reported below were taken on the repaired 
sample, with good run-to-run consistency in the amount of sub-180 K CO adsorbed. 
 For the 6.0 nm thick alumina film with no Pd (dotted black line), only a sharp 
desorption feature was observed, beginning as soon as heating started, and with little CO 
desorbing above ~180 K.  For the Pd20/alumina samples there are two new CO desorption 
features.  All the Pd20 samples have a low temperature feature that peaks below 200 K, 
with a tail extending to ~400 K. For the postrepair samples (dashed curves), this Pd-
associated desorption feature merges into the sharp feature attributed to desorption from 
alumina, below ~180 K.  In addition to the low temperature feature, the Pd20 samples 
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show a clear desorption peak at around 450 K. These two CO desorption features 
associated with Pd are qualitatively similar to those observed for CO bound to 
Pdn/TiO2(110) under identical conditions.  In that system, it was shown via temperature-
dependent ISS experiments, that the low temperature binding site (approximately 200 K 
for Pd/TiO2) corresponds to CO bound at the periphery of the Pd clusters, while the high 
temperature peak (approximately 430 K for Pd/TiO2) corresponds to CO bound on top of 
the Pd clusters, such that it prevents He+ scattering from the underlying  Pd.57 
 CO desorption during the final TPD experiments performed after the three 
sequential TPR runs on each sample are shown in Figure 3.6B (bottom frame). It can be 
seen that the same three desorption features are observed as in the TPR runs (Figure 3.6A 
– top frame), however, the intensity is higher, particularly for temperatures above 250 K. 
This increase is attributed to two factors.  In TPR, some fraction of the CO binding sites 
are presumably blocked by pre-adsorbed 18O, resulting in less 13CO adsorption during the 
180 K dose.  Furthermore, a significant amount of CO2 is generated during TPR 
(compare Figures 3.4 and 3.6A), mostly between 220 K and 450 K, consuming a 
substantial fraction of the CO adsorbed on the samples. It can be seen that the thinnest of 
films showed the greatest amount of unreacted CO desorbing at high temperatures 
(Figure 3.6A), whereas in the final TPD (Figure 3.6B) the amount of high temperature 
CO desorption increases with alumina film thickness.  This trend is consistent with the 
CO oxidation activity of these samples (Figure 3.4).  The thinnest alumina films result in 
relatively low CO oxidation activity, which leaves a larger fraction of unreacted CO 
remaining to desorb (compare Figure 3.6A and 3.6B).   
 One important feature of these model catalysts is that they appear to be quite 
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stable, at least under the conditions explored.  Figure 3.7 shows that both the amount and 
temperature dependence of CO2 production for a Pd20/4.7 nm alumina sample were 
essentially identical in three sequential TPR runs, and also that no significant CO2 was 
observed in the final TPD run, where the 18O2 exposure was omitted.  One could argue 
that this highly reproducible activity might mean that even before the first TPR run, the 
Pd20 had diffused and sintered into some morphology that is stable under these 
conditions.  As shown below, however, samples prepared with identical Pd coverage, 
differing only in the size of Pdn deposited, have significantly different CO oxidation 
activities, and these cluster size differences are stable in repeated TPR runs. Stable, but 
size-dependent behaviour is inconsistent with facile diffusion/sintering, thus the results 
suggest that these samples are, indeed, thermally stable, at least for the rather mild 
reaction conditions studied.  Selected tests were run on samples where up to eight TPR 
runs were performed, with no significant change from first to last. This high stability is 
quite different from what we observed under similar conditions for Pdn/TiO2(110), where 
activity dropped rapidly in sequential TPR runs.65 
 ISS was also run on all samples after the series of TPR and TPD experiments.  
As-deposited ISS was done only for a few, separately prepared samples, to avoid ISS 
damage effects on the TPR/TPD results.  For the few film thicknesses where we have 
both as-deposited and post-TPR/TPD ISS data, there is no change in Pd ISS intensity, 
within experimental error (~5%), indicating that the amount of Pd in the surface layer is 
not significantly affected by TPR/TPD under the conditions used.  This observation is 
consistent with the stability of the TPR results in multiple runs. 





Fig. 3.7:  13C16O18O desorption from 0.1 ML Pd20 on 4.7 nm thick alumina/Ta(110) in 
three consecutive TPR runs, each preceded by 10 L 400 K 18O2 and 10 L 180 K 13CO 
exposure.  13CO desorption during a sequent CO TPD run, with 10 L 13CO exposure at 
180 K with no O2 exposure.	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indicating that no 18O is left on or in the surface layer, either bound to Pd or to the 
alumina support.  If 18O was left on the surface after TPR, it could be reacted away in the 
final CO TPD, however, in that case CO2 should be observed during this final TPD, 
contrary to observation.  Taken together, the ISS and TPD results show that oxygen is the 
limiting reactant, and is quantitatively reacted away in TPR under our conditions.  
Furthermore, we can conclude that 18O used in TPR does not spill over to, or exchange 
with the alumina support, which was grown with normal 16O2.  After a similar set of TPR 
and TPD runs for Pdn/TiO2(110), 20% - 30% of the surface oxygen is 18O, and it was 
shown that most of this 18O dissociated on the Pd clusters, and spilled over to the support 
where it is not active for CO oxidation.65  The lack of spillover in the Pd/alumina system 
is presumably one reason why the CO oxidation activity is substantially higher, compared 
to Pd/TiO2(110) under identical conditions. 
 
3.3.4 The effects of oxidation condition on activity for CO 
oxidation by Pd20 
In a previous study of CO oxidation over Pdn/TiO2 using TPR conditions similar 
to those here, we found that activity was highly dependent on oxidation temperature.  No 
cluster sizes were active for Tox ≤ 200 K, select sizes were active for Tox = 300K, and all 
but Pd1 showed (size-dependent) activity for Tox = 400 K.10  Figure 3.8A shows CO2 
production for a sample prepared by depositing Pd20 on a 1.4 nm alumina film, and then 
probed by sequential TPR runs with 10 L of 18O2 at Tox, followed by 10 L 13CO at 180 K.  
The first three runs had Tox = 180 K, 400 K, and 500 K.  The final run had Tox = 400 K 






Fig. 3.8:  CO2 and CO desorption from consecutive TPR measurements with viariable 
oxidation temperatures.  (Top) 13C16O18O desorption and (bottom) unreacted 13C16O 
desorption from 0.1 ML Pd20/1.4 nm alumina/Ta(110) during consecutive TPR runs 
with different 18O2 exposures:  10 L at 180 K (blue), 10 L at 400 K (red), 10 L at 500 




measured during the same TPR runs.  The maximum CO2 production was observed in the  
runs with Tox = 400 K.  Oxidizing at 180 K, where Pd20/TiO2(110) is completely inactive, 
resulted in almost no change in the low temperature portion of the CO2 desorption 
feature, but substantially less CO2 production above room temperature.  Consistent with 
the decreased overall conversion of CO to CO2, there was substantially more desorption 
of unreacted CO in the Tox =180 K run, mostly in the high temperature peak.  It is 
interesting that increasing Tox to 500 K also resulted in significantly lower CO2 
production, but without the large increase in desorption of unreacted CO.  Given that CO 
and oxygen are known to compete for binding sites (see introduction), the decrease in 
CO2 production may simply indicate that higher Tox resulted in a greater-than-optimal 
coverage of the Pd clusters by oxygen.  Note, however, that in the second TPR with Tox = 
400 K, the 18O2 exposure was increased by a factor of 5, which might have been expected 
to result in similar “over oxidation” of the Pd sites.  Instead, the Tox = 400 K TPR 50 L 
O2 exposure resulted in essentially identical CO2 production as seen in the Tox = 400 K 
TPR. 
 
3.3.5 The effects of Pdn size (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 16, 20, and 
25) on CO oxidation activity 
CO oxidation and CO TPD were studied for a series of Pdn/alumina/Ta(110) 
samples, using TPR/TPD conditions identical to those used to generate the data reported 
in Figures 3.1–7. To avoid confusing the cluster size dependence of interest with effects 
of alumina film thickness, these samples were all deposited on 5.0 ± 0.3 nm thick films – 
in the range where activity is insensitive to thickness.  For the same reason, the growth 
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rate was kept in the 0.3 nm/min range, and all experiments reported were done with 
essentially identical sub-180 K CO exposures. The CO2 desorption temperature 
dependence for all cluster sizes was found to be qualitatively similar to those shown for 
Pd20 in Figure 3.7, and desorption of unreactive CO during TPR, and of CO in the final 
TPD, which also showed bi-modal temperature dependence similar to those shown in 
Figure 3.6.  Also as in Figure 3.7, CO2 production in successive TPRs was found to be 
constant within the experimental uncertainty, for all cluster sizes.   
 The integrated CO2 production, i.e., the CO oxidation activity, is modestly 
dependent on cluster size, as shown by the blue squares in Figure 3.9, which show the 
integrated CO2 production averaged over the three TPR runs for each sample.  The error 
bars show the standard error in the three runs.  The fact that activity is size dependent in a 
nonmonotonic fashion implies that the samples retain some memory of the size of the 
deposited clusters, i.e., that diffusion and sintering are not facile enough under the 
conditions studied to completely average out the effects of deposited size.  Furthermore, 
the fact that activity does not vary significantly in sequential TPR runs, shows whatever 
the state of the deposited clusters is, it is reasonably stable. 
 It is interesting to compare the effects of cluster size in this system with those we 
observed for Pdn/TiO2(110), and those observed by Heiz and co-workers for 
Pdn/MgO/Mo(100).  Under conditions identical to those used for Figure 3.9, CO 
oxidation over Pdn/TiO2 has a stronger size dependence with Pd1/TiO2 being essentially 
inactive, and the other Pdn/TiO2 having activities that vary by a factor of ~2.9 The highest 
activity in that system was for Pd20/TiO2, with lower activities observed both for larger 





Fig. 3.9: Average 13C16O18O production (blue squares) in three TPR runs for samples 
with 0.1 ML of Pd deposited as different Pdn, on a 5.0 ± 0.3 nm thick alumina film 
grown on Ta(110).  TPR conditions: 10 L 18O2 exposure at 400 K, 10 L 13CO exposure 
at 180 K.  13C16O desorption from a subsequent CO TPD (red dots) with 10 L 13CO 




CO2, and no activity was observed for Tox below room temperature.10 In contrast, all
Pdn/alumina/Ta(110) samples are found to be quite active, with ~45% of the adsorbed CO 
reacting to form CO2, and substantial activity even for Tox = 180K. As might be expected 
for a system where reactivity is high for all Pdn, the dependence on activity is much 
weaker, amounting to only ~25% variation between least and most reactive.  There does 
appear to be a significant trend of activity increasing from Pd1 to Pd6, then dropping 
abruptly for larger clusters.  As shown in Figure 3.10, the increased activity for Pdn with 
n ≤ 6, is correlated with increased CO2 production at low temperatures, suggesting that 
the activation energy for the reaction of adsorbed CO and oxygen is smaller for the small 
clusters.   
 Also shown in Figure 3.9 is the CO desorption measured in the final CO TPD run, 
without pre-oxidation of the samples.  As noted, no CO2 is observed in this run, therefore 
the CO integrated desorption should be a measure of the number of (mostly Pd-
associated) CO binding sites on the samples.  It can be seen that for Pdn, n ≤ 6, the CO 
intensity is roughly constant, and that it drops by a factor of 30% for Pd10-25.  This may 
indicate that there is a structural transition, such as from single layer to partially two layer 
structures, with increasing cluster size, and of course this decrease in availability of Pd 
sites might be expected to be reflected in the CO oxidation activity. 
 The nonzero activity observed here for deposited Pd1 might be an indication that 
atoms deposited on alumina/Ta(110) sinter to form clusters which are reactive.  We note, 
however, that Heiz and co-workers have observed significant activity for model catalysts 
prepared by deposition of Pd atomic ions on MgO/Mo(100).4, 44, 46  In particular, they 





Fig. 3.10: 13C16O18O production from the first of three consecutive TPR runs with 
samples containing 0.1 ML of Pd deposited as different Pdn, on a 5.0 ± 0.3 nm thick 
alumina film grown on Ta(110).  TPR conditions: 10 L 18O2 exposure at 400 K 
followed by 10 L 13CO exposure at 180 K.  	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temperature range of 260 – 500 K and the activity is increased when Pd is deposited on 
electron-rich O-Vacancies in the MgO oxide layer.66, 67  It was also shown that while 
there was a strong Pdn size dependence for deposited clusters, the defect rich film was not 
shown to enhance the activity for the larger clusters.20, 48  In future experiments we plan 
to use ISS on the as-deposited clusters to probe morphology. 
 The apparent lack of sintering of Pdn/alumina/Ta(110) observed here is in contrast 
to studies by other authors of Pd on alumina surfaces.  For example, Campbell and co-
workers studied Pd particle growth from 0.8 ML equivalents of Pd evaporated onto α-
Al2O3 (0001), and found particles with average diameter of 5 nm, increasing to ~6 nm 
after heating to 680 K, and to 8 nm after heating to 1000 K.30  Similarly, Freund and co-
workers have reported a number of studies of Pd particles grown by Pd evaporation and 
annealing on alumina/NiAl(110) with Pd loadings as low as 0.3ML.3, 68, 69  One ML of Pd 
evaporated onto alumina films grown on a Ta support were studied by the Goodman 
group and showed good thermal stability.37, 69, 70 
 Four factors may increase the thermal stability of our samples.  Our alumina films 
are relatively thick, and grown and annealed at relatively low temperature.  Both factors 
are likely to result in films that are rough and/or defective relative to α-Al2O3 (0001) or 
the crystalline 0.5 nm film grown on NiAl(110), and defects tend to provide anchoring 
sites for atoms and clusters.  Another factor is that preformed clusters deposited on 
surfaces are expected to diffuse and sinter less than deposited atoms, because more bonds 
need to be broken, leading to increased diffusion barrier. This effect was demonstrated 
nicely by Buratto and co-workers for Aun/TiO2(110).  Au1 was observed to sinter to large 
multilayer particles at room temperature, while clusters, even as small as Au2, were stable 
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for hours.71  Furthermore, the Pd loading for our samples is relatively low.  This increases 
intercluster distances, forcing diffusion over longer length scales for sintering to occur.  
Finally, we were careful in these studies to keep the maximum temperature of the TPR 
and TPD scans below 575 K, and to minimize the time spent at high temperature. 
 Figure 3.11 compares the CO oxidation activity with the measured Pd 3d binding 
energy for as-deposited clusters.  It can be seen that the two are generally anticorrelated 
(note inverted binding energy scale), suggesting that this system is another example 
where electronic structure of the supported clusters, as probed by the shifting core level, 
is a controlling factor for activity as an oxidation catalyst. Similar anticorrelations have 
been seen for CO oxidation over Pdn/TiO2(110) 9 and carbon oxidation by water in 
electrocatalysis by Ptn on glassy carbon.72 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
We have used CO2 production and CO desorption from Pd20 deposited on a series 
of variable thickness alumina films grown on Ta(110) to observe how behaviour of 
supported Pd changes with support thickness, and to find a thickness range where 
properties are insensitive to thickness.  The alumina film provides a very stable 
environment for the Pd clusters, such that the size-dependent CO oxidation activity is 
stable in repeated TPR cycles.  There is significant, nonmonotonic variation in activity 
with size, which is weakly correlated with the density of Pd sites on the surface, but also 
must depend on properties such as the cluster electronic properties or availability of 
particular binding sites, which vary with size.   





Fig. 3.11: Average 13C16O18O production (blue squares) in three TPR runs for samples 
with 0.1 ML of Pd deposited as different Pdn, on a 5.0 ± 0.3 nm thick alumina film 
grown on Ta(110).  TPR conditions: 10 L 18O2 exposure at 400 K, 10 L 13CO exposure 
at 180 K.  As deposited Pd 3d binding energy (red dots) corresponding to the 0.1 ML 
of Pdn deposited on 5.0 ± 0.3 nm thick alumina film used for the size dependent 




characterization of the as-deposited samples by XPS, UPS, ISS, and CO TPD, 
temperature-dependent ISS and UPS experiments to probe the nature of oxygen and CO 
binding, and studies of the effects of Ta incorporation into the alumina surface layer on 
activity and stability of the catalysts.  Nonetheless, it is clear already the 
Pdn/alumina/Ta(110) is substantially more active and more thermally stable than 
Pdn/TiO2, and provides an interesting system in which to explore the effects of cluster 
size on activity and physical properties of model catalysts. 
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EFFECTS OF ALUMINA FILM THICKNESS ON CO OXIDATION  
ACTIVITY OVER Pd20/ALUMINA/Re(0001): CORRELATED  
EFFECTS OF ALUMINA ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES  





Ultrathin oxide films grown on metal single crystals are frequently used as 
supports for metal-on-metal-oxide model catalysts.  They allow the full array of surface 
analysis tools to be used in mechanistic studies, without complications from surface 
charging that can limit use of bulk oxide supports.1-28  One obvious question is how thick 
the oxide layer must be to realistically represent a bulk oxide, and for model systems with 
thinner films, what effects on chemistry might result. It has been shown that the thickness 
of the oxide can have drastic effects on supported metal nanoparticles by affecting the 
catalytic metal particle geometry.12, 29  Madey et al. characterized the growth and 
oxidation of Al films on both Re and Rh single crystals, noting a change in the electronic 
structure of the alumina films as a function of total film thickness.30, 31  Other research 
has suggested that for thin metal oxide films grown on a metal support, tunneling of 
electrons from the metal support to metal particles supported on the metal oxide films can 
occur3, 32.  Work done in the Freund lab has shown the ability to tune the amount of 
electron transfer from Mo-doped CaO films to supported Au nanoparticles, which affects 
both the electronic structure and morphology of the nanoparticles.33  Campbell and co-
workers have used calorimetry to explore the effects of CeO2 film thickness on metal-
support binding energies, and found that the energetics change rapidly in the thickness 
range up to 2 nm, then converge slowly for thicker films.34 As a final example, the 
Pacchioni group has described, theoretically, electronic phenomena that occur for thin 
metal oxide films, such as electron transfer, work function changes, and defect 
engineering.12, 32, 35-37   





films.  One commonly used film model is the well characterized, self-limiting alumina 
film that grows spontaneously on NiAl single crystals heated in O2.  For example, on 
NiAl(110), a 0.5 nm thick film grows which has excellent order, as shown by both STM 
and x-ray crystallography.26, 38-42  The Freund group has used this model system in a 
number of studies, including CO oxidation over Pd nanoparticles supported on 
alumina/NiAl(110).  It was shown that there is initially considerable spillover of activated 
oxygen from the Pd to the alumina film, where it diffuses to the NiAl substrate, 
thickening the film.43  Eventually, the film surrounding the particles becomes thick 
enough to act as a diffusion barrier, and the system becomes an excellent model catalyst.  
We previously studied Pdn/alumina/NiAl(110), and observed interesting size-dependent 
Pd oxidation kinetics44, but were unable to observe oxidation of co-adsorbed CO because 
of competition from spillover and reaction with the NiAl substrate.43, 44  Another 
approach is to grow alumina films epitaxially by evaporation of aluminum onto suitable 
substrates in an oxygen atmosphere, thereby allowing growth of films with arbitrary 
thickness.  This approach was demonstrated by the groups of Madey30, 31 and Goodman45, 
46 who showed that alumina films with good long-range order could be grown on Ta(110) 
and Re(0001) supports.  The Goodman group reported a series of experiments utilizing 
IR spectroscopy to monitor adsorbates on metal clusters on these alumina substrates15, 47, 
48 as well as angle-resolved photoemission to probe the electronic structure of the 
supported clusters.49  The Madey group reported on the electronic structure of the 
alumina films, themselves.30, 31, 50 
Thin MgO films have also been used in many model catalyst studies.7, 9, 23, 51-59 





MgO films on the overall CO oxidation reactivity by Au clusters using both experimental 
and theoretical methods. Of particular relevance to our research, the combined efforts of 
Heiz and Landman studied the effects of the MgO(100) substrate on deposited Au20.  
Despite bulk gold being inactive,60, 61 Au20 deposited on a thin MgO film is active for CO 
oxidation.32  Furthermore, the level of activity could be correlated to the interaction of 
oxygen defect sites providing electron density to the Au20 clusters, which could then 
oxidize CO.7, 62, 63  Vajda and co-workers reported a study on the thermal stability of Pt 
clusters deposited on alumina films grown on oxidized silicon substrates.  The Pt particle 
growth occured on incomplete alumina films, but after a complete alumina surface had 
been formed, the Pt clusters were very stable at elevated temperatures64.   Similarly, Pdn 
clusters deposited on alumina films grown Ta(110) were also shown to be stable in terms 
of exposed Pd surface area and CO oxidation reactivity for at least eight reaction cycles 
reaching temperatures of 600 K.  However, in the Pdn/alumina/Ta(110) system, the 
alumina film thickness (up to 5 nm) showed a controlling effect on the overall CO 
oxidation activity.65 
Utilization of thermal evaporation allows for not only a stable film, but also a 
tunable variable in controlling the metal oxide film thickness.  The interest of this paper 
is focused on the effect of the metal oxide thickness and the identity of the metal support 
on the reactivity of size-selected Pd20 clusters, specifically how the oxide thickness can 
tune the electronic and geometric properties of the Pd cluster catalysts.  CO oxidation 
was chosen as the test reaction to examine the relationship between film thickness, 
electronic effects, and activity because there is a wealth of mechanistic information about 





67, 70-77  Briefly, it has been shown in literature that CO oxidation, on noble metal 
catalysts, reacts via the Langmuir Hinshelwood reaction.  In this scenario, both the CO 
and O2 must first adsorb onto the catalyst before CO oxidation can occur.68, 69, 78, 79  
Here, we report a study of the effects of varying alumina film thickness on the CO 
oxidation activity of deposited Pd20 clusters.  In addition, we have characterized the 
electronic properties of both the alumina film and the deposited clusters, as well as the 
morphology of the clusters and the density of different types of binding sites, all as a 
function of alumina film thickness.  Our interest is partly in exploring the possibility that 
thickness might be used to tune catalytic properties, but the main interest is in using film 
thickness-dependent correlations of activity with various physical properties to learn 
about the reaction mechanism, and which factors control activity under our reaction 
conditions.  In typical model catalyst experiments, where the metal clusters grow by 
nucleation at defects on the support, defect density, cluster size, and metal coverage are 
interrelated. Given that defect density may be a function of film thickness,7, 62 it may be 
difficult to separate the effects of thickness and cluster size.  The experiments take 
advantage of an instrument that allows preparation of model catalysts by deposition of 
mass-selected clusters on well-defined planar supports to study cluster size effects on 
both electrochemistry80 and gas-surface reactions44, 65, 81-86 including CO oxidation over 
Pdn/alumina/Re(0001)87 – the system of interest here.  One of the advantages of this 
approach is that it is possible to deposit clusters of a particular size (here Pd20), 
independent of coverage and of the density of defects on the oxide support.  The choice 
of the Pdn/alumina/Re(0001) system was motivated by observation of unusual, non-





layer.87  For a system like ultra-thin alumina on Re(0001), properties like the number, 
type, and density of defects are almost certainly a strong function of the alumina 
thickness.  As a result, samples grown by diffusion and nucleation would tend to have 
different distributions of cluster/particle sizes as a function of thickness.  In order to focus 
on the inherent alumina thickness effects on electronic structure, catalyst morphology and 
reactivity, we exploit another capability of size-selected cluster deposition to create 




Experiments were done in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system which has been 
described previously.81, 85, 87  Briefly, the vacuum system consists of three main 
components: a UHV analysis chamber for sample preparation and characterization, a high 
intensity mass-selected cluster deposition beamline, and a small antechamber attached to 
the UHV analysis chamber that can be used for thin film preparation, sample 
exchange/repair, and as a high pressure cell.  The cluster deposition beamline allows for 
cluster formation via laser vaporization into a high pressure pulsed helium flow.  
Vaporization is driven by a 30 Hz 532 YAG laser operated at 30-60 mJ/pulse.  The 
pressure in this region of the beamline is approximately 45 milliTorr.  Cluster ions 
exiting the source are collected by a quadrupole ion guide, and then the beam is bent 18° 
in order to eliminate neutrals and anions, and allow coaxial injection of the laser.  The 
ions then pass through additional quadrupole ion guides, a quadrupole mass filter, and a 





pressure to ~ 1 x 10-9 Torr in the process.  The final quadrupole guides the mass-selected 
clusters up to a lens/deposition mask that is used to control the spot size, and then 
deposited on the sample, which is positioned just behind the mask.  The base pressure in 
the deposition/analysis chamber is ~1 x 10-10.  This beamline generates Pdn+ containing 
up to 35 atoms, with currents up to ~6.5 nA.  All experiments reported here were done 
with Pd20 deposited at 1 eV/atom – high enough to minimize space charge effects, but 
still below the energies expected for Pd-Pd and Pd-aluminum binding. 
After sample preparation, analysis was done in situ by a combination of X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), and low 
energy ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS).  For all XPS measurements in this paper, Al Kα 
X-rays were used for irradiation and the measured binding energies were calibrated to the 
Re 4f7/2 binding energy of 40.3 eV, using signal from the Re(0001) single crystal used as 
the base substrate.  Note that the raw Re 4f7/2 binding energy varied by only ~0.03 eV, 
i.e., charging and other artifacts were small.  UPS was done using He I radiation (21.2 
eV) generated by a windowless, doubly differentially pumped capillary discharge lamp,88 
operating on ultra-high purity He.  For ISS measurements, ultra-high purity helium was 
leaked into the ion gun, resulting in a chamber pressure of 5 x10-7 Torr, He+ kinetic 
energy of 1 keV was used.  For every measurement, the sample current was measured 
and used to correct for small day-to-day changes in the He+ flux.  The analysis chamber 
is also equipped with both a residual gas analyzer (RGA), used to monitor gas doses, and 
a differentially pumped UTI 100c mass spectrometer used to measure desorption from the 
surface.  This mass spectrometer views the analysis chamber through a 2.5 mm diameter 





orifice for desorption measurements.  When the sample is positioned in front of this mass 
spectrometer, it is also at the focus of six directional gas dosing lines that can be used in 
pulsed or continuous modes.  The gas fluxes from the dose tubes at the sample position 
have been calibrated by comparing to doses delivered via the chamber background, and 
are equivalent to roughly ten times the background pressure.  
The antechamber is mounted to the bottom of the analysis chamber, and has a 
base pressure ≤ 5 x 10-9 Torr.  As the sample is lowered into this chamber, it passes 
through a gate valve and a triple differential seal, and when in position, the antechamber 
pressure can be raised to one atmosphere without affecting the base pressure in the UHV 
analysis chamber.  In the experiments described here, the antechamber was used for 
growth of the alumina films, minimizing the effects of the required O2 pressures on the 
analysis chamber background. 
 
4.2.2 Model catalyst preparation 
Samples were prepared by depositing Pd20+ clusters on an alumina thin film, 
grown on a 10 x 5 x 1 mm Re(0001) single crystal (Marketech International Inc).  The Re 
single crystal was spot welded to a pair of tantalum heating wires supported from a pair 
of tungsten rods attached to a liquid nitrogen cooled cryostat attached to a rotatable XYZ 
manipulator.  The sample temperature was measured using a C-type thermocouple spot 
welded to the back of the Re single crystal, and could be controlled between 115 K and 
1200 K using resistive heating and to well above 2000 K by electron bombardment.  
Alumina films with thicknesses up to at least 7 nm are conductive enough that the Pd20+ 





neutralization current during deposition, it was possible to stop deposition with a 
precisely defined coverage of Pd, totaling 1.53 x 1014 Pd atoms/cm2, which is equivalent 
to 0.1 of a close-packed Pd monolayer.  It should be noted that the deposition was carried 
out at room temperature with typical deposition times of about 5 minutes. 
 Prior to alumina film growth, the Re(0001) crystal was cleaned by annealing at 
1775 K for 20 minutes, until no contaminants could be detected via XPS.  After cleaning, 
the sample was lowered into the antechamber and heated to 970 K, while Al was vapor 
deposited in a background of 5 x 10-6 Torr of ultra-high purity 16O2 that was further 
cleaned by passing it through a liquid nitrogen/ethanol bath (~160K).  The alumina film 
growth procedure was adapted from work in the Goodman and Madey groups.30, 31, 46  In 
our experiments, the Al/Re XPS intensity ratio is used to estimate the thickness of the 
alumina film, using literature values for both the photoemission cross sections as well as 
the β parameters,89 and effective attenuation lengths calculated from the NIST EAL 
Database version 1.3.90  We estimate that the absolute thicknesses are correct to within 
~20%, however, the relative uncertainty in comparing thicknesses of different films is 
estimated to be less than 5%. 
In the original development of this alumina/Re growth procedure, it was 
suggested based on ISS and LEED measurements, that alumina growth proceeds by 
initial formation of 3D islands that, for thicknesses greater than 1.6 nm, coalesce to form 
a continuous film, as monitored by ISS, with good long-range order, as monitored by 
LEED.15, 46 The ISS measurements showed no evidence of Re signal for thicknesses 
greater than ~1.5 nm.30  We find that close examination of the ISS data shows that, even 





nm), there is still significant Re ISS signal, suggesting the presence of Re in the surface 
layer, presumably due to diffusion into the alumina at the film growth temperature.  
Quantitation of the Re doping is discussed below.  The effect is similar to Ta-doping of 
alumina films grown on Ta(110).65  Alumina films free of these metal dopants can be 
grown at lower temperatures, however, such films have little or no long-range order as 
determined by LEED.30   
 
4.2.3 Characterization and reactivity measurements 
After growing a suitable alumina film and depositing 0.1 ML Pd20, samples were 
characterized by XPS at room temperature to monitor the binding energies of the Re 4f, 
O 1s, Al 2s, and Pd 3d peaks.  As-prepared samples were also examined using UPS and 
ISS, however, these experiments were done on separately prepared sets of samples to 
avoid any possibility that ion impact damage (ISS) or adventitious adsorbates (UPS) 
might interfere with reactivity studies.  Immediately after XPS characterization, the 
sample cryostat was cooled, which took ~30 minutes, at which point the samples were 
flashed to 560 K to desorb any adventitious adsorbates.  
To test the CO oxidation activity of the samples, temperature-programmed 
reaction (TPR) experiments were conducted.  The TPR protocol consisted of first dosing 
10 L 18O2 at 400 K followed by a 10 L dose of 13CO at 180 K.  The CO exposure 
temperature of 180 K was chosen as being high enough to avoid CO sticking to the 
alumina support film, and low enough to minimize reaction of impinging CO with the 
previously dosed 18O2.  A small amount of 13C16O18O product was observed at the 





13C16O18O produced during the TPR experiment, and at least some of that was probably 
from 13CO reacting with 18O left on the inner surface of the CO dose tube during the 18O2 
exposure.   
After the O2 and CO exposures, samples were cooled to 135 K, moved to a 
position 1 mm from the orifice of the mass spectrometer skimmer cone.  Next, they were 
heated at 3 K/sec as both mass spectrometers were rapidly switched between all masses 
of interest, thereby probing signals for molecules desorbing from the cluster spot, and 
also signals for molecules desorbing from other surfaces in the analysis chamber.  The 
masses monitored included all the isotopologs of CO and CO2.  For this study, the only 
masses that showed intensities above baseline were 29 (13CO) and 47 (13C16O18O).  The 
absence of other CO or CO2 isotopologs indicates that 16O from the alumina film was not 
involved in the chemistry, and that any adventitious 12CO that may have bound to the 
surface during deposition, XPS analysis, or sample cooling, was desorbed during the 560 
K flash, or reacted away during the 400 K oxidation step.  After the initial TPR 
measurement, two additional TPR measurements (with 400 K 18O2 and 180 K 13CO 
exposures) were made in quick succession, in order to examine TPR-induced changes in 
the model catalyst properties. Finally, the reactivity sequence was ended with a CO 
temperature-programed desorption (CO-TPD) experiment to probe the density and type 
of CO binding sites present.  For CO-TPD, the sample was exposed only to 10 L 13CO at 
180 K, and then cooled to 135 K, and heated at 3 K/sec, monitoring the same masses as 
in the TPR runs. Note that for all CO-TPD measurements made, no CO2 production was 
observed, suggesting that no reactive oxygen was left on the catalysts at the end of the 





The mass spectrometer sensitivity to desorbing CO and CO2 was calibrated by 
comparison to signal intensities for known background gas densities of both molecules.  
Absolute CO and CO2 desorption amounts derived from this calibration are estimated to 
be within a factor of 2 of the correct values, as described elsewhere.87   To account for 
day-to-day fluctuations in mass spectrometer sensitivity, a daily sensitivity calibration 
test was performed during the cool-down time, by measuring the Ar+ signal resulting 
from a known pressure of argon leaked into the analysis chamber. 
After testing the reactivity, postreaction characterization was performed by XPS, 
UPS and ISS, to determine if any changes had occurred to the sample as a function of the 
reactivity studies.  Changes in the XPS and UPS could infer that there was a change in 
the chemical environment of the catalyst.  ISS, by probing the elemental composition of 
the top-most layer of the samples, gives insight into changes in sample morphology, such 
as changes cluster structure, or adsorbates left behind on the surface after reaction.  
Because ISS damages the samples, and UPS may expose the samples to contaminants 
coming from the windowless He I lamp; the order of the postreaction characterization is 
important.  In all cases, XPS was done first and in most experiments.  UPS was collected 
after ISS, because we were more interested in changes in morphology.  In select 
experiments, UPS was done before ISS to verify that ISS damage did not cause 
significant changes in the UPS.  
 One point to keep in mind is that separately prepared sets of samples were used 
for the different types of experiments, in order to avoid complications from ISS damage, 
adventitious adsorbates, etc.  As a result, while each type of experiment probed the same 





4.3. Results   
4.3.1 ISS characterization of the as-prepared Pd/alumina/Re samples 
Figure 4.1a shows raw ISS spectra for various freshly prepared samples. The 
figure shows results for films up to 4.6 nm thick because the spectra are visually similar 
for thicker films.  ISS results for samples after the sequence of three TPR and one TPD 
experiments are shown in Figure 4.1b, and will be discussed below.  Consider the as-
prepared results in Figure 4.1a.  The top spectrum is for the freshly cleaned Re(0001) 
substrate, showing a large peak for He+ scattering from Re, as well as barely-noticeable 
signal in the E/E0 range expected for 16O.  This reflects the presence of a small amount of 
surface oxygen. Because the next step in sample preparation was oxidation with 16O2, no 
attempt was made to eliminate this small 16O impurity.  Note that this spectrum has been 
scaled by a factor of 0.125, because He+ scattering from Re is quite intense.   
The rest of the spectra are for samples with 0.1 ML Pd20 deposited.  The “Pd/Re” 
spectrum has Pd20 deposited directly on freshly annealed, unoxidized Re(0001), and is 
scaled by a factor of 0.25. For this spectrum, peaks are observed both for Pd and Re, and 
the weak signal for 16O is more apparent due to the larger scale factor.  It is interesting 
that in this spectrum, the Re peak intensity is only about half that in the top spectrum 
(note change in scaling), i.e., deposition of Pd20 attenuates signal from the Re substrate 
more strongly than might be expected from the 0.1 ML equivalent Pd coverage.  Pd20 is 
expected to completely attenuate ISS from Re directly underneath the cluster footprint, 
but apparently there is substantial additional attenuation from some combination of 
shadowing and reduced He+ ion survival probability for He+ scattering off Re 







Figure 4.1: He+ ISS for Re(0001), 0.1 ML Pd20 on Re(0001), and 0.1 ML Pd20 on 
alumina films of increasing thicknesses.  (a) Freshly deposited samples.  (b) 
Postreaction.  Note scale factors for the first three spectra in frame a.  Peaks centered 






The more important spectra are for Pd20 deposited on oxidized samples with 
variable thickness alumina films.  The “Pd/ReOx” spectrum is for Pd20 deposited on Re 
that was oxidized under the same conditions used for alumina film growth, but without 
aluminum evaporation (Note 0.5 scaling).  As expected, this spectrum shows a large peak 
for 16O, a peak for Pd, and a peak for Re which is substantially attenuated by the presence 
of 16O (and Pd20) in the surface layer.  The rest of the spectra are for Pd20 deposited on 
various thickness alumina films grown on oxidized Re(0001).  Each has peaks for 16O 
and Al, and for Pd and Re.  As expected for a series of samples containing identical Pd20 
coverage, the Pd ISS intensity is roughly constant, however, there are subtle variations, 
discussed below, that indicate thickness-dependent changes in sample morphology. 
The Al peak intensity is essentially constant except for the films with thickness ≤ 
0.9 nm, where the Al intensity decreases.  Given that ISS peak intensities are primarily 
sensitive to atoms in the surface layer, this pattern suggests that the alumina films are 
discontinuous for thicknesses ≤ 0.9 nm, but are continuous for films thicker than ~1.7 
nm.  This conclusion is consistent with reports from the Madey30 and Goodman45, 46 
groups who found that their films became continuous at about 1.5 nm thickness.  
Even for the thickest films, there is still weak ISS signal in the E/E0 range 
expected for Re.  We previously showed that growth of a 0.5 nm thick alumina film on 
NiAl(110) was sufficient to completely attenuate Ni ISS signal from the NiAl substrate.91  
Therefore, to explain the weak Re signal remaining well past the thickness where the 
films are continuous, we propose that Re diffuses into the alumina film at the high growth 
temperature, resulting in Re surface concentrations that decrease with increasing film 





supports.33  The surface layer Re concentration can be estimated by comparing the Re 
ISS intensity for each sample with that measured for unoxidized Re(0001), where the 
surface density is known.  As summarized in Appendix A of the supporting information, 
the Re concentration is estimated to be ~0.5% for 10 nm alumina films, increasing slowly 
with decreasing film thickness to ~2.2% for the 1.7 nm film.  For the 0.9 nm and 0.6 nm 
films, there is a sharp increase in the Re surface concentration, reaching ~9% for the 0.6 
nm film, however, this is in the range where both the literature30, 31, 46 and our Al ISS 
intensities suggest that the alumina film is no longer continuous.  The sharp increase for 
the thinnest films is attributed to the appearance of exposed ReOx patches between 
alumina islands that make up >90% of the surface. 
 Given the conclusion that there may be patches of ReOx exposed for the thinnest 
alumina films, it is useful to know the level of Re oxidation under different O2 exposures.  
The “Pd/ReOx” spectrum in Figure 4.1a shows that exposure of Re(0001) to alumina 
growth conditions (~6000 L O2 at 970 K) results in a large (~3 : 1) O : Re ISS intensity 
ratio, implying that the surface is heavily oxidized.  Since all the alumina/Re samples 
received the ~6000 L, 970 K O2 exposure during the alumina growth, any exposed ReOx 
should be heavily oxidized.  Exposure of  unoxidized Re(0001) to the 10 L, 400 K 18O2 
exposure used in TPR also oxidizes the surface, but not as thoroughly.  Figure 4.1b 
(spectrum “Re”) has an (16O+18O) : Re ratio of just 1 : 1.15.  
 
4.3.2 TPR studies of reactivity 
The CO oxidation activity of the samples was studied by a sequence of TPR 





exposed to 10 L 18O2 at 400 K, followed by a 10 L 13CO exposure at 180 K, then cooled 
to ~135 K before starting a 3 K/sec TPR heat ramp.  All possible isotopologs of CO, CO2, 
water and O2 were monitored, but under these conditions, the only significant desorption 
signals were for unreacted 13CO and the expected 13C16O18O product.   The TPR process 
(O2 and CO exposures, 3 K/sec heating) was repeated twice to probe the stability of the 
samples under heating and adsorbate exposure, and then a final CO TPD run was done 
(only CO exposure, 3K/sec heating).  The 13C16O18O desorption in the first of the three 
consecutive TPR measurements for select samples is shown in Figure 4.2a, and Figure 
4.2b summarizes the integrated 13C16O18O production in the three TPR runs as a function 
of alumina film thickness.  
The top trace in Figure 4.2a shows results that the alumina films are inert under 
these conditions.  The second spectrum shows another control experiment, demonstrating 
that there was also no CO oxidation catalyzed by the Re(0001) support.  As discussed 
above, the 18O2 exposure used in TPR results in significant oxidation of the Re(0001) 
surface, but this oxygen is evidently too strongly bound to react with CO, which also 
adsorbs on this sample (see below).  
When Pd20 was deposited directly on unoxidized Re(0001), there was substantial 
13C16O18O production during the first TPR run (Figure 4.2a - “Pd/Re”), amounting to 
~0.25 molecules per Pd atom on the surface.  In subsequent TPR runs on this sample, the 
13C16O18O signal decreased by ~50% per run (solid points in Figure 4.2b for zero film 
thickness).  The postreaction ISS in Figure 4.1b shows that for the “Pd/Re” sample, the 
Pd intensity was significantly lower after reaction compared to the as-prepared sample, 





Figure 4.2:  Raw and integrated 13C16O18O desorption signal from TPR measurements 
are presented.  (a) 13C16O18O signal temperature dependence measured in the first TPR 
cycle on the indicated samples (see text for explanation).  (b) Integrated 13C16O18O 
signals measured during three consecutive TPR runs, along with the average from the 
three runs.   The solid points at zero alumina thickness are for Pd20 deposited on 







heating to 550 K, evaporation of the Pd is unlikely, therefore both the loss of CO 
oxidation activity and of Pd ISS intensity are attributed to changes in Pd morphology, 
which could include processes such as sintering or Pd dissolution into the Re bulk.  We 
note that when Pdn was deposited on an unoxidized Ta(110) surface at room temperature, 
ISS showed no Pd in the surface layer, demonstrating that diffusion into the bulk can be 
rapid, even for refractory metals at modest temperatures.65    
As noted above, the thinnest alumina films are thought to be discontinuous, 
exposing small patches of ReOx.  To probe the chemistry of Pd20 on such oxidized Re 
areas, Figure 4.2a also shows 13C16O18O production from Pd20 deposited on ReOx 
prepared by exposing Re(0001) to ~6000 L O2 at 970 K.  This “Pd/ReOx” sample has 
integrated 13C16O18O production activity of ~0.26 CO2/Pd atom, which can be attributed 
to activity of the supported Pd20, since the oxidized Re is inert.  The CO2 signal from 
Pd20/ReOx is quite stable from run to run, as shown by the open points at zero thickness 
in Figure 4.1b.  Evidently, the heavily oxidized ReOx surface provides a stable support, 
possibly because the oxide layer is thick enough to block diffusion into the bulk.  
The rest of the figure shows data for a selection of samples prepared by depositing 
0.1 ML Pd20 on various thickness alumina films grown on Re(0001).  It can be seen in 
Figure 4.2a, that the Pd20/alumina samples are all active for 13C16O18O production, and 
that even for the thinnest films, the temperature dependence for 13C16O18O desorption is 
quite different from those for Pd20/Re or Pd20/ReOx.  For all Pd/alumina samples, 
13C16O18O desorption occurs in a broad, essentially structureless feature, starting at 180 
K, peaking near 300 K, and extending to just over 500 K.  CO2 was not observed to stick 





signal reflects the kinetics of 13C16O18O formation from adsorbed 13CO and 18O (or 18O2), 
rather than the energetics for desorption of the CO2 product.  It is interesting that all the 
Pd20/alumina/Re samples give such similar temperature dependences, despite the 
suggestion from ISS that there is significant ReOx exposed in the 0.8 nm alumina film 
(Appendix A).  No signal is seen for the 400 K 13C16O18O desorption peak that dominates 
the TPR for Pd/ReOx. 
 In Figure 4.2b it can be seen that the activity is reasonably stable from run to run, 
increasing slightly in successive TPR runs for samples with ≤ 4 nm alumina films.  One 
of the interesting features shown in Figure 4.2b is that with increasing alumina thickness, 
the CO oxidation activity initially decreases sharply, passing through a minimum for 
films around 2 nm, and then increases to a thickness-independent level for films thicker 
than ~4 nm.  Understanding the mechanistic origins of this modulation of activity in the 1 
– 4 nm thickness range, is one of the main goals of this study. 
Desorption of CO provides a different probe of the samples’ chemical properties.  
Figure 4.3a shows the desorption of residual, unreacted 13CO during the first TPR run on 
each sample.  Figure 4.3b shows 13CO desorption during the final CO TPD experiment 
run after the three TPRs.  As with the CO2 desorption data, we show only a selection of 
the results for the Pd20/alumina/Re samples.  For alumina grown on Re(0001), no CO 
desorption is observed in either the TPR or TPD experiments, indicating that CO simply 
does not stick on the alumina support.  For Re(0001), where there was no CO2 production 
in TPR, the adsorbed 13CO is seen to desorb mostly in a strong feature between 180 K 
and 280 K, presumably corresponding to CO on terrace sites (note x0.05 scaling).  There 





Figure 4.3:  CO desorption from various substrates are presented.  (a) Desorption 
temperature dependence for unreacted CO in the first TPR run on each of the 
indicated samples.  (b) Desorption temperature dependence for CO in a final CO TPD 






Again, this surface would have been somewhat oxidized during the 10L 18O2 exposure 
used in TPR, but that oxygen is apparently too stable to react with CO, leaving it all to 
desorb unreacted.  Deposition of 0.1 ML of Pd20 on the Re surface has little effect on the 
CO desorption, presumably because the coverage is low and CO sticks efficiently to the 
Re surface. 
For Pd20 deposited on heavily oxidized Re (“Pd/ReOx”), the total amount of CO 
desorbing is much lower, and peaks just above the 180 K CO dose temperature, with a 
long tail connecting to weak desorption features peaking near 300 and 460 K.  The weak 
intensity, and the observation that the main peak occurs just above the dose temperature, 
suggests that that desorption temperature for CO bound to ReOx terraces is below the 180 
K dose temperature, and that we are only observing CO desorbing from Pd20 and from 
defect sites on the ReOx support. The fact that CO binding to ReOx is weak, and that CO 
does not stick at all to alumina/ReOx is useful from the perspective of allowing CO 
desorption from Pd20 to be observed clearly.  For these control samples, the desorption 
observed in the final CO TPD (Figure 4.3b), after completion of the reaction sequence, is 
generally quite similar to that observed in the first TPR (Figure 4.3a), with the exception 
of the Pd/ReOx sample, where there was a significant increase in the desorption near 460 
K.   
 The Pd20/alumina/Re samples show residual CO desorption during TPR (Figure 
4.2a) in two broad components, peaking at ~200K and at ~460K.  CO desorption from 
Pdn/TiO2(110) and Pdn/alumina/Ta(110) is also bimodal, and in those systems we used 
temperature-dependent ISS to probe the nature of the CO binding sites, with the result 





bound at the periphery of the clusters, while the high temperature feature was primarily 
associated with CO desorbing from sites on top of the clusters.85, 87, 92  The integrated 
amount of unreacted CO desorbing during TPR is weakly dependent on alumina 
thickness, ranging from ~0.26 CO/Pd atom (5.2 CO/Pd20) for samples in the 1.5 to 3 nm 
range, decreasing to ~0.22 CO/Pd atom (4.4 CO/Pd20) for the thicker films.   
 For the sample with alumina thickness of 0.8 nm, the desorption behavior is 
slightly different, as might be expected since the thinnest films are thought to be 
discontinuous,30, 45, 46 exposing some ReOx.  Somewhat surprisingly, however, the 
temperature dependence is not what might be expected for Pd20 on alumina with a small 
fraction of Pd20 on ReOx, the latter of which might be expected to result in a lowered 
onset temperature for CO desorption.  Instead, the low temperature CO desorption feature 
appears to have “extra” intensity around 230 K, and as a result, the integrated CO 
desorption increases to ~0.31 CO/Pd atom, compared to 0.26 to 0.22 CO/Pd for the 
thicker films.  It is not clear where this extra CO is binding, but discontinuous films may 
provide CO binding sites at alumina-ReOx boundaries, or on Pt20 deposited at such 
boundaries.  In addition, we will show that the electronic properties of both the alumina 
and the deposited Pd20 are strongly dependent on alumina thickness, which may lead to 
additional CO binding.  Whatever the origin, the absence of this 230 K feature for all the 
samples with thicker films suggests that the alumina films become continuous above ~1.3 
nm thickness, in reasonable agreement with both the ISS results and the literature. 
 If we assume that oxidation and desorption are the only two channels consuming 
adsorbed CO during TPR, then the sum of the desorption signals for CO2 and CO 





pre-adsorbed oxygen.  Total CO is found to be roughly constant at ~0.48 CO/Pd atom for 
samples with alumina films of ≥ 3 nm thickness, corresponding to ~10 CO molecules 
adsorbed per Pd20 cluster.  Because the ~50% dip in CO2 production for alumina films in 
the 0.8 to 2 nm thickness range (i.e., 10 CO/Pd20) is partially offset by an increase in 
desorption of residual CO, the total CO adsorption only drops to ~0.4 CO/Pd (8 
CO/Pd20).  The ratio of integrated intensities for CO2/(CO+CO2) is essentially the 
efficiency with which adsorbed CO is converted to CO2, and it ranges from ~34%  in the 
0.8 to 2 nm range, to ~52% for Pd20 on thick alumina films.  Finally, from the amount of 
CO2 produced, we can estimate lower limits on amount of active oxygen bound to the 
samples after the 400 K 10 L O2 exposure, which vary from 3 to 5 O atoms per Pd20, 
depending on film thickness. 
In the final TPD measured after the series of TPR runs, the CO desorption 
observed for the Pd20/alumina/Re samples (Figure 4.3b), is qualitatively similar to that 
observed in the first TPR, with broadly bimodal desorption and similar peak 
temperatures.  The main difference is that in the final CO TPD, the integrated amount of 
CO desorbing is ~70% higher, approximately independent of alumina film thickness.  An 
increase is not surprising, and is attributable to two factors.  In TPR, 34 to 52% of the 
initially adsorbed CO is converted to CO2, but this competing channel is absent in TPD.  
In addition, we might expect that the O2 exposure used in TPR might block CO 
adsorption sites, further reducing the amount of residual CO desorption.   
As noted, one of the main goals of this study is to explore the factors that cause 
the ~50% dip in CO oxidation activity for alumina films with thicknesses between ~0.8 





tuning catalyst properties, however, our main interest is in using thickness-dependent 
correlations between activity and other properties of the samples, as a mechanistic probe. 
One obvious potential correlation is between activity and CO desorption, since both 
depend on the number and energetics of binding sites on the samples.  To separate the 
low and high temperature desorption components, each TPR and TPD spectrum was fit, 
as shown in Appendix A. We looked for various correlations, and the two that emerged 
are shown in Figure 4.4.  Activity is found to be inversely correlated with the integrated 
intensity of the high temperature component of residual (unreacted) CO desorbing during 
TPR (note inverted scale).  Such an anticorrelation is not surprising, because CO 
oxidation is in competition with desorption of residual CO.  The more interesting 
observation is that there is a strong positive correlation of activity with the high 
temperature component of CO desorbing in the final TPD.  The implications of this 
correlation will be discussed below. 
 
4.3.3 ISS studies of adsorbate binding and the effects of the 
reaction sequence 
ISS can also be used to probe the nature of adsorbate binding to samples, and is 
sensitive to both the number and binding geometries.  Here, ISS was used to probe 
oxygen and CO binding, although only a few such experiments were done because each 
required preparation of several fresh samples to avoid ISS induced damage.  Typical ISS 
data for as-deposited Pd20/alumina/Re (Figure 4.1a) have peaks for O, Al, Pd, and a small 
shoulder for Re in the alumina film.  The 10 L, 400 K O2 exposure used in TPR was 





Figure 4.4:  CO and CO2 desorption from Pd20 deposited on various thickness alumina 
films.  Black: Integrated CO2 production averaged over the three TPR measurements 
on each sample, as a function of alumina film thickness.  Blue: Integrated desorption 
of unreacted CO from the high temperature binding site, averaged over the three TPR 
runs (note inverted scale).  Red: CO desorbing from the high temperature binding site 






20% attenuation of the Pd intensity.  This can be contrasted to a ~70-80% attenuation of 
Pd signal by the 10 L 180K CO exposure used in TPR.  From the CO2 desorption in TPR 
(Figure 4.2b), we can estimate that the average number of active O atoms per Pd20 ranged 
from 3 to 5, with the smaller number for samples with alumina thicknesses between 0.8 
and 2 nm.  From sum of CO2 and unreacted CO desorption, we can estimate that the total 
adsorbed CO is roughly thickness-independent at ~10 CO/Pd20.   
Adsorbate attenuation of ISS signals results from three effects.93, 94  Adsorbates 
bound on top of the surface prevent He+ scattering from surface layer atoms that lie 
within shadow cones cast by the adsorbate atoms.  In our geometry, these shadow cones 
are cast at 45° with respect to the surface normal.  Another attenuation process is 
blocking, where He+ scatters from a Pd atom, but then is prevented from reaching the 
detector because an adsorbate atom lies in between the scattered He+ and detector.  Since 
we detect along the surface normal, blocking occurs if adsorbates are bound in atop sites.  
Finally, when He+ trajectories pass through the electron cloud of adsorbates, 
neutralization can occur, reducing the ion survival probability (ISP), and thus ISS signal.  
All three mechanisms will tend to attenuate Pd ISS signal for adsorbates bound on top of 
the Pd20 clusters, but cause little effect for adsorbates binding to the surrounding alumina 
support.   
The 15 to 20% Pd ISS attenuation observed from adsorption of 3 to 5 O atoms per 
Pd20 implies that each O atom attenuates signal from roughly one Pd atom.  This strong 
attenuation is consistent with oxygen binding on top of the clusters, but does not allow us 
to distinguish between atop, bridge, or hollow sites.  The larger attenuation from CO 





an electron cloud that decreases ISP. In addition, CO sticks efficiently to Pd, essentially 
saturating the clusters with 10 CO molecules in addition to the 3 to 5 O atoms per Pd20. 
As noted above, if CO exposure is done without pre-adsorbed O, ~70% more CO sticks, 
and the Pd ISS remains strongly attenuated.  In fact, temperature-dependent ISS 
experiments on Pdn/TiO2(110)85 and Pdn/alumina/Ta(110),87 which show bimodal CO 
desorption profiles similar to those in Figure 4.3, suggest that only CO desorbing in the 
high temperature component is bound on top of the clusters, and the low temperature CO 
desorption occurs from peripheral sites.  
Several interesting features are also observed in the postreaction ISS 
characterization (Figure 4.1b). Note that for the Re and Pd/Re samples, new peaks are 
observed corresponding to 18O on the surface, resulting from oxidation of the Re by the 
10 L 400 K 18O2 exposure.  In contrast, no 18O signal is observed for Pd/ReOx, or for any 
of the Pd/alumina/Re samples, indicating that both the alumina and ReOx films are stable 
with respect to oxygen exchange, and that there is no significant spillover of unreacted 
18O from the Pd clusters to the oxide supports.  The Pd ISS intensities in the postreaction 
samples are all somewhat smaller than in the analogous as-prepared samples, showing 
that the fraction of Pd in the surface layer was reduced. Such decreases can result from 
reaction-induced sintering of the clusters.  However, in this case they simply result from 
accumulation of adventitious adsorbates on the Pd, because ISS was done after XPS, 
during which time (20 minutes) the samples were at ~120 K.  Supported cluster samples 
are highly efficient at binding adsorbates via a substrate-mediated process where 
molecules (e.g., CO) initially bind (weakly) to the alumina support, but diffuse to stable 





and corrected for, by analysis of Pd ISS intensity vs. exposure to the He+ beam, which 
preferentially sputters adsorbates.85, 94  We did this analysis for Pdn/alumina/Re as part of 
a study of cluster size effects, and after correction for adsorbates, the Pd signals before 
and after reaction were found to be identical.87 
 
4.3.4 Sample electronic properties as a function of alumina 
thickness 
The electronic structure of the as-prepared alumina films and films with supported 
Pd20 were characterized using a combination of UPS and XPS.  The raw UPS for a 
selection of samples are shown in Figure 4.5a with the binding energy (BE) scale 
referenced to the Fermi level (EF) of the Re(0001) support.  The spectra are broken into 
three segments, plotted with different intensity scaling in order to show the important 
features more clearly.  The region near EF is plotted with 4.5x magnification of the 
intensity scale, to allow the weak signals to be observed more clearly.  The region 
between 4 eV and 8 eV shows the onset and peak of the alumina valence (“O 2p”) band, 
which dominates the spectra.  In this energy range, the energy axis has been expanded 
slightly to allow the small shifts to be observed more clearly.  The region between 8 and 
14 eV is omitted because it simply shows a slow decline of the alumina valence band.  
Finally, the region above 14 eV is plotted on a 100x expanded intensity scale, with the 
energy scale also expanded to allow shifts in the high BE spectral limits to be observed 
more clearly.  The high BE spectral limits can be used to calculate the sample work 
functions: Φ = hν – BElimit, where Φ is the sample work function, hν is the photon energy 





Figure 4.5:  A collection of UPS spectra and work functions is presented for samples 
of varying alumina film thickness.  (a) UPS spectra taken for Re(0001) with various 
thicknesses of alumina films.  The spectra have been broken into three energy ranges 
in order to show features of interest more clearly by applying different scale factors.  
Spectra are shown for clean Re(0001), Re(0001) after oxidation, and for oxidized 
Re(0001) with alumina overlayers of the indicated thicknesses.  (b) Work functions 






summarized in Figure 4.5b. 
The spectrum for freshly cleaned Re(0001) has a sharp onset at EF, little signal in  
the O 2p region, and BElimit ≈ 15.47 eV, implying Φ ≈ 5.72 eV.  This measured Φ is 
~0.75 eV higher than literature value reported95 for Re(0001), and we attribute the 
difference to the presence of a small amount of surface oxygen on the as-prepared 
Re(0001) (Figure 4.1a).  For the oxidized Re support (“ReOx”), there is still a sharp onset 
at EF, with additional structure both in the near-EF and O 2p regions, reflecting Re-O 
binding.  BElimit decreases to 13.85 eV, corresponding to an oxidation-induced increase in 
Φ to ~7.35 eV. 
For alumina/Re samples, the spectra change systematically with alumina 
thickness.  In the near-EF region, the signal from the underlying Re substrate decreases 
rapidly with increasing film thickness, because Re photoelectrons are attenuated during 
passage through the alumina film.  For the thicker films, there is little intensity remaining 
in the alumina band-gap region, between EF and ~4.5 eV.  As expected, the alumina 
valence (O 2p) band intensity increases with thickness, then becomes nearly thickness-
independent for films thicker than ~3 nm.  There are also slight shifts in the onset and 
peak energies of this feature.  With increasing alumina thickness, BElimit also increases, 
implying a gradual decrease in the sample work function from ~6 eV for the thinnest 
films to 4.37 eV for the 8 nm film.  
The UPS and XPS results for the alumina valence and core levels of the as-
prepared samples are summarized in Figure 4.6a, and results are given for samples with, 
and without Pd20 deposited.  Because the alumina valence band is quite broad, what is 





Figure 4.6:  Core and valence level binding energies are presented for samples of 
varying alumina film thickness.  (a) Shifts in binding energies for the Al 2s and O 1s 
core orbitals as well as the O 2p valence level as a function of alumina film thickness.  
The left scale shows the shift relative to binding energies measured for the thickest 
film where no charging occurred.  The right scale shows shifts relative to bulk 
alumina.  (b) The Pd 3d core level binding energy and the top of the Pd 4d valence 





which was estimated using a method suggested by Parkinson and Schlaf.96, 97 The rising 
edge of the band was fit to a Gaussian-convoluted step function, and then the slope at the 
inflection point was extrapolated to baseline to estimate the onset energy. To allow all the 
results to be plotted together, the figure plots shifts in the BEs, and scales are provided for 
shifts relative to both literature BEs for bulk alumina, and to the limiting BEs measured 
here for thick alumina films.  For both core and valence BEs, the “thick film limit” was 
taken as the thickest film where there was no evidence of charging during photoemission.  
Because different sets of samples were used in the XPS and UPS work, this was the 7.1 
nm film for XPS data, and a 6.1 nm film for UPS.  The increase in BEs for the 8 nm film 
is a sign that charging is significant for such thick films.  Note that the offset between the 
thick film and bulk limits (1.65 eV) is the average of the measured shifts for the O 1s and 
Al 2p levels (1.7 eV and 1.6 eV, respectively).  
The valence and core levels of the alumina films show remarkably similar shifts 
with changing alumina thickness.  For films thicker than ~3 nm, the BEs are essentially 
thickness-independent, and shifted by 1.65 eV with respect to bulk alumina.  For thinner 
films, the BEs decrease, but remain well above the bulk alumina limit, even for the 
thinnest films.  Deposition of 0.1 ML of Pd20 reduces both the core and valence BEs 
associated with the thicker alumina films by ~0.4 eV, but has little effect on the alumina 
BEs for films thinner than ~1.2 nm.  
In addition to measuring the electronic properties of the alumina support film, we 
also used UPS and XPS to characterize both valence and core levels of the deposited Pd20 
as a function of the alumina thickness. An example of raw UPS for alumina/Re and 





nm thick, and only weak and featureless signal was observed in the alumina band gap, 
between EF and the top of the alumina valence band at ~4.5 eV.  Upon Pd20 deposition, 
weak signal was clearly seen in the band gap region, and the ~0.4 eV deposition-induced 
shift in the alumina valence band was also noticeable. The Pd signal was analyzed by 
subtracting out the spectrum measured for the alumina/Re substrate (inset), and then the 
onset of the Pd band was extracted using the same fitting/extrapolation method used to 
analyze the alumina valence band.   
The Pd 3d core level BEs and onset energies of the Pd valence band are 
summarized in Figure 4.6b.  For Pd20 deposited directly on either Re(0001) or on ReOx, 
the Pd 3d BE is ~335.5 eV, i.e., essentially identical to that for bulk Pd.  For Pd20 
deposited on alumina/Re, the binding energies are shifted to ~336.0, with no obvious 
trend with varying film thickness.  These measurements have relatively large uncertainty 
(~±0.2 eV) due to low Pd signal from 0.1 ML coverage, and background from inelastic 
scattering of 4d photoelectrons from the Re support. The observation that the BEs for 
Pd20/alumina are greater than that for bulk Pd could be taken as evidence for electron 
transfer from Pd to alumina, however, as discussed below, we believe that the Pd actually 
accepts electrons from alumina.  Instead, the positive BE shifts reflect reduced final state 
screening for small clusters supported on an insulating layer.98-102  
For films thicker than ~1 nm, the onset of the Pd valence band is 0.25 ± 0.04 eV 
below EF, i.e., the Pd20/alumina samples still have a band gap, essentially independent of 
alumina film thickness.  The onset energy for the sample with Pd20 deposited on a 0.5 nm 
alumina film, is apparently shifted ~0.2 eV to higher binding energy.  However, for such 





(Figure 4.5a), resulting in high uncertainty for the subtraction/fitting analysis used to 
extract the Pd valence band onset.  Within the uncertainty, therefore, neither the core nor 
valence levels shift significantly with alumina thickness, even though the alumina levels, 
themselves, shift by more than 1 eV. 
The inset to Figure 4.7 compares the Pd 3d BEs for as-deposited samples, with 
those measured after a 10 L 18O2 exposure identical to that in the first step of the TPR 
experiments.  As expected for an oxidation reaction, the Pd BEs shift to higher energy, 
but the amount of the shift is dependent on the alumina thickness.  As shown in the main 
frame of Figure 4.7, the thickness dependence of this oxidation-induced core level shift 
appears to be correlated with the CO oxidation activity.  We have only two data points 
for oxidation-induced shifts in the onset energy of the Pd valence band, but the valence 
band shifts also appear to correlate with activity.   
The observed changes in alumina BEs with thickness (Figure 4.6a) are signatures 
of thickness-dependent variations in sample electronic properties, and are not simply 
artifacts of sample charging under the VUV or X-ray beams.  If beam-induced charging 
were significant in this thickness range, then the core and valence BEs of the Pd20 
deposited on the films should show shifts similar to those of the alumina support, rather 
than being essentially thickness-independent (Figure 4.6b).  Furthermore, the alumina 
XPS peak widths should tend to increase with thickness due to differential charging, 
whereas widths actually decrease.  Only for films thicker than ~8 nm do we begin to see 









Figure 4.7:  Inset:  Raw Pd 3d binding energies for as-deposited Pd20, and after 
exposure to 10 L 18O2 at 400 K.  Main figure:  The shift in Pd 3d and 4d binding 
energies from O2 exposure are compared to the CO oxidation activity over a range of 






4.3.5. Correlation between Pd ISS intensity and activity 
 Figure 4.8 shows another correlation of activity with a physical property of the 
samples.  As mentioned above, there is a weak dependence of the as-deposited Pd ISS 
intensity on the thickness of the alumina film on which Pd20 is deposited.  As Figure 4.8 
shows, the Pd ISS intensity, proportional to the fraction of Pd atoms in the surface layer, 
has dependence on thickness that correlates well with the thickness-dependent CO 
oxidation activity.  Note that the as-deposited Pd ISS intensities in this figure are not 
simply the ISS peak intensities from Figure 4.1a, although the thickness dependence there 
is quite similar.  The intensities have been corrected for the effects of any adventitious 
adsorbates that might have bound to Pd during deposition, using a process discussed 
elsewhere,83, 85 in which the Pd intensity is monitored as a function of He+ flux, and 
extrapolated back to the limit of zero exposure and zero adsorbate coverage.  It is not 
surprising that a smaller number of Pd surface sites would be correlated with lower 
activity, however, the ISS intensity only dips by ~14% at the minimum, compared to a 




 At this point, we have used the ability to vary the alumina thickness to show 
correlations of activity with Pd ISS intensity, with the density of particular CO binding 
sites, and with the shift in Pd BEs upon O2 exposure.  Correlation does not imply 
causation, and in the discussion below we attempt to show how these observations are 





Figure 4.8:  Comparison of CO2 production activity (black – left axis) and Pd ISS 







4.4.1 Rate limiting factors under TPR conditions and thickness 
correlations.   
The interpretation of the activity correlations depends on the reaction mechanism, 
i.e., the rate-limiting factors under our TPR conditions.  Fortunately, CO oxidation over 
Pd single crystals66, 68, 69, 78, 103, 104 and various supported Pd nanoparticle samples105-109 
has been well studied, and there is considerable mechanistic information available. The 
factors limiting activity are strongly dependent on reaction conditions.  For example, CO 
sticks efficiently and binds stably to Pd over a broad temperature range, while O2 sticking 
and activation are less efficient, although binding is strong.9, 84, 110, 111  When CO and O2 
are both present, the two reactants compete for Pd binding sites.68, 69, 78 Therefore, at low 
temperatures the Pd sites tend to rapidly become poisoned by CO, and the lack of 
adsorbed oxygen limits CO2 production under many conditions.  Under steady-state 
reaction conditions, Pd catalysts are typically not active until the temperature is raised to 
the point where the CO lifetime on the Pd sites becomes short enough to leave sites 
available for O2 adsorption.  The TPR protocol used here was done with both O2 and CO 
exposures at relatively low temperatures (to minimize thermal effects on the clusters), but 
the O2 exposure was done first, precisely to avoid CO poisoning.  For sufficiently large 
O2 exposures, oxygen coverage can become large enough to block sites needed for CO 
adsorption, thereby reducing activity84 and the 10 L exposure used here was chosen to 
avoid this issue as well.  The 10 L CO exposure is sufficient to saturate any Pd sites left 





chosen as being low enough to minimize reaction of the pre-adsorbed oxygen with 
impinging CO, but high enough to avoid CO binding to the alumina support (Figure 4.3).  
CO2 production is monitored during the CO dose, and never amounts to more than a few 
percent of the total CO2 produced in a TPR cycle. 
 Several factors indicate that under our TPR conditions, the availability of 
adsorbed active oxygen is the factor limiting CO2 production.  For the more active 
catalysts (i.e., Pd20 on either ReOx or on thick alumina films), comparison of the 
desorption signals for CO2 and unreacted CO shows that only ~50% of the adsorbed CO 
reacts, the rest desorbs unreacted. In addition, the fact that no CO2 production is seen in 
the final TPD, either during the CO exposure or subsequent heat ramp, indicates that 
there is no active oxygen left on the surface at the end of the preceding TPR run.  In fact, 
the absence of any 18O signal in the postreaction ISS for the Pd/alumina/Re samples 
shows, at least within the sensitively of the method, that none of the 18O2 used in the TPR 
is left on the surface after the reaction sequence.  Taken together, these data show that 
there is surplus CO on the surface, and that the active adsorbed oxygen is completely 
consumed in each TPR cycle, i.e., that active oxygen is the activity-limiting reactant. 
Figure 4.4 shows that activity is positively correlated with the intensity of CO 
desorbing in the high temperature feature in CO TPD, and an analogous positive 
correlation (varying cluster size rather than alumina thickness) was seen for 
Ptn/alumina/Re catalysts under similar conditions.112 For both Pd and Pt, activity appears 
to be limited primarily by the amount of oxygen activated on the clusters by the O2 dose.  
The obvious interpretation of the correlation is that O2 activation occurs on the same sites 





of such sites are the most active, and also have the strongest CO desorption features.  
Temperature-dependent ISS shows that these sites are predominantly on top of the 
clusters, in both cases.85, 87  It is interesting, therefore, that there is an anticorrelation 
between activity and this high temperature feature measured for residual CO desorbing 
during TPR. The anticorrelation presumably stems from competition between CO 
desorption and CO oxidation. Samples which have large numbers of “on top of cluster” 
sites suitable for O2 activation (or CO binding in TPD) have more oxygen bound after the 
O2 exposure, bind less CO in these sites, and convert more of the CO to CO2. 
 In several previous studies65, 80, 83, 87 we have found cluster size-dependent anti-
correlations between core level BEs of the metal clusters and activity as oxidation 
catalysts under conditions ranging from UHV to aqueous phase electrochemistry.  These 
anticorrelations were rationalized as follows:  Activity involves valence electrons, which 
may also influence core level BEs via screening of the core hole final state.  Cluster sizes 
with particularly stable valence electronic structures should be relatively inactive, but 
stable valence structure would also tend to reduce core hole screening, thereby increasing 
the core level BE.  Recently, we used UPS to directly probe the cluster valence structure, 
and have seen a similar anticorrelation between valence band energy and the activity for 
CO oxidation for Ptn/alumina.112   
 As shown in Figure 4.7, the situation here is different.  The Pd core and valence 
level BEs for Pd20/alumina/Re samples are essentially independent of the alumina 
thickness, despite the observation that both core and valence levels of the alumina film 
are strongly thickness dependent. Instead, CO oxidation activity is correlated with shifts 





TPR.  This correlation provides additional support for the idea that the activity-limiting 
factor under our conditions is the availability of adsorbed, activated oxygen.  The 
oxidation-induced shifts are attributed to the electron withdrawing effect of forming Pd-O 
bonds, leaving the Pd centers with partial positive charges that increase the energy 
required to eject photoelectrons. Therefore, samples with larger shifts have more 
adsorbed oxygen, and should be more active, if adsorbed oxygen is the limiting reactant.   
 
4.4.2 Thickness effects on sample electronic band structure  
We have shown that CO oxidation activity is correlated with physical properties 
of the samples, such as the fraction of Pd in the surface layer, the density of particular 
binding sites, and the extent of oxidation during the O2 exposure.  The correlations raise 
two questions.  Why should these properties of the deposited Pd20 vary with alumina 
thickness, and which physical properties are important in controlling chemistry, versus 
simply being side-effects of the important properties?  The fact that all the core and 
valence levels of the alumina films shift substantially (>1 eV) in the thickness range 
where the dip in activity is seen (Figure 4.6), suggests that thickness-dependent variations 
in the electrostatic potential in the film may affect the physical and chemistry properties 
of deposited Pd20. Therefore, before further addressing the thickness effects, we need to 
explore how thickness affects the electronic band structure of the films, using measured 
spectra as inputs. 
As shown above, the alumina films have significant surface concentrations of Re, 
attributed to diffusion of Re from the substrate into the alumina during growth, 





films behave like n-doped semiconductors, which is not unreasonable given that Re can 
adopt a range of oxidation states, most of which are greater than the 3+ state of Al in the 
alumina lattice.  We have estimates for the Re surface concentration as a function of film 
thickness (Appendix A).  To model the band structure of the alumina we need, instead, 
the Re bulk concentration as a function of depth in the films.  The obvious approximation 
is to equate the dependence of bulk concentration on distance from the Re substrate, with 
the dependence of the surface concentration on film thickness, i.e., to assume that the 
thinner films look like slices of a thick film.  Because the thinnest films are not 
continuous, the Re surface concentration in the alumina portion of the films was 
estimated by extrapolating the trend observed for the thicker, continuous films, giving 
dopant concentration estimates that range from ~2x1021/cm3 close to the alumina-Re 
interface, dropping to ~3x1020/cm3 near the surface of a thick film.  If we assume, for 
now, that all Re dopant atoms donate one electron to the alumina conduction band, then 
we obtain estimates for the free electron density (Nd) as a function of distance from the 
Re substrate.  These estimates for Nd are high compared to those in typical doped 
semiconductors (<1018/cm3)113 but still substantially lower than the electron densities in 
metals (e.g., 8.5x1022 for copper).  
To understand how thickness affects sample properties, it is important to 
understand electron transfer between the alumina film and the Re support, and the 
resulting effects on the electronic bands of alumina.  The supporting information reviews 
common band structure models for metal-metal and metal-semiconductor contacts 
(Appendix A).  Here, we just summarize the main points.  Figure 4.9 outlines a band 





Figure 4.9:  Diagram illustrating the density of states for ReOx and Re-doped alumina 
based on measured UPS.  (a) Situation before  ReOx and alumina are brought into 
contact.  (b). Situation after contact.  The red DOS shown for the alumina film in (a) is 
an exaggerated estimate of the population of states near the conduction band due to Re 





film.  Figure 4.9a shows our estimate of the projected occupied density of states (pDOS) 
for ReOx (left) and Re-doped alumina (right), before the two are brought into contact.  In 
that case, the vacuum levels (Evac) over each component are identical because each is 
electrically neutral. The pDOS for ReOx is simply the measured UPS for the surface-
oxidized Re sample, referenced to EF of the Re(0001) support (EFRe).  As noted above, the 
UPS sampling depth is ~2 nm, thus the pDOS plotted includes contributions from both 
bulk-like metallic Re, and the oxidized surface.  The measured work function for the 
ReOx surface was used for ΦRe, thereby determining Evac. 
Obviously, we are not able to measure the UPS for a freestanding alumina film, 
and the pDOS plotted for alumina is the measured UPS for a 2.8 nm thick alumina/Re 
sample, modified as follows:  We have added a postulated impurity band of Re donor 
states in the alumina band gap (shaded red).  The presence of states near the conduction 
band minimum would lead to significant density of free (conduction) electrons, and also 
shift the Fermi level for alumina (EFalumina) close to the bottom of the conduction band.  
The measured work function for this thick alumina/Re sample was used for Φalumina, 
thereby positioning EFalumina relative to Evac.  The figure also indicates the electron affinity 
of the alumina, EA. 
Figure 4.9b shows the situation after contact.  Because the Re sample is grounded, 
the ReOx energy levels should be unchanged after contact with alumina. The pDOS 
plotted for alumina is simply the UPS for the 2.8 nm thick alumina/Re sample, and 
because of the thickness of the alumina layer, the pDOS is dominated by signal from the 
near-surface region of the alumina.  Expected differences in the alumina properties near 





precontact energies above EFRe have been depopulated by electron transfer to rhenium, 
thereby dropping EFalumina into alignment with EFRe, and positively charging the alumina 
layer with respect to the grounded Re sample. The positive electrical potential in the film 
stabilizes the electronic energy levels of the alumina film by Δχ, consistent with the 
observation that the alumina BEs for alumina/Re are substantially higher than those for 
bulk alumina (Figure 4.6a).   
To understand the thickness dependence of the BE shifts, we need to understand 
the variation in the electronic properties with distance from the Re-alumina interface.  
The accompanying discussion in Appendix A reviews the standard Schottky-Mott 
model114-117 for contact between a metal and an n-doped semiconductor.  Specific 
examples relevant to contact between Re and highly doped alumina films of different 
thicknesses are shown in Figure 4.10.   
Figure 4.10a shows a simplified version of the band diagram for ReOx in contact 
with a thick alumina film, where the horizontal position represents distance from the Re-
alumina interface, which is indicated by the vertical line. As in Figure 4.9b, free electrons 
originating from the Re dopant atoms in the alumina film transfer to Re upon contact, 
aligning the Fermi levels of Re and alumina.  Because the metal is conductive, the 
transferred electrons localize at the Re side of the Re-alumina interface, but the 
corresponding positive charge is distributed over a thin depletion layer within the 
alumina, where the free electron density is depleted leaving behind a corresponding 
density of unscreened Re cations. This charge distribution results in a positive potential 
building up across the depletion layer, and creation of a Schottky barrier (ΦSB).  Within 






Figure 4.10:  Potential energy diagrams illustrating band bending expected for contact of Re with 
alumina films of thickness (a) much greater than the depletion layer thickness, (b) comparable to the 






electronic bands to bend, as shown and discussed in more detail in the supporting 
information.   
In the near-surface region of thick alumina films (outside the depletion layer), the 
electronic bands are flat, and stabilized by Δχ.  As a result, the alumina core and valence 
BEs are shifted to higher energy and independent of alumina thickness, as long as the 
films are thick enough that XPS and UPS do not “see” the depletion layer.  This 
corresponds to the situation for films thicker than ~4 nm (Figure 4.6a).  The shift in the 
vacuum level implies that the work function for thick films should be low, and thickness-
independent, as shown in Figure 4.5b.  The pDOS shown in Figure 4.9b, for the near-
surface region of a thick film alumina/Re sample, corresponds to this flat-band portion of 
the band diagram.   
The center diagram is for Re in contact with an alumina film with thickness only 
slightly greater than the depletion layer.  The alumina-to-Re electron transfer and the 
resulting alumina surface potential are still limited by the depletion layer, as in the thicker 
films, however, the XPS and UPS measurements now sample through the flat-band 
region, into the depletion layer.  The effective attenuation lengths90 for Al 2s and O1s 
photoelectrons in alumina are 2.9 and 2.1 nm, respectively (for Al Kα radiation), thus the 
measured alumina BEs are an exponentially-weighted average over the top ~5 nm of the 
samples. Similarly, the inelastic mean-free path for electrons with kinetic energy 
corresponding to the top of the alumina valence band is ~1 nm,118 therefore the valence 
band onset energy is also averaged over the top few nm of the samples.  Therefore, with 
decreasing film thickness in this range, we expect the XPS and UPS spectra to become 





depletion layer.113  As shown in Figure 4.6a, the BEs measured by XPS and UPS begin to 
shift to lower energies for films thinner than ~4 nm.  In addition, the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of the XPS peaks (e.g., Al 2s) increases from 2.5 eV for films 
thicker than ~3 nm, to 3 eV for the thinnest alumina films.   
The right hand diagram shows the situation for Re in contact with an alumina film 
that is thinner than the depletion layer (i.e., thinner than the depletion layer would be in a 
thick film).  In this scenario, the alumina-to-Re electron transfer is limited by the small 
number of free electrons in the thin alumina film.  Therefore, the positive potential built 
up across the film is smaller than for thicker alumina, resulting in less stabilization of the 
alumina BEs.  As shown in Figure 4.6a, the alumina BEs become strongly thickness-
dependent for films thinner than ~1.8 nm, suggesting that the depletion layer is somewhat 
thinner than that (because the BEs average over the near-surface region).  Also, because 
the vacuum level stabilization is smaller for thinner films, the work function should 
increase with decreasing alumina thickness, as is seen in Figure 4.5b.  Finally, as already 
noted, the FWHM of the XPS peaks should be large, because of the potential gradient 
across the alumina film, as is observed. 
 In addition to the effect of thickness on alumina electronic properties, there are 
several observations relating to Pd20 deposition that also need to be accounted for within 
this electrostatic/depletion layer model.  It is found that depositing 0.1 ML-equivalent of 
Pd20 results in significant (~0.4 eV) shifts of the alumina core and valence levels to lower 
BE  for the thicker alumina/Re samples (Figure 4.6a), however, there is no shift for 
samples with alumina films thinner than ~1.5 nm.  On the other hand, despite the fact that 





film thickness, the BEs of the Pd 3d core level for Pd20/alumina/Re are independent of the 
alumina thickness, within the uncertainty (Figure 4.6b).  Finally, it is observed that 
while the work function of the samples is strongly dependent on alumina thickness 
(Figure 4.5b), Pd20 deposition has negligible (<0.1 eV) effect on the work function. 
The electrostatic/depletion layer model can rationalize at least the first two 
effects.  First consider Pd20 deposited on thick alumina, where the alumina BEs are 
shifted ~1.6 eV higher than in bulk alumina, due to charging of the alumina layer by 
alumina-to-Re electron transfer.  If there were no electron transfer between alumina and 
Pd20, we would expect the Pd 3d BE to be shifted at least 1.6 eV above the bulk Pd BE 
(335.3 eV).119  This expected shift is the sum of the ~1.6 eV shift from the positive 
surface potential of the alumina film, and an additional shift from reduced stabilization of 
the photoemission final state in small clusters, compared to that in bulk Pd.98-102, 120, 121  
For example, Auger parameter analysis for Pd atoms deposited on SiO2 indicates that the 
final state is destabilized by ~0.8 eV compared to bulk Pd.36  In fact, however, the Pd 3d 
BEs for our samples are ~336 eV, which is only ~0.7 eV higher than the bulk value.119 
The smaller-than-expected shift suggests, therefore, that there is significant electron 
transfer from alumina to Pd20, partially cancelling the shifts expected from the alumina 
surface potential and final state effects.  To maintain alignment of EFalumina with EFRe, this 
alumina-to-Pd electron transfer must be compensated by less electron transfer to Re, 
which would reduce the potential shift between alumina and the grounded Re substrate.  
This effect accounts for the observation that Pd20 deposition causes a ~0.4 eV decrease in 
the alumina BEs for thick films, as shown in Figure 4.6a.   





effects.  Because the surface of such thin films is electron-poor, there would tend to be 
little alumina-to-Pd electron transfer, which by the argument given above, would explain 
why Pd20 deposition on films thinner than ~1 to 1.5 nm does not cause shifts in the 
alumina levels (and provide another estimate of the depletion layer thickness).  The fact 
that this transition occurs for alumina with the lack of alumina-to-Pd electron transfer 
would also tend to shift the Pd 3d BEs to higher energy on the thinnest films, and the low 
density of free electrons at the surface of these films may cause a further shift to higher 
BE due to reduced screening of the final state of the supported Pd.  On the other hand, the 
amount of alumina-to-Re electron transfer also decreases for the thinnest films, resulting 
in less positive alumina surface potentials, which tends to decrease the Pd 3d BEs.  
Evidently, the three effects largely cancel, such that the Pd BEs are thickness-
independent within ~0.2 eV. 
The one measurement that appears inconsistent with this alumina-to-Pd electron 
transfer argument is the observation that the sample work function does not change 
significantly upon Pd20 deposition.  If Pd20 accepts electrons from alumina, we might 
expect that the corresponding surface dipole layer should result in a Pd20-induced 
increase in work function.  We have no explanation for this lack of effect, however, we 
note that a number of groups have reported detailed studies of the effects of anionic 
adsorbates on work functions, showing that even in cases where a negative surface dipole 







4.4.2 Thickness effects, Pd20 binding geometry, and correlations 
with activity  
 As shown in Figure 4.8, the Pt ISS intensity varies with alumina thickness in a 
way that correlates with CO oxidation activity, the density of high temperature CO 
binding sites (Figure 4.4), and the tendency of the Pd20 to oxidize during O2 exposure 
(Figure 4.7).  The ISS result indicates that the number of Pd atoms in the surface layer 
goes through a ~14% dip as the alumina thickness varies between 1 and 3 nm.  It is, 
therefore, not surprising that the density of CO binding sites also dips, given the 
indication from TD-ISS studies87 the high temperature CO is bound on top of the Pd 
clusters.  Similarly, we might expect a dip in activity as well, because CO oxidation 
appears to require Pd sites.  It is interesting, however, that the dips in high temperature 
CO binding (~25%) and CO oxidation activity (~50%) are considerably larger than the 
dip in Pd surface availability.   
 Before addressing the correlation between these observables, it is useful to discuss 
what changes in sample morphology might be responsible for the ~14% variation in Pd 
ISS intensity.  One possibility is that Pd20 deposited on alumina in the 1 to 3 nm range is 
prone to sintering at room temperature, producing larger particles with a smaller fraction 
of Pd in the surface layer, and thus reducing the as-deposited Pd ISS intensity.  If 
sintering were significant for Pd20/alumina at room temperature, it should be greatly 
accelerated by heating to 560 K during the TPR/TPD runs, and we would expect to see 
evolution in the CO and CO2 desorption behavior during the sequence of three TPR 
experiments.  Sintering during TPR and TPD runs would result in postreaction Pd ISS 





there is little evolution in the TPR signals, and no evidence of sintering in the post-
reaction ISS, implying that sintering at temperatures up to 560 K is not facile.  Therefore, 
we conclude the dip in as-deposited Pd ISS intensity for 1 – 3 nm alumina is not a sign of 
facile room temperature sintering. 
 Instead, we attribute the thickness dependence of Pd ISS intensity to changes in 
as-deposited cluster morphology.  A study of cluster size effects on ISS suggests that Pd20 
on thick film alumina/Re, deposits as flattened islands, with all but a few Pd atoms in the 
surface layer.87  The 14% dip in Pd ISS intensity would simply require that the Pd20 
adopted slightly more compact, multilayer geometries, slightly reducing the fraction of 
Pd in the surface layer.  Given the large changes in alumina surface potential, work 
function, and band structure that occur in the 1 to 3 nm thickness range, it is not 
surprising that there might be effects on the Pd-alumina bond strength, leading to 
thickness-dependent morphology changes.  
 
4.4.3 Mechanistic insights from thickness-dependent correlations 
 One goal of investigating the effects of alumina thickness on activity is to use 
thickness-dependent correlations of activity with other properties of the samples (Figures 
4, 6-8) to gain insight into the reaction mechanism, and factors that control activity.  The 
situation can be summarized as follows:  
1. Under the TPR conditions used here, the CO oxidation activity is limited by the 
ability of the Pd20/alumina/Re model catalysts to activate oxygen during the 10 L 
O2 exposure.    





relatively high activity for Pd20 deposited on thick alumina, or directly on the 
oxidized ReOx support, but with a ~50% dip in activity for alumina films in the 1 
– 3 nm range.  There is no activity for Pd-free alumina or for the oxidized Re 
substrate under these conditions. 
3. Activity is positively correlated with the density of the strongest CO binding 
sites, and TD-ISS indicates that these sites are on top of the Pd clusters (“on-top” 
sites).  At the thickness corresponding to minimum activity, the density of these 
sites decreases by 25%. 
4. Activity is also positively correlated with the Pd ISS signal, i.e., with the 
fraction of Pd in the surface layer of the samples.  At the thickness corresponding 
to minimum activity, the Pd ISS intensity dips by 14%. 
5. All the core and valence levels associated with the alumina film shift to 
substantially higher energies as the film thickness is increased from 0.8 to 3 nm, 
due to rapidly varying alumina surface potential.  The dip in activity occurs in the 
thickness range where the BEs are changing most rapidly, i.e., the range where 
the film thickness is comparable to the depletion layer thickness.  
6. While the Pd 3d BEs are nearly thickness independent, the BE shift induced by 
O2 exposure is thickness-dependent, and correlated with CO oxidation activity.   
 These observations suggest the following explanation for the thickness 
dependence of the CO oxidation activity.  Because only samples with Pd20 are active, and 
activated oxygen is the limiting reactant, it is clear that O2 binding and activation to Pd20 
is the critical step under our TPR conditions.  O2 activation typically involves electron 





bond.  Therefore, we might expect activity to be enhanced for clusters in electron-rich 
environments.  In addition, the correlation of activity with the density of “on-top” binding 
sites suggests that oxygen activation also occurs in these sites. 
 As discussed above, for Pd20 deposited on alumina films that are much thicker 
than the depletion layer, the alumina surface layer has free electrons available, and the 
XPS/UPS evidence indicates that there is significant electron transfer from alumina to 
Pd20.  At the same time, the ISS results suggest that the Pd20 structure exposes a large 
fraction of the Pd in the surface layer, which is consistent with the observation from TPD, 
that Pd20 on thick alumina exposes a high density of “on-top” binding sites.  The 
combination of electron rich clusters with a high density of the sites required for oxygen 
activation leads to high CO oxidation activity, which is thickness-independent as long as 
the film is much thicker than the depletion layer. 
 For samples with thinner alumina films, the alumina layer is depleted of electrons, 
which should reduce (or eliminate) electron transfer to Pd20, which, in turn, should reduce 
the ability of Pd20 to activate and bind O2 by electron transfer into the π* orbital.  
Furthermore, the decreases in Pd ISS intensity for these samples suggest that the clusters 
have more three-dimensional morphology than for thicker alumina, which one might 
expect as another consequence of electron depletion at the alumina surface.  The 
morphology change is consistent with the lower density of “on-top” binding sites 
observed by CO TPD.  The 50% reduction in activity is, therefore, attributed to 
combination of lower electron density at the alumina surface, and therefore on the Pd20, 
and the resulting change in the Pd20 morphology.  





oxidized ReOx surface.  The fact that the work function for ReOx (7.3 eV) is substantially 
higher than that Re(0001) (Figure 4.5b), suggests that there is a negative surface dipole, 
consistent with termination by an electron-rich oxygen layer.  It is not unreasonable to 
suppose that Pd20 deposited on such an electron-rich surface layer would bind strongly, 
and undergo significant ReOx-to-Pd electron transfer, as suggested by the observation 
that the Pd 3d BE for Pd20/ReOx is significantly lower than for Pd20 on any of the alumina 
films (Figure 4.6b).  Strong Pd-ReOx binding is consistent with these clusters having 
flattened structures (high Pd ISS intensity), which in turn, provide a high density of “on-
top” binding sites (intense high Temperature CO desorption).  The combination of 
electron-rich clusters with a high density of binding sites for O2 activation is presumably 
responsible for the high activity of the Pd20/ReOx samples.  It is interesting that in the 
Pd/alumina/Ta(110) system, there is also a drop in activity when the alumina film 
thickness drops below ~4 nm, however, for that system, the activity for clusters deposited 
directly on the Ta support is negligible.87  The difference is that in the Pd/Ta(110) 
experiment, the deposition was done on unoxidized Ta(110), and in that system, ISS 
showed that the Pd immediately dissolved into the Ta bulk.  For Pd20 deposited on pre-
oxidized ReOx, the activity was stable over time, and the postreaction ISS showed no 
evidence of dissolution into the bulk.   Even for Pd deposited on unoxidized Re, ISS 
showed substantial Pd intensity as-deposited (Fig. 4.1a), and the sample had high CO 
oxidation activity, which, however, decreased rapidly over the three TPR experiments 








 We have exploited the ability to deposit intact, size-selected cluster ions, to 
prepare a series of samples with identical coverages of Pd20 clusters, but with variable 
thickness alumina films.  XPS and UPS shows that electrons transfer from the alumina 
films to Re, suggesting formation of a depletion layer in the range of 1 to 1.5 nm thick.  
For the thinner films, the depletion layer is limited by the actual thickness of the alumina 
film.  The CO oxidation activity is low for Pd20 deposited alumina films with thicknesses 
similar to, or thinner than the depletion layer, because such films provide an electron-
poor environment, which affects both O2 activation, and the geometry of the deposited 
Pd20.  For thicker alumina layers, the Pd20 becomes electron rich due to electron transfer 
from the alumina film, enhancing O2 activation and CO oxidation activity.  The alumina-
Pd binding is also stronger on the thicker films, resulting in, relatively, flatter cluster 
structures that provide more binding sites for both O2 and CO adsorption.  The notion of 
the morphology change and number of reactant binding sites is corroborated through both 
ISS and TPD/TPR evidence.  The combination of electron donation to the Pd clusters 
from the Re dopants and the increased number of O2 and CO binding sites, due to cluster 
geometry, control the overall catalytic activity for a given alumina support film thickness.  
The manipulation of substrate thickness should prove to be a useful tool for controlling 
reactivity and morphology in future applications.  
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 Catalysts are important in 35% of the world GDP1, thus it is not surprising that 
there is extensive fundamental and applied research aimed at improving catalytic activity 
and selectively.2-18  Typical supported catalysts are quite complex and difficult to 
characterize in detail, and an important research thrust uses model catalysts to simplify 
the problem and allow important properties to be varied and measured in detail, to extract 
mechanistic insight.  Among other approaches to tuning catalyst properties, using bi- or 
tri-metallic combinations,7, 19-22 or varying the size of the catalytic metal particles are 
common.2, 23-28  Understanding the effects of particle size is complicated by the fact that 
there is typically a broad distribution of sizes present, and it is generally not possible to 
vary size independently, without also changing other properties such as metal loading or 
support structure. Consider gold nanocatalysts, which have received tremendous attention 
over the past decade, using a wide variety of approaches.17, 29-33 Much of the original 
work focused on the properties of Au nanoparticles in the 2 – 5 nm size range, because 
these were the obvious species detectable in conventional electron microscopy.34-37  
Planar model catalyst work suggested that smaller gold structures were reactive,38-45  and 
size-selected cluster deposition experiments similar to those discussed here, showed 
significant activity for gold clusters as small as seven or eight atoms.15, 17, 30, 46-50  
Development of aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopes allows 
features on the atomic scale to be detected in supported catalysts, and allowed studies 
showing that clusters in the ~10 atom size range are highly active under realistic 
conditions.51, 52 
 Preparation of catalysts by deposition of mass-selected cluster ions on well 
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characterized supports, provides a powerful mechanistic tool, allowing studies where 
cluster size, composition, density, and impact energy can be varied independently.  
Cluster deposition has applications in catalysis, magnetic and electronic materials, as well 
as being useful in studying the fundamental properties of nanostructures.  Our group has 
focused on exploring size-dependent correlations between catalytic activity and physical 
properties such as cluster electronic structure and morphology, using CO oxidation to 
probe systems such as Au/TiO2,49 Pd/TiO2(110),6, 24, 53, 54 Pd/Al2O3,55, 56 and Pt/Al2O3.57 
We also recently observed a very strong size-dependent correlation between Pt electronic 
structure and electrocatalytic activity for Pt/glassy carbon, where some sizes showed the 
expected Pt redox and oxygen reduction activity, but other sizes efficiently catalyzed 
electro-oxidation of carbon by water. 2  The Heiz group has reported numerous studies of 
catalysis with recent work including CO oxidation kinetics over Pd clusters deposited on 
MgO,13, 14, 58-61 optical spectroscopy of deposited clusters and adsorbates,62, 63 studies of 
oxide support thickness effects on cluster activity,15, 64 Ptn deposition on CdS nanorod 
films for photocatalysis studies,65 and STM studies of cluster mobility on 
graphene/Ru(0001) Moiré supports.66 In collaboration with Arenz, this group has also 
reported studies of electrocatalytic activity of supported Pt clusters.67-71 Harbich and co-
workers have carried out STM and reactivity studies of deposited clusters, and recently 
reported studies focusing on the fundamentals of CO oxidation over Ptn/TiO272, 73 and of 
electrocatalysis, using an approach where Pt clusters are deposited directly on a solid 
electrolyte, allowing electrochemistry to be studied in vacuo.7, 74  The Vajda group has an 
active program where size-selected catalysts are studied in a variety of reactors, recently 
focusing on in operando studies using tools such as x-ray scattering, to probe chemistry 
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under realistic reaction conditions.75 76-78 79 10, 80 81 9 4, 82, 83 Buratto and co-workers have 
used cluster deposition in conjunction with STM and theory to examine stability and 
reactivity of several types of clusters on TiO2(110), with recent work focusing on vanadia 
clusters on titania.84  Ganteför and co-workers developed another instrument combining 
cluster deposition with STM and used this for a number of studies of Aun deposited on 
several supports.85-88 This work has proceeded in collaboration with Kim and coworkers, 
recently focusing on gold chemistry under ambient conditions.32, 89-91 Watanabe and 
coworkers have an instrument that allows STM, XPS, and high pressure reactivity studies 
of size-selected model catalysts92 and have reported studies of CO oxidation over 
Ptn/TiO2(110)11, 93 and correlations with core level binding energies. White and co-
workers studied properties and reactivity of Mo4S6 deposited on Au(111)94, and used two 
photon photoemission to probe charging of several different size and stoichiometry 
MoxSy clusters on alumina supports.95  Chorkendorff, Nielsen, and co-workers have 
developed a program using mass-selected cluster deposition to study chemistry and 
morphology changes under both UHV and high pressure reaction conditions.96-98 
Recently, Bowen, Fairbrother, Ganteför and co-workers have reported work on deposited 
clusters including stability of size-selected Mo nanoparticles on highly ordered pyrolytic 
graphite (HOPG),99 and gold clusters supported on TiO2 showing single atom sensitivity 
to reactivity for CO oxidation.100  
 For the system studied here, CO oxidation over Pd/alumina, there has been a 
tremendous amount of relevant work that provides valuable mechanistic insight. Briefly, 
using Pd single crystals and other bulk surfaces, it had been shown that CO and O2 
combine to form CO2 via a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism that entails adsorbed CO 
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reacting with adsorbed O atoms.101-105  It was also shown that oxygen and CO compete 
for the same binding sites such that a 60% saturation dose of CO prevents dissociative 
binding of O2 on Pd(110).  The kinetics of the CO oxidation reaction over Pd single 
crystals103-106 and Pd/alumina nanoparticle catalysts107-111 have been discussed in detail.  
Furthermore, it was determined for room temperature experiments, that CO and O2 have 
reasonably high sticking coefficients of 0.5 and 0.4, respectively.112  For Pd(111) it was 
shown that for greater than ~0.15 ML coverage of oxygen, dissociative adsorption of 
further oxygen became an activated process.113  In the temperature-programmed reaction 
(TPR) experiments discussed below, the samples were exposed to O2 prior to CO, to 
avoid CO poisoning. There has also been considerable previous work on Pd 
clusters/nanoparticles on alumina films.  For example, Goodman and coworkers 
investigated the Pd cluster size needed to transition from nonmetallic to metallic 
characteristics, 114 as well as the adsorption and further oxidation of Pd clusters in the size 
range of 25 – 70 nm on powdered alumina surfaces. 115, 116 The Freund group did similar 
studies for Pd nanoclusters in the 0.5-14 nm range deposited on alumina films grown on 
NiAl(110), examining particle growth117 and CO binding via infrared spectroscopy, to 
probe charge transfer between the particle and the alumina support.118  The self-limiting, 
0.5 nm thick alumina film that grows on NiAl(110) when heated in O2 has been used in 
numerous model catalyst studies.  We previously attempted to study CO oxidation over 
size-selected Pdn deposited on alumina/NiAl(110), but no reaction was observed.56  
Experiments by Shaikhutdinov et al. on CO oxidation over Pd nanoparticles grown on the 
same support showed that the problem was that the alumina film was too thin to act as an 
efficient diffusion barrier, allowing oxygen activated on the Pd clusters to react with the 
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NiAl substrate, in preference to CO.114  In the experiments below, thicker alumina films 
are grown by aluminum evaporation in an O2 atmosphere, following methods developed 
to produce alumina films on Ta, Re, or Ru single crystals.119-121 Epitaxial growth of 
alumina on Ta and Re crystals provides a chemically inert, thermally stable support 
which is ideal for the size-dependent mechanistic studies discussed below.55, 57 The 
alumina support isolates the Pd clusters from the underlying metal support, but the oxide 
also influences the chemistry. For example, as discussed below, both the overall 
reactivity and its size dependence is substantially different for Pdn supported on alumina 
films vs. TiO2(110), under identical conditions. 
 
5.2. Experimental 
5.2.1 The Apparatus 
The experiments were done in the vacuum system shown in Figure 5.1, which has 
been briefly described previously,49, 50, 55, 122 however, a number of changes have been 
made to improve operation.  The system consists of two main sections: a cluster 
deposition source/beamline (top) and an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) surface 
preparation/analysis system (bottom).  The coaxial laser vaporization cluster ion source 
is shown in detail in Appendix B.  The beam from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser 
(30 Hz, 30 – 60 mJ/pulse) is focused on the Pd target through the cluster exit nozzle, 
creating a Pd-containing plasma.  Approximately 300-500 microseconds before the laser 
pulse, helium is pulsed into the elliptical source volume using a piezoelectric pulsed 
valve (4500 Torr through a 1 mm orifice for 1 msec) to help confine and cool the plasma, 






Figure 5.1:  Cluster deposition beamline (top), and UHV surface preparation and 
analysis system (bottom). The beamline is connected to the UHV system at the flange 




controlled to some extent by changing the source residence time, via interchangeable exit 
tubes of various lengths.  
The Pd target is glued to a spring-loaded aluminum block, which is mounted to an 
X-Y translation stage, allowing the target to be rastered, so that vaporization occurs 
uniformly over the target area (~1 cm x 2 cm).  A target can be used for about 100 
deposition experiments before becoming rough enough to seriously degrade source 
stability.  The target is then simply sanded flat and reused until the laser begins to 
penetrate through to the glue layer.  Two targets, each good for > 300 depositions, can be 
fabricated from a single 99.9% Pd one ounce bullion bar, making the target cost 
negligible.  A good seal and low sliding friction between the target and source body is 
critical, and for this purpose, a 0.1 mm thick Teflon gasket is bonded around the edge of 
the target.  Motion of the X-Y stage is driven by stepping motors, allowing easy control 
over the raster pattern.  The motors and source body are water-cooled to prevent 
overheating and enhance clustering.   
The cluster-containing helium expands out of the exit nozzle, directly into the first 
of a series of quadrupole ion guides, which collects the ionized clusters and allows 
helium to pump away.  Pressure in the source chamber is ~45 mTorr during deposition, 
dropping to ~5 mTorr in the first quadrupole chamber. All potentials on the beamline are 
referenced to an adjustable common potential, which is varied to set the deposition 
energy.  The source is typically biased at -5 V with respect to this common potential, and 
the first quadrupole ion guide is biased at 0 V, decelerating the clusters, which exit the 
source with considerable kinetic energy due to the helium expansion.  This ion guide is 
operated with radio-frequency (RF) amplitude of 200-500 V, at a frequency of 1.8 MHz. 
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The first quadrupole guides the clusters to a split electrode, built into the 
differential wall between the “Quad1” and “Quad2” vacuum chambers. At this point, the 
positive ions are deflected by 18°, and enter the second quadrupole guide.  The bend 
eliminates negative ions and neutrals from the beam and allows coaxial injection of the 
laser into the source.  The second quadrupole guides the clusters ions through three 
additional differential pumping walls, and operates with an RF voltage of 300-550 V at 
1.8 MHz, with a DC bias potential of approximately 3 V, depending on cluster size.  The 
pressure at the exit of this second quadrupole (in the “QMS” chamber) is ~2 x 10-6 Torr 
during operation, with base pressure of 2 x 10-8 Torr.   
The ions are focused from the second quadrupole guide into a mass selecting 
quadrupole (QMS) operated at 880 KHz, able to mass-select Pdn+ to at least n = 30.  The 
QMS is homemade, with 9.5 mm diameter rods and short RF-only pre- and postfilter 
sections that can be adjusted to optimize transmission, and is driven by commercial 
electronics (Extrel). The cluster mass spectrum shows no evidence of multiply charged 
species such as Pdnm+ (n odd), indicating that our operating conditions generate 
predominantly singly charged cluster ions.  The QMS is operated at sufficient resolution 
to baseline resolve the spectrum of Pdn+ produced in the source, thus the clusters 
deposited on the substrate are exactly size-selected.  The more difficult question is 
whether the clusters remain intact, or whether they agglomerate or shatter upon impact.  
The instrument does not have scanning tunneling or other imaging capabilities, thus we 
rely on indirect evidence on this issue.  In particular, we observe that both chemical 
activity and spectral properties of samples vary significantly with deposited cluster size, 
thus implying that the model catalysts retain “memory” of the deposited size.  At the exit 
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of the QMS, the mass-selected cluster beam passes through a set of four lenses, which 
also function as a differential pumping wall.  A 1 mm thick, pneumatically actuated slide 
valve is built into one of the lenses, allowing the beamline to be isolated from the UHV 
section of the instrument except during cluster deposition.  This capability is critical, 
allowing the source and other beamline components to be serviced without venting the 
UHV section of the instrument, which must be baked for several days after exposure to 
atmosphere.  After passing through the valve/lens, the clusters enter a final quadrupole 
ion guide (Quad3), operated with RF voltage of 150-600 V at 2.0 MHz, with DC bias 
potential of roughly -20 V.  The pressure in the Quad3 chamber during deposition is 10-8 
Torr, and the base pressure is in the mid-10-10 Torr range. 
At the exit of the final quadrupole guide, the ions pass through a thin, 2 mm 
diameter electrode that functions as a lens, exposure mask, and differential pumping 
aperture.  For deposition, the sample substrate is positioned 1 mm behind the exposure 
mask and grounded via an electrometer, to allow continuous measurement of the current 
of Pdn+ on the sample.  For the experiments described below, the cluster deposition 
energy was set at 1 eV/atom, as determined by retarding potential analysis on the 
deposition substrate.  One eV/atom is smaller than typical metal-metal bond energies, as 
well as typical bond energies of metal atoms to oxide supports, and thus corresponds to 
soft landing condition, while still allowing high beam intensities to be delivered to the 
sample.  Intensity is critical, even in UHV, to minimize adventitious contamination of the 
highly dispersed clusters.54, 123, 124  The total Pd coverage deposited on each sample was 
held constant at 1.53x1014 Pd atoms/cm2, equivalent to 10% of a close-packed Pd 
monolayer (0.1 ML equivalent).  The samples differ, therefore, only in the size of the 
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Pdn+ with which the Pd coverage is delivered.  Typical deposition currents for various 
cluster sizes are listed, along with the corresponding deposition times are located in 
Appendix B.  The fact that deposition times are longest for small clusters (~ 30 minute 
deposition times) reflects the fact that the source was optimized for large clusters (~5 
minute deposition times), by using a long exit nozzle to increase the residence time.   
The analysis chamber is equipped with tools for surface preparation and analysis, 
allowing chemical and physical properties of the samples to be probed without air 
exposure.  Tools available include X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), ultraviolet 
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and low energy He+ ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS) 
for electronic structure and morphology characterization.  In addition, the chamber is 
equipped with two mass spectrometers for reaction studies.  One is a residual gas 
analyzer (SRS Inc. RGA-100) used to monitor gas doses to the sample.  To monitor 
reactants and products desorbing from the catalyst samples, we use the arrangement 
shown in Appendix B.  A UTI 100c quadrupole, driven by 2.1 MHz Extrel electronics, is 
housed in a separately pumped UHV chamber that views the analysis chamber through a 
2.5 mm diameter aperture at the tip of a skimmer cone, which is surrounded by six 
directional gas dosing lines.  The dosing lines are fed by three variable leak valves and 
three pulsed valves, allowing both pulsed and continuous gas exposures. During dosing, 
the sample is positioned 2 mm from the skimmer orifice, and is typically moved 1 mm 
from the orifice for desorption studies.  The directional dosing tubes provide a ten-fold 
increase in exposure at the sample surface, relative to the exposure at the chamber walls, 
thereby minimizing degradation of the chamber vacuum during reactivity studies.  The 
exposure rate from the tubes was calibrated by comparing exposures through the tubes 
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and by backfilling the chamber.53  
The clusters are deposited on an alumina support film, which is grown on a 10 x 5 
x 1 mm Re(0001) single crystal (Marketech International), spot welded to a pair of Ta 
heating wires, which are spot welded to a pair of 1 mm thick Ta support rods that hang 
from a liquid nitrogen-filled cryostat.  The cryostat is mounted on a XYZ/rotation 
manipulator, which is, in turn, mounted on a 38 cm diameter homemade rotary platform, 
with triple, differentially pumped seals. The combination allows the sample to be 
positioned for deposition, spectroscopy, mass spectral probing, or surface preparation.  
The sample can be cooled to ~125 K and resistively heated to 1200 K.  For the higher 
temperatures required during sample cleaning/annealing, electron bombardment from the 
back side heats the sample to 2200 K.  Temperature is measured by a type C 
thermocouple spot welded to the back of the Re(0001) single crystal.  Commercial type C 
vacuum feedthroughs use pins made from 405/426 extension alloy, rather than actual 
type C material (W5%Re and W26%Re), and in our experience, the performance was 
inadequate at cryogenic sample temperatures, where the type C sensitivity (mV/K) is low.  
Feedthroughs were, therefore, fabricated using 1 mm pins of type C material, nickel 
plated and soldered into tubular commercial feedthroughs.  The resulting thermocouple 
system was calibrated against a K type thermocouple attached to the sample, with 
excellent agreement over the temperature range from 125 – 1600 K (i.e., < Tmelt for K 
type wire).   
A small UHV “load lock” chamber is attached to a port under the analysis 
chamber, as shown in Figure 5.1.  When the sample is lowered into this small chamber, it 
is isolated by another triple differentially pumped seal, allowing the lower chamber to be 
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pressurized up to 1 atm without affecting the analysis chamber pressure.  For the 
experiments here, the lower chamber was used to grow the alumina support film, to avoid 
exposing the analysis chamber to high 16O2 pressure, which tends to result in elevated 
water background, presumably due to reaction with hydrogen on the chamber walls.  The 
lower chamber can also be opened for repair of the aluminum vaporization source or 
sample, as needed. 
 
5.2.2 Model catalyst preparation 
 Typical samples consisted of 0.1 ML-equivalent of Pdn deposited on an alumina 
support film grown on a Re(0001) single crystal, following procedures developed by Wu 
et al.120  and Chen et al.121  To clean and prepare the Re crystal for an experiment, the 
sample was simply heated in vacuum to 1770 K for 25 minutes.  The sample was then 
probed by XPS to ensure that all of the alumina and Pd from the previous experiments 
was desorbed, and to check for carbon or other contaminants. Occasionally, particularly 
if the previous experiment involved an unusually thick alumina film, it was necessary to 
repeat the cleaning process.  According to the literature, heating in this temperature range 
is also sufficient to anneal the Re crystal, resulting in a sharp LEED pattern.125 After 
cleaning, the only contaminant observed was oxygen, present in sub-monolayer 
concentrations, which is not a problem because the next step in the sample preparation 
involves heating the Re in oxygen, prior to starting alumina deposition. The alumina film 
was grown in the lower chamber resistively heating the Re(0001) crystal to 970 K in a 
background of 5x10-6 Torr of ultrahigh purity 16O2, which was further purified by passing 
the O2 gas line through an ethanol/liquid nitrogen bath just before leaking into the lower 
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chamber. Aluminum was evaporated onto the Re support in the O2 atmosphere, using a 
home-made evaporator consisting of a shrouded, resistively heated alumina crucible 
filled with 99.999% aluminum. The film growth rate was set to 0.2 ± 0.01 nm/min, as 
determined from Al and Re XPS peak intensities as a function of deposition time.   
Similar alumina films grown using this procedure have been characterized by 
LEED and ISS.119-121, 126   It was reported that the films grow by coalescence of islands, 
forming complete, continuous films at ~0.6 nm thickness for alumina grown on Ta(110), 
and at ~1.5 nm for alumina grown on Re(0001). Our ISS results show a small, but 
significant Re signal in ISS, even for films up to 10 nm thick, suggesting that there is 
diffusion of Re into the alumina, doping the surface layer with ~1% Re.127  Such doping 
of oxide overlayers by diffusion of atoms from the support crystal has been seen in other 
systems,6, 55, 128, 129 and the dopant atoms may act as anchoring sites for deposited metal 
clusters.128  We carried out a detailed study of the thickness dependence of both the 
physical and chemical properties of the alumina/Re(0001)127 and alumina/Ta(110) 
films,55 and as expected, the properties become thickness-independent for films thicker 
than ~2.7 nm and 4.5 nm, respectively.   Because of Re doping, the alumina films are 
reasonably conductive, and signs of charging (e.g., shifts in UPS or XPS peak energies) 
are observed only for films thicker than ~7 nm.127  To avoid this issue in the present 
study, all experiments were done on films in the 3-6 nm thick range.  The thickness was 
estimated from the intensity ratios of the Al 2s and Re 4f peaks measured by XPS, using 
photoemission cross sections and β parameters from the literature,130 and effective 
attenuation lengths calculated using the NIST Electron Effective-Attenuation-Length 
Database.131  The estimation ignores Re mixing into the alumina film, and therefore the 
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thicknesses are slightly underestimated. The estimated absolute uncertainty in film 
thickness is ±20%, however, the relative uncertainty in comparing thicknesses of 
different films is estimated to be less than 5%. 
 
5.2.3 Characterization and reactivity measurements 
 After preparation and characterization of the alumina film, Pdn was deposited at 
300 K with a Pd density of 0.1 ML equivalent in a ~2 mm diameter spot.  A combination 
of XPS and UPS was used to probe the sample electronic structure, both as deposited, 
and after changes due to a sequence of surface reactions.  XPS was done using Al Kα X-
rays from a dual anode source, and UPS was done using He I radiation (21.1eV) from a 
differentially pumped discharge lamp.132  After XPS characterization of the freshly 
deposited Pdn/alumina samples, the samples were cooled to ~130 K in approximately 25 
minutes, for temperature-programmed reaction (TPR) studies of activity.  
 The sequence used in the TPR studies is as follows.  The samples were first 
flashed to 560 K to remove any adventitious adsorbates, then cooled quickly to 400 K (~2 
min), at which point they were exposed to 10 L of 18O2, corresponding to roughly two O2 
molecules impinging per surface atom, on average. The oxygen is 99 at.% 18O, and was 
passed through an ethanol/liquid nitrogen bath (~160 K) to remove any condensable 
contaminants.  After oxidation, the sample was cooled to 180 K where it was exposed to 
10 L of 13C16O.  This CO dose temperature was chosen for comparison to previous 
studies of CO oxidation over Pdn/TiO2.  The sample was then cooled to 135 K and 
centered 1 mm in front of the differentially pumped mass spectrometer, then heated to 
560 K at 3 K/sec, while the mass spectrometer rapidly cycled between monitoring mass 
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18 (H2O or 18O), 20 (H218O), 36 (18O2), and all isotopologs of CO and CO2.  
 To allow observation of changes in sample chemical properties induced by TPR, 
each sample was probed by three sequential TPR runs, including oxidation at 400 K and 
CO exposure at 180 K.  After completion of the three TPR runs, the sample was probed 
by CO temperature-programmed desorption (TPD), using a protocol identical to that used 
for TPR, with the exception that there was no 18O2 exposure.  Because (see below) CO 
binds to Pdn, but not to the alumina film, the CO TPD results provide a measure of the Pd 
binding site density remaining after TPR.  Furthermore, measuring CO2 desorption 
during this final CO TPD run probes the extent to which any reactive 18O is left on the 
surface at the conclusion of the TPR runs.  It is useful, mechanistically, to convert the ion 
signals recorded during TPR/TPD to the corresponding number of CO or CO2 molecules 
desorbing from the samples.  The sensitivity calibration procedure is discussed in the 
supplementary information, and the molecular fluxes given below are estimated to be 
accurate to within a factor of 2. For reasons described in Appendix B, it appears that the 
estimates may be on the low end of the uncertainty range. 
Finally, to probe Pdn morphology and adsorbate binding, scattering of 1 kV He+ 
(i.e., ISS) was used, with either low (0.15µA) or high (1.15 µA) He+ flux.  Raw ISS data 
consist of kinetic energy (E) spectra for He+ scattered from the surface, plotted as a 
fraction of the incident energy (E0).  Only a small fraction of the incident beam survives 
to scatter from the surface as He+, mostly in events where He+ scatters from a single atom 
in the surface layer.54, 122, 133  Such events lead to well defined peaks, with E/E0 indicating 
the mass of the surface atom.  A broad background results from subsurface and/or 
multiple scattering events, and this signal is weak because the He+ ion survival 
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probability is low in such trajectories.  ISS, therefore, is a probe of the distribution of 
different elements in the top-most layer of the sample.  As such, it is sensitive to cluster 
morphology, and binding of adsorbates on the cluster surface.  Because ISS damages the 
surface, these experiments were either done at the end of an experimental sequence to 
generate “postreaction” results, or using separately prepared samples to generate “as-
deposited” results. 
 
5.3. Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Pdn size dependent reactivity 
Figure 5.2 shows typical TPR results, in this case for a Pd25/alumina/Re(0001) 
sample exposed to 10 L of 18O2 at 400 K, and 10 L of 13CO at 180 K.  As shown below, 
results for other cluster sizes are similar. The sample was then cooled to 130 K, and 
heated at 3K/second while monitoring all CO, O2, and CO2 isotopomers.  No desorption 
signal was observed for 18O2, and the only significant signals for CO and CO2 were 
residual, unreacted 13C16O and the 13C16O18O product.  It can be concluded, therefore, 
that 18O bound on the surface does not desorb as 18O2 in this temperature range, and that 
16O present in the alumina film is not significantly involved in CO oxidation under these 
conditions.  Data are shown for the three sequential TPR runs, and for the subsequent CO 
TPD run, where the 400 K 18O2 exposure was omitted.  Control experiments on 
alumina/Re(0001) without deposited Pd show no evidence for CO2 production, indicating 
that the active sites are associated with Pd.   





Figure 5.2:  Consecutive CO and CO2 desorption from a sample of 0.1 ML 
Pd25/alumina/Re(0001). (a) Residual CO desorption during three consecutive TPR 
measurements on Pd25/alumina/Re(0001),  followed by a CO TPD measurement.  (b) 
CO2 production during each of the three TPR measurements, and the CO TPD 
measurement.  For both of these figures the first, second, and third TPR measurements 
are plotted in blue (circles), red (squares), and green (diamonds), respectively.  The 
final CO TPD measurement is plotted in black (triangles).  For all TPR measurements, 
the sample was exposed to 10 L 18O2 at 400 K and 10 L 13CO at 180 K.  The final CO 





consistent from run to run, i.e., the model catalyst, as prepared, is quite stable under these 
conditions.  Further probes of catalyst stability are discussed below.  CO2 is produced in a 
broad feature that starts at 180 K, and terminates at ~500 K.  The observation that the 
CO2 feature starts at 180 K simply reflects the fact that the CO exposure was done at 180 
K, reacting away any adsorbed oxygen capable of reacting at lower temperatures.  The 
CO2 produced during the CO dose was also measured, and amounts to only 2-3% percent 
of the total CO2 production.  Furthermore, the lack of 12CO or 12C16O18O desorption 
during TPR suggests that any adventitious 12CO that might have adsorbed on the sample 
during deposition, XPS characterization, and cooling, was removed by the combination 
of the 560 K flash and 400 K O2 exposure. 
 Desorption of unreacted CO is bimodal, and the sharp decline in CO2 production 
at high temperatures is coincident with growth of the higher temperature CO desorption 
peak.  The most obvious interpretation is that oxygen activated on the clusters is the 
limiting reactant, and that it is all reacted away by about 500K, leaving the balance of the 
CO to desorb unreacted.  There may be some oxygen remaining on the clusters, but so 
stably bound that it is unreactive in the temperature range where CO remains on the 
surface.  If so, this stably bound oxygen cannot have any effect on O2 activation, CO 
binding, or CO2 production in the second and third TPR experiments, which seems 
unlikely. Testing for the presence of active oxygen was part of the purpose for the final 
CO TPD experiment, carried out after the three TPR runs.  Production of CO2 and CO 
isotopomers was monitored, both during the 180 K 13CO exposure, and during the 
subsequent heat ramp.  No CO2 was observed, indicating that there is no active oxygen 
left on the surface at the end of the TPR.   
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The amount of CO desorbing in this final CO TPD is roughly twice the amount of 
residual CO desorbing during TPR.  There are two contributing factors.  A significant 
fraction of the CO adsorbed on the pre-oxidized samples is reacted away during TPR.  
Additionally, CO and oxygen are expected to compete for binding sites, thus adsorption 
of oxygen probably blocks sites for subsequent CO adsorption.  This competition 
between CO and oxygen for binding sites is also observed for bulk Pd surfaces or larger 
Pd nanoparticles.103-105, 134  
 One question is whether the broad CO2 desorption temperature dependence is 
controlled by the energetics for the reaction of COads + Oads on the surface, or by the 
desorption energy of the CO2 product.  Typically, CO2 binds weakly to metal surfaces,135-
138 and to see if that is also true here, we ran TPD experiments where 
Pdn/alumina/Re(0001) samples were exposed to CO2 at various temperatures.  It is not 
obvious whether sticking of molecular CO2 should be an activated process or not, 
therefore we tried this experiment using CO2 exposure temperatures ranging from 180 K 
to 400 K.  In no case was there any evidence of CO2 sticking to the surface.  It is 
conceivable that CO2 formed on the surface by reaction might have different desorption 
properties, but we tentatively conclude that the CO2 temperature dependence during TPR, 
reflects the energetics of the CO oxidation reaction, rather than CO2 desorption.  In that 
case, there is clearly a considerable range of activation energies, presumably reflecting 
the variety of O and CO binding sites possible on these samples. 
 Figure 5.3 shows how the integrated CO2 production varies with cluster size.  
Results from each of the three TPR runs are shown as open symbols, and the average of 





Figure 5.3:  The integrated amount of CO2 produced from the first, second, and third 
TPR measurements are plotted against the left axis, as a function of Pdn cluster size, 
along with the average of the three TPR measurements, with error bars representing 
the standard error.  The as-deposited Pd 3d 5/2 binding energy is plotted against the 
right axis (note inverted scale).  The error bar on the point for Pd20 is the standard 




deposited Pd atom, thus the number of CO2 produced per cluster increases from ~0.8 for 
Pd4 to ~6 for Pd30, although, as discussed, these numbers are probably low, by up to a 
factor of 2.  As indicated, the results are quite stable from run to run, so that the random 
error is only ~1%.  It can be seen that activity is weakly dependent on cluster size, 
varying by only ~40%.  The most reactive samples had Pd5 and Pd25 deposited.   
 Appendix B shows the variation in integrated CO desorption with cluster size, 
showing both total CO, and CO associated only with the high temperature (HT) 
desorption component, in both TPR and TPD experiments.  The separation of the HT 
component was based on simulations of the data, discussed below.  The results are shown 
as CO/Pd atom, and again, could be low by up to a factor of 2.  For the TPD 
measurements, where there is no competition with adsorbed oxygen for binding sites, the 
coverage of CO is roughly constant at ~0.45 CO/Pd atom, with ~0.2 CO/Pd desorbing in 
the HT desorption feature.  The observation of weak dependence of CO coverage on 
cluster size is not surprising, and is consistent with the ISS results discussed below.  
During TPR, the amount of unreacted CO desorbing is reduced by roughly a factor of 2, 
for both the total and HT CO desorption, due to some combination of CO oxidation to 
CO2 and competition between oxygen and CO for binding sites.  Comparison of Figures 
5.3 and Appendix B shows that roughly equal integrated amounts of CO and CO2 desorb 
during TPR, i.e., about half the CO adsorbed during TPR is converted to CO2 under these 
conditions.  Furthermore, the combined CO and CO2 desorption during TPR is similar to 
the CO desorption during the TPD run, suggesting that binding site competition between 
pre-adsorbed oxygen and CO does not substantially reduce the amount of CO that 
adsorbs.  By comparing the temperature dependence for CO2 production for different size 
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clusters, shown in Appendix B, it can be seen that Pd5 and Pd25 have increased reactivity 
at temperatures above 400K.  This suggests that these two active clusters are able to 
activate more oxygen, which results in CO2 production at higher temperatures before the 
oxygen is depleted. 
 To further probe the kinetics of O2 activation on the Pd clusters, and to test the 
hypothesis that activated oxygen is the limiting reagent under these conditions, additional 
experiments were performed.  If oxygen is limiting, then one might expect that using a 
larger O2 exposure might lead to additional adsorption of oxygen, and therefore higher 
CO oxidation activity.  This hypothesis was tested for Pd5 using a TPR protocol identical 
to that used above, but increasing the 18O2 exposure from 10 L to 50 L (at 400 K).  This 
resulted in no change in either the CO2 production, or the amount of residual CO 
desorbing.  Evidently, 10 L O2 exposure at 400 K is sufficient to saturate all sites capable 
of binding active oxygen, so that additional O2 exposure has no significant effect.  The 
result is reminiscent of the observation that O2 dissociative adsorption on Pd(110) 
becomes an activated process when the coverage exceeds 0.15 ML,113 i.e., O2 dissociative 
adsorption is self-limiting.  We also examined the possibility that oxygen binding might 
have an activation barrier by running another series of TPR measurements where the 
protocol was as above, except that the 10 L 18O2 exposures were carried out at 180 K, 
rather than 400 K.  Again, there was no significant change in the CO2 production, 
indicating that the kinetics of oxygen binding are still efficient enough at 180 K to 
saturate the limited number of active oxygen binding sites.  The lack of activation energy 
is consistent with experiments performed on Pdn/alumina/NiAl, where temperatures as 
low as 100 K were shown to oxidize Pd, as shown by a shift in the Pd 3d core level.50 
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It is interesting to compare CO oxidation over Pdn/alumina/Re(0001) with results 
under identical conditions for CO oxidation over Pdn on different oxide supports.  For 
Pdn/alumina/Ta(110)55 the dependence of activity on size is also relatively weak, varying 
by 30% from the most active (Pd6) to least active (Pd10 and Pd25) clusters.  In contrast, 
variations by more than a factor of 5 are seen for Pdn/TiO2(110) under similar 
conditions.24  To some extent, the weak size dependence for Pdn/alumina is not 
surprising, because the activity in both Pdn/alumina systems is quite high under these 
conditions, with ~45% of the CO converted to CO2, while the Pdn/TiO2 conversion is at 
most ~5%.  In the case of the Pdn/alumina systems CO2 production appears to be limited 
by availability of active oxygen. In that case, one might suppose that for the much less 
active Pdn/TiO2(110) system, which is also shown to be oxygen-limited,53 increasing the 
O2 exposure would increase CO2 production, however, there is another factor at play.  On 
the TiO2(110) support, prepared by vacuum annealing, ~8% of the surface unit cells have 
a vacancy in the bridging oxygen position,50 and at the temperatures reached in the 
TPR/TPD experiments, interstitial Ti3+ is known to diffuse to the surface.129, 139, 140  Both 
provide binding sites for O atoms, and as a result, 18O initially bound to the Pd clusters 
can, instead of oxidizing CO, spill over and bind on the TiO2 support.  This issue is 
discussed further in the next section. 
 
5.3.2 ISS investigation of cluster morphology and CO binding 
sites 
 When using ISS to determine cluster morphology, stability or adsorbate binding 
locations, it is important to be able to be able to disentangle the effects of adventitious 
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background gases.  A detailed explanation of the processed used in this study to negate 
the effects of elemental sensitivity, postreaction adsorbates and the inherent destructive 
nature of ISS measurements has been proved in Appendix B. 
 Figure 5.4 summarizes the as-deposited and postreaction Pd ISS results as a 
function of cluster size.  Because the as-deposited and postreaction experiments each 
require a fresh sample, it was not practical to repeat the experiments for every cluster 
size, and as-deposited ISS was only done for a subset of the clusters.  To assess 
reproducibility, we ran three as-deposited and three postreaction experiments on six 
separate Pd20/alumina samples, and the standard errors are shown as error bars on those 
points.  It can be seen that the reproducibility of the as-deposited ISS is quite high, and 
this has been our experience with previous systems as well.  As expected, the 
reproducibility for the postreaction analysis is lower, due to the extrapolation required to 
account for the adsorbates present. 
 For the as-deposited clusters, the Pd ISS signal decreases by ~30% as the cluster 
size is increased from Pd2 to Pd25, indicating that the fraction of Pd atoms in the surface 
layer of the sample also decreases slowly with increasing size. If we assume that in 
Pd2/alumina, the clusters lie flat on the surface, then the trend suggests that Pd5 also 
deposits as a single layer island, but that with increasing size, a small fraction of the Pd 
atoms begin to form a second layer, thereby attenuating scattering from underlying Pd.  
The transition to multilayer cluster structures is similar to what was observed for 
Pdn/TiO2(110),24 but unlike that for Aun/TIO2(110),141 Irn/TiO2(110)142 and 
Nin/TiO2(110),143 where the decrease with size is more rapid, indicating formation of 





Figure 5.4:  The Pd/(Al+O) ratio determined in ISS is plotted as a function of Pdn 
cluster size both as deposited (circles) and after reaction studies consisting of three 





 More surprisingly, once the attenuation from adsorbates is corrected for, there is 
little if any difference between the as-deposited and postreaction Pd ISS intensity.  The 
implication is that while reaction may leave some adsorbates on the surface, the structure 
of the underlying Pd is not significantly changed. Presumably this is one factor 
accounting for the high stability of these samples in sequential TPR experiments. 
 ISS can also be used to probe changes in samples at different stages of the sample 
preparation and TPR process. When 0.1 ML equivalent of Pdn is deposited on an alumina 
film, both O and Al peaks are attenuated, as expected, but the Al attenuation is slightly 
larger, suggesting a tendency for clusters to deposit such that they cover more aluminum 
than oxygen sites. The Pd, Al, and O signals are unchanged by the 560 K flash, 
suggesting that that the Pd clusters are stable up to 560 K.  After exposure to 10 L 18O2 at 
400 K, however, there is a ~20% drop in Pd signal, with no change in Al or O signals, 
including no significant shoulder for 18O on the 16O peak. This result implies that there is 
no significant adsorption of 18O on the alumina film, but there is 18O bound to Pd in 
geometries that attenuate He+ scattering.  The relationship between oxygen coverage and 
Pd ISS attenuation depends on the type of oxygen binding site.  If O were bound directly 
atop Pd atoms, then every O atom would block scattering from one Pd atom, thus the O 
coverage would be ~20% of the Pd coverage (≈2% of the surface layer).  If, on the other 
hand, O atoms bind in other sites not directly atop Pd atoms, then the coverage would 
probably need to be higher in order to attenuate Pd ISS by 20%.  In either case, however, 
the total 18O coverage would be too small to produce a distinguishable peak at E/E0 = 
0.44 given the relatively high multiple scattering background.  In contrast to the small 
effect of O2 exposure, 10L exposure to CO results in almost complete attenuation of the 
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Pd signal, with little change in the Al and O signals.  This result implies that the Pd 
clusters are essentially saturated with CO, at least some of which is bound on top of the 
clusters. As discussed above, after the series of three TPR and one TPD experiments, 
followed by XPS analysis, the Pd ISS intensity initially attenuated by adsorbates, 
recovering with increasing He+ flux; however, there is no significant change in O and Al 
signals, indicating that the adsorbates remaining on the surface are bound mainly to Pd.   
 The absence of a postreaction signal for 18O, is in contrast to what was observed 
for Pdn/TiO2(110) under identical conditions, where an 18O feature corresponding to 
>20% of the total surface layer oxygen was observed.6  This large 18O feature implied 
that 18O, initially activated and bound on the Pd clusters, spilled over to the TiO2 support 
to bind at vacancies or to Ti3+ interstitials that diffuse to the surface at high 
temperatures.129, 139, 140  This spillover process is in competition with CO oxidation, and 
presumably was responsible for the relatively low (<10%) CO oxidation efficiency in the 
Pd/TiO2 system.   Similarly, oxygen spillover was proposed as an explanation for the 
negligible CO oxidation activity observed for Pdn/alumina/NiAl(110), where the alumina 
film is only 0.5 nm thick.56, 144 Evidently, oxygen spillover is not significant for 
Pd/alumina/Re(0001), presumably because the film is fully oxidized and thick enough to 
act as a diffusion barrier.  Instead, the adsorbed oxygen remains on the Pd clusters, 
reacting with high efficiency. 
 
5.3.3 Correlations with Pd electronic properties 
XPS was used immediately after Pdn deposition to characterize the as-deposited 
Pd.  Because the alumina films are thin enough to allow observation of the Re 4f peaks 
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from the Re(0001) support, the XPS energy scale was set to align the Re 4f7/2 peak to the 
literature value (40.3 eV) for bulk Re.  The shift required was only ~0.2 eV, and quite 
reproducible from day to day.  This approach does not compensate for charging of the 
alumina film, however, no evidence for charging is seen for the alumina film thicknesses 
used in this study.  The Pd 3d peak also has 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 spin orbit components, and in 
fitting the spectra, the peak splitting was constrained to the literature value of 5.26 eV.145  
The Pd 3d binding energies discussed below are for the larger 3d5/2 peak, and are plotted 
in red against the secondary axis in Figure 5.3.  Note that the Pd 3d binding energy scale 
is inverted to make it easier to compare the binding energies and CO2 production 
activities as a function of cluster size.  As expected, the Pd 3d5/2 binding energies are 
substantially greater than the value for bulk Pd (335.1 eV),145 due to factors such as the 
more limited relaxation and core hole screening possible in small clusters, compared to 
that in bulk metal.146-149  For the same reason, it is expected that the binding energy 
should generally decrease with increasing cluster size, converging to the bulk value for 
nanoparticles that are large enough to have bulk-like electronic structure.147, 150   
 In addition to this overall trend, there is a fluctuation, where Pd5 and Pd6 show 
binding energies that are significantly lower than expected from the overall trend.  There 
are other apparent fluctuations, however, only this one is statistically significant.  It 
appears that there is an anticorrelation between Pd 3d binding energy and activity, i.e., 
samples with high Pd 3d binding energy are relatively unreactive, and vice versa.   
Clearer anticorrelations of this sort have been observed for CO oxidation over Pdn/TiO224 
and Ptn/alumina,57 where the size-dependent fluctuations in both reactivity and XPS 
binding energies were substantially larger.  A strong anticorrelation was also found 
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between activity for carbon oxidation and Pt 4f binding energy in an electrocatalytic 
study of Ptn/glassy carbon.2  Such anticorrelations between binding energy and activity 
for oxidation catalysis can be rationalized in terms of either initial or final state effects on 
the binding energies.  In an initial state picture, the variation in Pd binding energy with 
size would be attributed to varying electron density on the Pd clusters, due to electron 
transfer between the Pd clusters and support.  Clusters in an electron rich environment 
(i.e., with a partial negative charge) tend to have low binding energies, and an electron 
rich environment might also aid in activating adsorbed oxygen, by electron transfer to the 
O2 π* orbitals.  Conversely, if the clusters have lost electron density to the support, that 
would tend to increase the Pd 3d binding energy, and decrease the ability to activate O2.  
It has been previously shown that Pd deposited on alumina surfaces, can cause a dipole to 
form due to electron charge transfer from the alumina support to the Pd clusters.151, 152  
From a final state perspective, clusters that have particularly polarizable valence 
electronic structure would tend relax and screen the core-hole final state more than 
clusters with more tightly bound valence electrons, and one would also expect that 
loosely (tightly) bound valence electrons would be more (less) efficient for O2 activation.  
In reality, both initial and final state effects probably contribute to the variations in Pd 3d 
binding energy. 
We also examined the cluster size dependence of the onset of the Pd valence 
band, as shown in Figure 5.5.  The zero of the electron binding energy (i.e., the sample 
Fermi level, EF) was obtained from the spectrum of silver foil attached to the sample 
holder.  Examples of the near-EF region of the raw UPS for alumina/Re(0001) and 





Figure 5.5:  Determination of Pd 4d onset position and comparison to Pd 3d core level 
elections are presented.  (a) UPS spectra for a clean alumina film before (solid black) 
and after Pd10 deposition (dashed red), with energy referenced to the Fermi level of the 
sample, EF.  Inset (b) shows the near-EF region on a reduced scale. Inset (c) shows the 
subtracted spectrum (black circles), and the fit to the spectrum used to determine the 
onset energy of the Pd valence band(solid red).  The intersection of the line tangent to 
the inflection point of the fit is plotted (dashed blue) to indicate the Pd valence band 
onset energy. Frame (d) shows the Pd valence band onset energy as a function of Pdn 




by the O 2p band from the alumina film, which has an onset at ~4.5 eV below EF.  Figure 
5.5b shows the near-EF region on a magnified scale, demonstrating that the signal from 
Pd10 is easily observed, due to its location in the alumina band gap.  The UPS for the 
clean alumina film shows a weak, featureless background in the 0 to 4 eV binding energy 
range.  This background results from a combination of midgap states in the alumina, 
primarily due to ~1% Re doping in the film, and emission from the Re substrate, strongly 
attenuated by passage through the alumina.  Signal due to deposited Pd10 is much larger 
than the background, and the background-subtracted spectrum is shown in Figure 5.5c.  It 
can also be seen that the addition of Pd to the alumina film shifts the O 2p band closer to 
EF, and there is also a shift in the high energy spectral cutoff (not shown) that implies an 
increase in surface work function.  Neither of these shifts has significant dependence on 
deposited cluster size.  The Pd valence band onset energies vs. cluster size were extracted 
by first subtracting the alumina background from the spectra for each as-deposited 
sample.  The residual Pd signal was then fit by a Gaussian-convoluted step function, and 
the onset energy was taken as the horizontal intercept of the line tangent to the inflection 
point, as depicted in Figure 5.5c.  This procedure, suggested by Gutmann,153 
approximately corrects for instrumental broadening.154 
Figure 5.5d shows the shift in the Pd valence band onset energy as a function of 
cluster size, and compares this indicator of valence structure to the Pd 3d core level 
binding energy.  There is an overall decrease in binding energy with increasing cluster 
size, expected due to better screening and delocalization of the final state charge, but it is 
clear that the valence onset energy for Pd5 is anomalously high relative to EF, i.e., Pd5 is 
less bulk-like than might be expected from the overall trend.  It is interesting that the 
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trends of electronic stability with cluster size appear to be opposite for core and valence 
electrons.  Pd5 has an anomalously low 3d binding energy, and anomalously high valence 
band onset energy.  It is not clear why this might be true, or how this connects with 
activity as measured in TPR. 
 
5.3.4 The nature of CO binding 
 To better understand the reaction mechanism, it is instructive to examine the CO 
desorption behavior in more detail.  Figure 5.6a shows the results of a CO TPD 
experiment, taken after three TPR measurements and exposure to 10 L CO at 180 K, then 
heated, without any O2 exposure.  The open black circles are experimental data while the 
solid red and blue lines show a fit to the temperature dependence (bottom axis) of the CO 
intensity.  The dashed black curve shows the sum of the two components, which have 
been adjusted to give a fit to the experimental signal.  The temperature dependence was 
simulated using the Polanyi-Wigner rate expression, as discussed by Redhead,155 
assuming first order desorption, as expected for a molecular  adsorbate like CO.  The 
desorption signal I(t) can be written: 
 
   𝐼 𝑡 ∝ !!"!" = 𝜃 ∙ 𝜈 ∙ 𝑒!!!"#$%&'($)!!!     (1) 
 
where θ is the coverage, ν is a prefactor, Edesorption is the desorption energy, and T is the 
temperature at time t. Ideally, the prefactor should be determined from a series of 
experiments, however, given the difficulties and significant time inherent to preparing 





Figure 5.6: Determination of low and high temperature CO desorption peak areas are 
compared for several Pdn cluster sizes. (a) CO desorption during CO TPD from Pd25.  
The open black circles are the raw CO desorption while the solid red and dashed blue 
lines are fits to the low and high temperature components, based on a simulation of the 
desorption kinetics.  The dashed black line is the simulated TPD, i.e., the sum of the 
two features.  By referring the simulated TPD curve to the Edesorption axis plotted across 
the top of the figure, the distribution of desorption energies can be seen.  (b) The 
intensities of the high temperature desorption feature, as a percent of total CO 
desorption, for CO TPD (solid red) and residual CO in TPR (open blue). 
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middle of the range typically seen for CO desorption,54 and have tested the sensitivity of 
the extracted desorption energy distributions to the value of ν.  The extracted Edesorption 
distribution shifts by ~7% for an order of magnitude change in ν, providing an estimate 
for the systematic uncertainty in the Edesorption and relative intensities.54  The figure also 
shows the Edesorption distribution, plotted against the top axis, which has been constructed 
so that the temperature and Edesorption distributions are roughly superimposed.  It can be 
seen that the low temperature desorption feature corresponds to Edesorption peaking near 0.6 
eV, while the high temperature desorption feature corresponds to Edesorption peaking near 
1.4 eV.   
 Figure 5.6b shows the intensity of the high temperature CO desorption peak, as a 
percent of the total CO desorption intensity, determined from the integrated intensities of 
the TPD simulation components.  It can be seen that for both the residual CO desorbing 
during TPR, and the CO desorbing during the final CO TPD experiment, the fraction of 
the CO in the high temperature desorption feature increases with increasing cluster size, 
and accordingly, the fraction desorbing in the low temperature feature decreases.  Since 
CO is not observed to bind to the alumina film in this temperature range, both CO 
desorption features are clearly associated in some way with the Pd clusters, and the 
obvious question is how the CO is bound. We might, for example, expect CO to bind on 
top of the Pd clusters, but there might also be sites where CO is bound to the alumina at 
the cluster periphery, or at the cluster-support interface.   
 The nature of the CO binding sites associated with the two desorption features 
was probed by temperature-dependent ISS (TD-ISS), as shown in Figure 5.7. These data 









Ta(110), and similar results were obtained for Pd2/alumina (a representative small 
cluster).  Furthermore, the behavior for Pdn/alumina is quite similar to that observed for 
CO binding to Pdn/TiO2(110).6   The figure shows a CO TPD spectrum, taken using the 
protocol described above, showing the two CO desorption features.  A curve is also 
shown that gives the fraction of the total CO desorption that has occurred at each 
temperature.  The results of two different ISS experiments are also shown, done on two 
freshly prepared samples. One simply measured the as-deposited ISS intensities, using 
the same procedure that will be discussed in Appendix B.  The result is the data point at 
0.42 on the left hand axis, which is the Pd ISS intensity normalized to the sum of the Al 
and O intensities. All other points in the TD-ISS data set were taken using low flux scans 
on a separately prepared sample, in order to minimize the effects of He+ sputtering.  The 
point at ~0.03, directly below the as-deposited point, shows the Pd intensity measured 
after exposure to 10 L CO at 180 K, followed by cooling to 130 K.  The subsequent 
points in the TD-ISS curve were obtained by heating the sample to the indicated 
temperatures, then taking a low flux ISS scan as the sample cooled.  We did not measure 
ISS while the sample was being heated because we wanted to monitor the He+ flux, 
which required the heating connections to be broken temporarily. 
 As noted, intensity in ISS peaks mostly results from single scattering events, 
primarily involving atoms in the top-most sample layer.  The >90% drop in Pd signal 
resulting from the 10 L CO exposure indicates that CO is binding to the Pd clusters in 
such a way as to almost completely attenuate He+ scattering from Pd.  In our ISS 
geometry (45° angle of incidence, detection along the surface normal), CO binding on top 
of the clusters is expected to strongly attenuate scattering from Pd, while CO binding 
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around the cluster periphery would attenuate scattering from Pd only if the CO extended 
high enough off the surface to cast a scattering shadow cone133 intersecting Pd atoms in 
the cluster.  The near-total attenuation observed is additional support for the idea that the 
absolute coverage estimated above (Figure 5.3 and Appendix B) is probably on the low 
side of our factor of 2 uncertainty window. 
Note that as the sample is heated, the Pd ISS signal gradually increases.  Two 
effects contribute.  As CO is thermally desorbed, underlying Pd is exposed to the He+ 
scattering, however, it is also important to take into account the increase in Pd ISS signal 
that occurs due to CO loss by He+ sputtering.54  The line labeled “CO sputter rate” was 
measured by preparing an identical CO-saturated sample, then running a series of low 
flux ISS measurements while keeping the sample at 130 K, so that sputtering is the only 
CO loss mechanism.  Of course, He+ sputtering also removes Pd, and the “Pd sputter 
rate” line was measured by preparing yet another sample, and then simply probing it 
repeatedly with low flux ISS.  It can be seen that the Pd intensity loss rate from sputtering 
is much lower than the rate of Pd ISS recovery from sputtering of overlying CO. 
 From the TPD results, it can be seen that heating to 300 K results in desorption of 
50% of the total CO coverage, but the Pd ISS signal only recovers to a small extent.  By 
420 K, 75% of the CO has desorbed, with ~50% recovery of the Pd ISS signal.  In the 
temperature above 420 K, the rate of Pd ISS recovery increases sharply, leading to about 
half the total Pd ISS recovery, despite the fact that only 25% of the total CO desorbs 
above 420 K. As expected, the Pd ISS plateaus as the CO desorption goes to completion.  
The implication of these results is that the most strongly bound CO is in sites on top of 
the clusters, where its desorption leads to a strong recovery of He+ scattering from the 
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underlying Pd.  The less efficient attenuation from the more weakly bound sites indicates 
that this component of the CO is bound in geometries that do not efficiently shadow or 
block He+ scattering from Pd, such as sites around the cluster periphery. Similar behavior 
was seen for Pd2 on this same support as well as for Pdn/TiO2(110),54 which also shows 
bimodal CO desorption; for that system, Liu156 showed via DFT that the strongest CO 
binding sites are bridging sites on the cluster surface, but that there are also sites, with 
only about half the binding energy, where CO is bound around the cluster periphery in 
geometries that would not lead to significant attenuation of He+ scattering from Pd.   
 The notion that the stronger binding sites are on the cluster surface, while the 
weaker sites are around the cluster periphery suggests that the relative population of CO 
in the stronger binding sites should increase with increasing cluster size.  For example, if 
the Pdn clusters deposited as circular, single layer thick islands, then the surface area per 
cluster would vary like n, while the perimeter length would vary like n1/2.  Since the 
number of clusters deposited varies like n-1, the total number of “on-top” sites on the 
samples would be n-independent, while the total number of perimeter sites would 
decrease like n-1/2.  For noncircular structures, the details would be different, but as long 
as the morphology is not strongly size-dependent, as suggested by Figure 5.4, then we 
would expect the ratio of “on-top” to peripheral sites to increase with cluster size.  Just 
such an increase in the fraction of high temperature CO desorption is observed, as shown 
in Figure 5.6b.   
 One final aspect of the TD-ISS results merits comment.  The Pd ISS intensity at 
the end of the experiment is ~12% lower than what would be expected from the as-
deposited intensity, taking the Pd sputter rate into account. As shown in Appendix B, 
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there is an even attenuation after the TPR/TPD sequence, which, however, is largely 
reversed by light He+ sputtering.  The explanation proposed herein was partial coverage 
by adsorbates on the clusters, however, it is also possible that TPR and TPD lead to 
restructuring of the clusters to more compact geometries, where a smaller fraction of Pd 
atoms is in the surface layer.  Such restructuring could involve sintering to form larger 
clusters, or simply isomerization to more multilayer cluster structures.  The difficultly 
with the restructuring scenario is that it would be difficult to explain the restoration of the 
Pd ISS intensity, essentially to the as-deposited values (Figure 5.4) by light 
He+ sputtering.  On this evidence, molecular adsorbates appear to be the more likely 
explanation for the postreaction drop in Pd ISS.  The nature of the adsorbates is unclear. 
The chamber background pressure does increase during TPR and TPD due to the gas 
doses and desorbing molecules, and there may be some readsorption during the 20 
minutes when the sample was probed by XPS, prior to the ISS measurements.  There may 
also be some CO or O left on the surface at the end of the TPR/TPD experiments, 
although we did not observe any additional CO desorption in test experiments carried out 
to 610 K, nor is there any active oxygen left on the samples at the conclusion of TPR, as 
shown by absence of CO2 production in subsequent CO exposure and heating (Figure 
5.2b).    
 
5.3.5 Steady state reactivity 
 TPR is a probe of activity under unrealistic conditions, where O2 is allowed to 
interact with the samples prior to CO exposure.  For selected sizes we also examined CO 
oxidation activity under constant flows of both reactants, as the temperature was stepped 
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from 340 K to 600 K.  The sizes studied were Pd5, Pd20, and Pd25, representing the two 
most reactive (5, 25), and one of the least reactive (20) samples under TPR conditions.  
These experiments were done by exposing the samples to CO and O2 flows from the 
dosing tubes (Appendix B) that resulted in increases in chamber pressure of 5x10-9 Torr 
and 1x10-7 Torr, respectively, for 13CO and 18O2.  The fluxes at the sample position were 
equivalent to local pressures roughly an order of magnitude higher, and still in a 1:20 
ratio.  
 The experiments began with growth of the alumina film, deposition of 0.1 ML 
equivalent of Pdn, and characterization by XPS, just as in the TPR experiments.  The 
sample was then exposed to 50 L of 18O2 at 340 K to generate an initial concentration of 
adsorbed oxygen.  The sample was next exposed to a constant flow of CO, generating a 
spike of CO2 product, which decayed to baseline within 50 seconds, as the CO removed 
the initial oxygen coverage.  At that point, the 18O2 flow was resumed (leaving the CO 
flowing as well), resulting in a small steady-state flux of CO2 product.  The CO flow was 
started first in order to get its flow rate stabilized before starting the much larger O2 flow.  
The initial CO2 steady state production rate is quite small, because, as well established,20, 
61, 103, 157 CO binds efficiently to sites on the Pd, poisoning them for O2 activation until the 
sample temperature becomes large enough to result in significant CO desorption rate.  In 
our protocol, where the O2 flow was 20 times larger than the CO flow, a small but 
significant CO2 production rate was observed even at 340 K.  
Once steady flows of CO and O2 were established, the sample temperature was 
increased in 20 degree steps, with each temperature held constant until the CO2 
production rate became constant, signaling that a steady-state coverage of reactants had 
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developed.  In Figure 5.8a, each black vertical line with a temperature above it indicates 
the time when the sample temperature controller was set to that temperature.  The sample 
then took roughly 40 seconds to ramp to the set temperature, and then further time was 
allowed for the CO oxidation kinetics to reach steady state.  For example, at 525 seconds 
the set point was changed to 400 K, the sample reached 400 K at 565 seconds, and then 
the kinetics took another ~10-15 seconds to reach the new steady state, at which point the 
set point was raised to 420 K.  The 20 K temperature steps continued up to 600 K.  After 
~200 seconds at 600K, the heat was shut off, allowing the temperature to drop slowly 
back to 340 K, and it can be seen that the CO2 production during cooling qualitatively 
retraced the behavior during heating, as might be expected from the high stability that 
these samples showed during repeated TPR measurements over the same temperature 
range.  The fact that the temperature and intensity of the peak CO2 production were 
slightly different in the heating and cool-down phases of the experiment, probably just 
reflects the faster cooling rate, which did not allow time for steady state to be achieved.  
At 2000 seconds (340 K sample temperature), the CO flow was turned off, resulting in no 
significant change in CO2 production.  100 seconds later, the O2 flow was turned off, 
resulting in an essentially immediate cessation of CO2 production.  Clearly, at this 
temperature, activated, adsorbed oxygen is the limiting reagent.  
Several points should be noted.  It can be seen that the time width of the 
temperature steps initially decreased as the temperature was stepped to ~500 K, and then 
got wider again as the temperature increased to 600 K.  Over the same temperature range, 
the CO2 production rate increased, peaking at ~460 K, then decreased by 60% by the time 





Figure 5.8:  Steady state CO oxidation over Pdn is presented. (a) Raw CO2 production 
from Pd25/alumina/Re(0001) under steady state flow conditions, as described in the 
text.  (b) Comparison of steady state CO oxidation activity for Pd25 (blue circles), Pd20 
(red squares), and Pd5 (green diamonds) showing both total CO2 per second (solid 
lines, left axis) and CO2 produced per Pdn cluster per second (dashed lines, right axis). 
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determined by the combination of the time needed to reach the new set temperature, and 
the time it took the CO2 signal to stabilize.  Changes in the time widths, therefore, reflect 
changes in the time it took to for the kinetics to reach steady state. 
In the temperature range of these experiments, the kinetically important processes 
are adsorption of oxygen, adsorption of CO, desorption of CO, and reaction of adsorbed 
CO and oxygen to form CO2, which is assumed to desorb as it forms.  O2 desorption is 
not expected in this temperature range, nor was any observed in our TPR experiments.  
At low temperatures, stable CO binding tends to poison the surface, so that CO2 
production is limited by the availability of binding sites for oxygen adsorption and 
activation.  As the temperature is raised through the range where the CO begins to 
desorb, (see TPD spectrum in Figure 5.6), additional sites for oxygen activation become 
available, increasing the reaction rate on the surface, which both increases the CO2 
production and shortens the time to reach steady state coverage of the reactants.  At 
temperatures above 500 K, the CO lifetime on the surface becomes so short that the CO2 
production rate is limited by the low surface concentration of CO (the CO pressure is 20 
times lower than the O2 pressure).  One interesting point is that TPD shows that our 
samples clearly have two types of CO binding sites.  At the temperatures probed in these 
experiments, the sites responsible for the low temperature CO desorption component, 
which TD-ISS suggests are largely around the cluster periphery, would be largely empty, 
even at the 340 K starting temperature.  The fact that the samples are still CO-poisoned at 
340 K suggests that oxygen activation is not efficient in peripheral sites.  On the other 
hand, the fact that the CO2 production rate peaks in the temperature range where the high 
temperature CO TPD feature also peaks, suggests that it is these sites, identified as being 
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on-top of the Pd clusters, that are responsible for the oxygen activation and CO2 
production. 
Figure 5.8b compares the CO2 production temperature dependence measured for 
Pd5, Pd20 and Pd25, where each data point is the steady state CO2 signal at the indicated 
temperatures.  The CO2 ion signal has been converted to CO2 molecules per second, and 
given the total of 4.59 x 1012 Pd atoms deposited in the form of different clusters in the 2 
mm cluster spot, we also give the signal in terms of CO2 molecules per cluster per 
second.  The corresponding peak turnover frequencies on a per Pd atom basis are 
~5.1x10-3 CO2 per Pd atom per second for Pd5, ~7.4x10-3 for Pd20, and ~8.5x10-3 for 
Pd25.  Note also that the order of activity on a per atom basis is different under steady 
state conditions (Pd25 > Pd20 > Pd5), compared to TPR (Pd5 ≳ Pd25 > Pd20), presumably 
reflecting subtle cluster size effects on the energetics and kinetics for CO desorption and 
oxygen activation.  Under TPR conditions, where the samples were oxidized prior to CO 
exposure, but with a relatively small O2 exposure, the activity appears to be primarily 
correlated with the ability of the clusters to binding and activate oxygen.  In the steady 
state measurements, activity is more obviously related to CO desorption kinetics, i.e., by 
the need to free up suitable sites for O2 adsorption and activation.   
 
5.4. Conclusions 
It has been shown that size selected Pdn clusters can be efficiently deposited on 
thin, conductive alumina films for both chemical and physical investigation as model 
catalysts.  Through a combination of CO TD-ISS coupled with CO TPD, it is found that 
Pdn/Al2O3 has two types of CO binding sites, with more weakly bound CO in sites around 
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the cluster periphery, and the more strongly bound CO in sites on top of the clusters.  
Steady state CO oxidation experiments suggest that the high temperature CO binding site 
is important for both oxygen activation and binding of reactive CO, leading to CO2 
production.  Under TPR experimental conditions used here, the CO2 production appears 
to be limited by the amount of activated oxygen, which varies as a function of cluster 
size.  For the steady state reaction conditions, competition between CO and O2 for 
binding sites determines the reactivity, particularly at low temperatures.  Interestingly, the 
total amount of CO2 produced during TPR only varies by only about 40% between the 
most and least active clusters, while in the steady state study the CO2 turnover frequency 
varies by nearly a factor of 2 for Pd5 and Pd25, even though these are the two most active 
cluster sizes under TPR conditions.  Presumably the difference is related to the size- and 
temperature-dependent affinities for different size clusters for CO and O2.  
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 The work presented in this dissertation focuses on the effects of both the metal 
oxide support thickness as well as Pdn cluster size on the catalytic oxidation of CO.  In 
order to conduct these experiments, first a reliable aluminum evaporation source and C 
type thermocouple needed to be designed and constructed.  Despite following well 
characterized recipes for growing a highly ordered crystalline alumina film, these 
experiments could not achieve the same described surfaces.  On the Ta substrate, lower 
sample temperatures were used to eliminate Ta doping in the film, while for the Re 
substrate, the amount of Re dopant varied as a function of film thickness. 
 It is interesting that the film thickness dependence is different for an alumina film 
grown on Ta(110) vs Re(0001).  Pdn/Ta(110) was shown to be unstable and unreactive at 
room temperature, while being very active on Re(0001), though still unstable throughout 
the course of several TPR measurements.  The dependence on film thickness likely is 
dependent upon the amount of charge transfer between the alumina film and both the 
substrate and Pdn clusters.  As the amount of electron density is increased for the Pd 4d 
valence band, there is a respective increase in CO activity.  Based on both systems, it 
appears likely that the increase in activity is related to an increase in the amount of 
oxygen that can be bound in a reactive state.  Changes in the Pd 3d binding energy as a 
result of oxidation correlate well with activity as a function of film thickness, suggesting 
that the binding of oxygen is the limiting reagent under the conditions studied.  This is 
further corroborated via changes in the oxygen dose temperature or total exposure 
changing the overall CO2 production. 




total CO oxidized per mass Pd deposited, but does show a significant variation in the 
TOF for CO oxidation based on cluster size.  This, in combination with the effect of the 















A.1.  ISS determination of Re surface concentration 
One of the key factors in the properties of the alumina/Re(0001) support is the 
presence of Re dopant atoms in the alumina film.  The Re concentration was estimated 
from ISS as follows:  The percent coverage of Re at the surface of the alumina films was 
estimated by simply comparing the Re ISS peak intensity measured for the alumina films, 
to the Re ISS peak intensity for clean, unoxidized Re(0001), where the surface density is 
known (~1.5 x 1015/cm2).  The alumina/Re samples were prepared by first cleaning the 
Re by high temperature annealing, followed by growth of the alumina film.  The film was 
then examined with XPS to determine the film thickness (< 5 min), and then immediately 
probed by ISS.  Because the experiment time was so short, we neglect the effects on the 
Re intensities of any adventitious adsorbates.  Figure A.1 shows the estimated Re surface 
concentration, expressed as percentages of the Re concentration in Re(0001).  It can be 
seen that for thick films, the surface concentration is ~0.5%, increasing to ~2% for 2 nm 
films.  The sharp increase in apparent Re surface concentration for thinner films is taken 
as evidence that these films (~2 ML nominal thickness) are, in fact, discontinuous, 
exposing an area of oxidized Re.  The observed change in CO TPD temperature 
dependence for the thinnest films also is consistent with a change in film morphology, 
and the conclusion that the films are discontinuous is consistent with literature.1-4   
To estimate the Re concentration in the surface of the alumina portions of the 
discontinuous films, we simply extrapolated from the curve for the thicker films.  This 
estimate of Re surface concentrations is based on the assumption that the only 
contribution to the ISS peaks is scattering from single atoms in the surface layer.  This 





	    
	  
Figure A.1: Experimental Re surface concentration is plotted as the solid line.  The 





fraction of the incident He+ penetrates well below the surface, only a tiny fraction of this 
“penetrating” escapes toward the detector as He+, and most of that has undergone 
multiple scattering processes, and contributes to the broad background at low E/E0, rather 
than to the ISS peaks (Chapter 4).  For typical samples it is, therefore, reasonable to 
neglect subsurface contributions to ISS peak intensities.  Here, however, we have a thin 
film composed of low atomic number (Z) elements (= low scattering cross sections), with 
a large concentration of a high Z scatterers (Re) only a few nanometers below the surface.  
Therefore, particularly for the thinner films, there may be a small contribution to the Re 
ISS peaks from subsurface scattering, thus the inferred Re “surface” concentrations in 
Figure A.1 should be taken as upper limits on the true surface concentrations. 
If we assume that the surface concentration for a film of thickness z is identical to 
the bulk concentration for a thicker film at distance z from the Re support, then we can 
estimate how the Re concentration varies with z.  The figure shows this “estimated Re in 
alumina curve,” fitted to the surface concentration in the thickness range where the films 
are continuous. 
 
A.2. Fitting the CO desorption temperature dependence 
As discussed in Chapter 4, CO desorption during both TPR and CO TPD 
measurement is bimodal, and to approximately separate the two components, the spectra 
have been fit.  An example of CO desorption spectrum for a CO TPD from a typical 
Pd20/alumina/Re(0001) sample is shown in Figure A.2.  To fit the data, we first corrected 
for background by subtracting a linear baseline that was determined by averaging the raw 







Figure A.2: Experimental CO desorption signal from the final CO TPD on a sample 
containing Pd20 deposited on a 4.0 nm alumina film is plotted as points.  The red and 
blue curves are simulations of the LT and HT desorption components, and the black 





described previously,5-7 the subtracted spectra were fit using a simulation based on the 
Polanyi-Wigner rate expression8 as shown in equation 1.  We can see that the signal 
intensity (I) as a function of time, is related to the surface coverage (θ), a prefactor (ν), 
the molecular desorption energy (Edesorption), the Boltzmann constant (kb), and the 
Temperature (T). 
 
𝐼 𝑡 ∝ !!"!" = 𝜃 ∙ 𝜈 ∙ 𝑒!!!"#$%&'($)!!!    (1) 
 
In this case, we are not trying to extract desorption energetics from the fits, thus 
we simply assumed ν = 1014 – roughly in the middle of the range of prefactors in the 
literature for CO desorption from Pt.  The input to the simulation is a distribution of CO 
population vs. desorption energy, P(Edesorption). P(Edesorption) is combined with the rate 
expression to calculate a simulated CO desorption temperature dependence, which is 
compared to the experimental result.  The input P(Edesorption) distribution is adjusted until 
the simulation fits the experiment. The solid black line passing through the experimental 
data points is the simulated spectrum, and the red and blue curves show the breakdown of 
the spectrum into low temperature (LT) and high temperature (HT) components.  Note: 
the “noise” in the simulated spectrum reflects small fluctuations in the heating rate, which 
are measured and included in the simulation. 
 





A.3.  Determination of the Pd valence band onset 
As shown in Chapter 4, the amount of signal in the alumina band gap region in 
the UP spectra varies with alumina thickness.  Most of this signal is attributed to 
electrons emitted from the Re support, passing through the alumina film. To extract the 
intensity due to the Pd20 in the Pd20/alumina/Re(0001) samples, it is necessary to subtract 
this background, and then fit the remaining signal. 
The process is illustrated in Figure A.3.  Figure A.3a shows the UPS for both a 
clean alumina film of 2.8 nm thickness and for the same film after deposition of 0.1 ML 
Pd20.  Note the significant shift in the alumina band, reflecting electron transfer between 
alumina and Pd, as discussed in the main paper.  There is also an increase in the signal 
located in the band gap region, between EF and ~4.5 eV, due to Pd20.  Figure A.3b shows 
a zoomed in view of this region of interest, clearly showing both the background and the 
increased signal due to Pd20. Figure A.3c shows the difference between the UPS taken 
after and before Pd20 deposition, i.e., the net signal due to Pd20.  This subtracted spectrum 
was then fit using a procedure suggested by Parkinson and Schlaf.9, 10  The spectrum is fit 
with a Gaussian-convoluted step function, and then a line tangent to the inflection point 
of the fit curve is extrapolated to the baseline, providing an estimate for the onset energy 
of the Pd valence band.  This same procedure was also used to determine the onset 
energy of the alumina valence band (Chapter 4), and the high binding energy spectral 
limit, used to calculated the work functions plotted in Chapter 4. 
 





	    
 
Figure A.3:  The fitting process to determine the Pd valence level onset energy is 
presented.  a.) UPS spectra for a clean alumina film 2.8 nm thick, before (solid black) 
and after (dashed red) deposition of 0.1 ML of Pd20 deposition (dashed red). b.) A 
zoomed view of the between EF and 3 eV.  c.) The subtracted spectrum with fit and 





A.4. Review of common band structure models at metal-
semiconductor contacts 
Before discussing the model developed to account for the observed shifts in XPS 
and UPS with alumina thickness, we first review basic models for contacts between 
dissimilar materials, to define terminology.  The discussion here is primarily based on the 
review by Zhang and Yates,11 as well as additional literature sources.3, 12-17  In our 
experiments, the Re support is grounded, and therefore in the following discussion we 
assume that potentials and energy levels of the Re are fixed. 
 
A.4.1. Metal-metal contact 
First consider contact between two dissimilar metals (Re and Pd), as depicted in 
Figure A.4.  Figure A.4a shows a schematic of the filled electron bands for the two 
metals before they are brought into contact. Since both metals are electrically neutral, the 
potentials just outside each metal (the vacuum levels, Evac) are identical.  Because the two 
metals have different work functions, their Fermi levels are initially different.  We also 
show the vacuum level of the spectrometer (Evacspec), which is determined by the work 
function difference between Re and the material used to coat the interior surfaces of the 
spectrometer (Au).  Evacspec is important because it affects the measured photoelectron 
kinetic energies, and must be taken into account in calculating the binding energies, 
however, it is constant during the experiments. 
Figure A.4b shows the situation after the two metals are placed in contact and 
allowed to reach thermal equilibrium.  Because EFPd was initially higher than EFRe, upon 





Figure A.4:  Model of band structure for dissimilar metals before (a) and after (b) they 
are brought into contact. 





thereby creating a contact potential Δχ. This shifts the vacuum level over the Pd, i.e., the 
Pd develops a positive potential relative to the grounded Re, and this potential stabilizes 
the Pd electronic energy levels. 
 
A.4.2. Metal-semiconductor contact 
Because the alumina films in this experiment are n-doped, we discuss only the  
case of a metal contact with an n-doped semiconductor.  We first consider contact 
between n-doped alumina and Re, but for low doping levels more typical of levels found 
in semiconductor devices (Figure A.5).  The precontact situation is shown on the left.  In 
this case, the alumina Fermi level is shifted above the band gap center due to the dopant-
induced donor states (< 1018/cm3) near the top of the band gap.  In the precontact 
situation, both Re and alumina are electrically neutral, thus their vacuum levels are 
aligned.  The diagram has been drawn with the alumina having a smaller work function 
and higher Fermi level (EFalumina), because this matches the experimental results.  The 
figure also shows the electron affinity of the alumina (EA), which is the difference 
between the conduction band minimum and the vacuum level.  For a metal, the electron 
affinity and work function are equal. 
Figure A.5b shows the same system in contact and thermal equilibrium.  Electrons 
have flowed from the alumina to Re until the Fermi levels are brought into alignment, 
however, because the density of free electrons in the alumina (determined by doping 
level) is low, the situation is different than in a metal-metal junction.  The electron 
transfer depletes the free electrons in a “depletion layer” on the alumina side of the 





	    
	  
Figure A5:  A typical metal-semiconductor potential energy diagram is presented.  a.) 
Band structure for Re and lightly n-doped alumina before contact.  b.) Situation after 





The electrons transferred to the Re conduction band localize along the Re side of the 
interface, creating a Schottky barrier, ΦSB, that blocks additional electron transfer.  The 
build-up of positive potential across the depletion layer generates a band-bending 
potential, VBB, that increases across the depletion layer. As a result, the potential energy 
of electrons (-e·VBB) drops across the depletion layer, asymptotically approaching bulk 
values shifted by Δχ at long distances from the interface. 
This Schottky-Mott model idealizes the interface, neglecting the effects of bond 
formation, interfacial mixing, and other interfacial chemistry.  In real Schottky contacts, 
such effects result in a reduction of the actual barrier height, compared to ΦSB calculated 
from the difference between EFRe and EAalumina.  Note that the thickness of the depletion 
layer is inversely proportional to the square root of the carrier density.  For lighly doped 
semiconductors, the depletion layer can be in the few hundred nanometer range,11 i.e., 
much thicker than the films of interest here.  In this case, band bending over the thickness 
of the film would be negligible.  In principle, the same process occurs at metal-metal 
contacts, however, because the electron density is orders of magnitude higher in metals, 
the depletion layer thickness is on the order of the atomic spacing, i.e., outside the 
validity of this kind of continuum model. 
The final example is the one most relevant to the experiments here, i.e., Re in 
contact with a highly doped alumina film.  Figure A.6a shows the situation before 
contact.  The only obvious difference, compared to the previous example, is that the 
higher doping level leads to EFalumina being located closer to the conduction band 
minimum than in Figure A.5.  Figure A.6b shows the situation after contact and 








Figure A.6: A typical ohmic contact potential energy diagram is depicted.  a.) Band 






previous example, but the high density of free electrons in the alumina means that only a 
thin layer need be depleted in order to create the potential shift that brings the Fermi 
levels into alignment.  From the perspective of this idealized model, the conductivity of 
such a junction is high because tunneling through the thin barrier is efficient.  
Furthermore, in real junctions, chemical bonding and mixing at the interface lower the 
barrier height.  The result is that current through the contact is approximately linear with 
applied voltage, hence such contacts are called “ohmic” contacts. 
For our alumina films, the doping level is high enough to make the depletion layer 
thin, however, the films themselves are also thin.  In essence, the situation is similar to 
that in Figure A.6b, but with the sample truncated within or just beyond the depletion 
layer.  As a result, on the length scale of the films, band bending may be significant, and 
the free electron density and electrostatic potential at the sample surface will vary with 
thickness, depending on whether the film is thicker or thinner than the depletion layer. 
 
A.5. Modeling the band structure 
Based on the support in our experiment being metallic Re (with an oxidized 
surface layer), in contact with Re-doped alumina, it is possible to develop a simple model 
that qualitatively accounts for the observed thickness-dependent shifts in alumina core 
and valence level binding energies. The model, illustrated in Figure A.7, is based on the 
standard Schottky-Mott model for contact between a metal and an n-doped 
semiconductor.  We will first describe the standard model, and then the changes made for 
the system here.  Figure A.7a shows the excess charge density distribution (i.e., the 





	    
	  
Figure A.7:  Theoretical and calculated electronic properties across the depletion layer 
of a metal-semiconductor contact.  (a) Estimated charge carrier density, (b) electric 
field, and (c) potential across the depletion layer as a function of distance from the 
metal support, for an alumina film deposited on Re.  In each case, the dashed line is 
the result of a simplified model where the carrier density (Nd) is assumed to be 
independent of distance from the support.  The solid curves qualitatively include the 
effects of the variation of Re dopant density with distance from the support.  (d) The 
electron potential energy change due to band bending (VBB) shows how these factors 





there is electron buildup in the metal side of the interface, and because electrons are 
depleted for some distance into the semiconductor, there is an excess of dopant cations.  
In the standard model, the dopant concentration is assumed to be uniform, and a sharp 
transition is assumed between the depletion layer and the bulk of the semiconductor.  In 
reality, the dopant density varies with distance from the Re support, and some blurring of 
the boundary is also expected, as shown by the dashed curve. 
As shown in Figure A.7b, this charge distribution results in an electric field across 
the depletion layer, which is linear in the standard model.  In essence, the field is strong 
at the interface, and dies across the depletion layer due to screening by the excess cation 
density.  The potential as a function of distance from the interface, ϕ(z), is obtained by 
integrating the electric field, and the result is shown in Figure A.7c.  Finally, the potential 
energy of an electron in this electric field, i.e., the band-bending potential, VBB(z), is 
simply -e · ϕ(z).  All the electron bands are modified by VBB, resulting in the band 
bending behavior shown in Figures A.5, A.6, and A.7d. 
One critical parameter in the model is the thickness of the depletion layer, which 
determines the thickness at which the binding energies become thickness-independent 
(Chapter 4).  Factors that affect the depletion layer thickness include the dopant density, 
the probability that each dopant atom donates an electron to the conduction band, the 
initial noncontact difference between the Fermi level of the alumina (EFalumina) and the 
Fermi Level of the Re (EFRe), and the actual film thickness, which obviously sets an upper 
limit on the thickness of the depletion layer. From the experimental perspective, it is also 
important to note, as discussed in the main text, that the XPS and UPS results average 





For an idealized (sharp-edged) depletion layer with cation density Nd and 
thickness D, the functional form of the band bending potential can be written:11 
 
D =    !  !!"#$%&!!!(!!"!!!"#$%&!)!  !!   .    (2) 
 
where ϵalumina is the relative dielectric constant of alumina, and ϵ0 is the vacuum 
permittivity constant. With the constraint that the total potential energy change across the 
depletion region is equal to ΦRe-Φalumina, we can relate D to the properties of the contact: 
For 1% Re doping (roughly the average for our alumina films), and assuming that 
each Re atom donates one electron to conduction band, Nd = 6.8x1020/cm3.  Using the 
measured values for ΦRe (7.3 eV) and Φalumina (4.9eV), we obtain a value for D equal to 
1.9 nm.  This can be compared to the 1 to 1.5 nm depletion layer thickness estimated 
from the spectra.  Considering the many approximations in the idealized model, the 
agreement is reasonable.  As discussed in the main paper, the shifts in the alumina BEs 
with film thickness suggests that the alumina-to-Re electron transfer is determined by the 
depletion layer thickness for thick films, but limited by the alumina thickness for films 
thinner than the depletion layer. 
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B.1.1 The apparatus (supplemental figures and tables) 
 Table B.1 details the typical deposition time and measured sample current due to 
neutralization of the 0.1 ML deposited Pdn+ clusters on the surface when deposited at 1 
eV/atom.  The high currents for Pd1 suggests that it is easy to create an environment in 
which no two Pd atoms combine.  The dip in deposition current for Pd2-4 suggests that, in 
the current set up, the system is optimized to form clusters > 4 atoms in size.   
 Figure B.1 shows a detailed view of the laser vaporization source within the 
cluster deposition/source beamline pictured in Figure 5.1.  It can be seen that the Pd 
vaporization target is mounted on an XY stage to allow for target rastering.  A small burst 
of ultrahigh purity helium is injected into the clustering volume via a piezoelectric pulsed 
valve.  During this helium pulse, the frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser is directed onto 
the vaporization target in order to form a Pd containing plasma.  The plasma is further 
cooled by the helium pulse and promotes cluster formation.  The formed clusters are then 
ejected out of the cluster exit nozzle and into the first quadrupole ion guide. 
 
B.1.2 Mass spectrometer calibration 
 In order to gain a better understanding of the system and a relative amount of 
CO/CO2 associated with each Pd atom/cluster under reaction conditions, an effort was 
made to calibrate the signal originating from the differentially pumped mass spectrometer 
shown in Figure B.2.  We have previously1 done this conversion using factors determined 
by measuring desorption from saturated CO layers of known coverage.  Here, we used a 






Table B.1: Typical Pdn+ deposition times and neutralization currents measured at the 







Current at 1 
eV/atom (pA) 
1 4 3000 
2 28 214 
3 29 138 
4 27 111 
5 8 300 
6 5 400 
7 4 429 
10 3 400 
15 2 400 
20 3 200 
25 4 120 
27 6 74 















Figure B.2:  Schematic of the differentially pumped mass spectrometer used in 
reactivity studies, showing skimmer cone and directional gas dosing lines.  Note: 






positioned away from the skimmer orifice, CO or CO2 were leaked into the main UHV 
chamber at several different pressures, as measured by a nude ion gauge and corrected for 
ion gauge sensitivity using manufacturer’s data.  The CO+ or CO2+ signal on the 
TPR/TPD mass spectrometer was then measured under ionizer and mass filter settings 
identical to those used in the TPR/TPD experiments.  It is straightforward to calculate the 
flux of molecules passing through the 2.5 mm diameter orifice in the skimmer cone, and 
thus derive factors for converting CO or CO2 flux into the mass spectrometer to CO+ or 
CO2+ signal.  To check for possible day-to-day variations in sensitivity due to electron 
multiplier gain drift, for example, a similar comparison of pressure vs. ion signal was 
made every day.   
 There are a number of factors that complicate the problem, adding systematic 
uncertainty.  The skimmer orifice is not thin walled, but has a thickness of ~ 1mm, and 
the cluster spot (~2 mm) is somewhat smaller than the orifice (2.5mm).  While desorption 
from a flat surface typically has the same cosine angular distribution as molecules 
effusing through an orifice, it is not clear whether this assumption is reasonable for 
molecules desorbing from clusters on a surface.  Finally, it is not obvious, a priori how 
the detection sensitivity might vary with the angle that the molecules enter the skimmer 
cone.  To assess the sensitivity to angle, we examined the variation in signal levels for 
CO desorption with respect to sample-orifice distance.  If detection were strongly biased 
toward molecules entering along the mass spectrometer axis, then intensity would vary 
slowly with sample-orifice distance.  Instead, we find a factor of ~2 variation as the 
sample is moved 1 mm closer to the orifice.  This result indicates that due to collisions 





over a wide range of angles.  Finally, it is not clear what effect sample temperature 
(hence the velocities of desorbing molecules) might have on detection efficiency.  
Generally, faster molecules spend less time in the ionization volume, and therefore are 
detected with lower sensitivity, however, if most molecules collide with surfaces in the 
mass spectrometer (as suggested by the strong variation with sample-orifice distance), 
then the effect of sample temperature would largely be erased.  Because we have no way 
of measuring the variation in detection efficiency with desorption angle, distance from 
the spot center, and sample temperature, we simply assume that the efficiencies are 
identical for molecules desorbing from the sample and molecules entering the mass 
spectrometer in the gas-phase calibration experiments, and that efficiency is independent 
of distance from the centerline and sample temperature.    
Taking all this into consideration, we convert the measured ion signals to 
molecular desorption fluxes, with estimated systematic uncertainty of roughly a factor of 
2.  Examination of the results suggests that the reported fluxes are probably near the low 
end of this uncertainty range.  For example, the integrated amount of CO desorbing from 
Pdn/alumina after a saturation exposure at 180 K amounts to ~0.5 CO molecules per Pd 
atom, which is lower than might be expected for saturation CO coverage on a small 
cluster.  It is also lower than the coverage suggested by electrochemical CO stripping 
measurements which found ~9 CO adsorbed per Pt9 cluster supported on glassy carbon.2  
In the following, we give desorption fluxes based on the experimentally determined 
conversion factors, however, the true fluxes are probably higher, possibly by up to a 







B.2.1 CO desorption trends  
Figure B.3 depicts the cluster size dependent CO desorption from samples during 
a both a CO TPD and as residual, unreacted CO from a TPR measurement.  The figure 
depicts the CO as both the total amount desorbing from the surface, and the CO 
desorbing only from the high temperature desorption peak as determined in Figure 5.6a. 
 
B.2.2 CO2 production temperature dependence 
Figure B.4 shows CO2 desorption during the first TPR for selected 
Pdn/alumina/Re(0001) samples.  Note: enhanced CO2 desorption around 425K for Pd5 
and Pd25. 
 
B.2.3 Disentanglement of adsorbates and elemental sensitivity in 
ISS 
The protocol used to determine the “as-deposited” Pd ISS intensity for the 
samples is illustrated in Figure B.5, for Pd20/alumina/Re(0001).  Samples were first 
probed by a series of three low flux ISS measurements followed by 10 high flux ISS 
measurements (approximately 21 seconds per measurement).  In the raw spectra shown in 
the inset, it can be seen that there are peaks due to O, Al, Pd, and a small feature 
tentatively attributed to Re.  The relationship between peak intensities and surface layer 
concentrations is not straightforward, because ISS intensities also depend on the cross 
sections and He+ ion survival probability (ISP) for scattering from different elements, and 







Figure B.3:  Integrated total desorption of CO per Pd atom (“Total CO TPD”) and 
desorption in the high temperature feature (HT CO TPD) measured in TPD are plotted 
as solid lines.  Integrated desorption of total unreacted CO during TPR (“Residual 
CO”) and of just the high temperature residual CO are plotted as dashed lines. Error 








Figure B.4 shows the temperature dependence of CO2 production for samples with 
selected cluster sizes.  In general, the results are quite similar, as might be expected 
from the fact that the activity is weakly dependent on cluster size under these 
conditions.  It can be seen that for the two most active sizes (Pd5 and Pd25), there is 
more CO2 production at all temperatures, but particularly at temperatures above 400 
K, compared to the less active samples.  This observation suggests that more oxygen 








Figure B.5:  Inset: Raw ISS spectra for as-deposited Pd20 measured with high He+ flux 
(blue) and low He+ flux (red).  The peaks at 0.41, 0.58, 0.88, and 0.91 correspond to 
single scattering from O, Al, Pd, and Re atoms, respectively.  The background between 
peaks results from multiple scattering.  Main figure: Normalized Pd ISS intensity for 
Pd20, as a function of He+ exposure during a sequence of three low flux measurements 
(filled symbols) followed by 10 high flux measurements (empty symbols).  Data are 







intensities, despite the Pd coverage being only 0.1 ML-equivalent, and the alumina 
surface being oxygen terminated.  On the other hand, changes in ISS intensities for 
different cluster sizes, or at different stages in reaction studies, provide valuable insight 
into changes in morphology, and binding of adsorbates.   
 The main frame of Figure B.5 plots the Pd ISS signal as a function of 
He+ exposure, for Pd20/alumina, both as-deposited, and after the sequence of three TPR 
and one TPD experiments.  The Pd ISS intensity is determined as the integrated, 
background-subtracted peak area, and is normalized to the sum of the Al and O 
intensities in order to correct for any day-to-day variation in the He+ beam intensity. For 
as-deposited Pd20, it can be seen that there may be a slight increase in Pd ISS intensity 
during the initial measurements, which could be the sign of a very small coverage of 
some adventitious adsorbate.  Adsorbates attenuate He+ scattering from the underlying Pd 
atoms by a combination of shadowing, blocking, and reduced ion survival probability.1, 3-
5  For our ISS geometry (45° incident angle, detection along the surface normal) the 
attenuation should only affect Pd atoms directly under or immediately surrounding the 
adsorbate binding site.  Such an increase occurs because adsorbates are sputtered faster 
than Pd due to their relatively weak binding to the surface,1, 3, 4 thereby exposing 
underlying Pd.  In the subsequent high flux measurements, a slow decrease in Pd signal 
due to Pd sputtering is observed.  The Al and O intensities are essentially constant, 
presumably because sputtering of Al or O from the surface layer simply exposes more Al 
or O in underlying layers.  To determine the “as-deposited” Pd ISS intensity, the high 
flux measurements are extrapolated back to the limit of zero He+ exposure and zero 





An example of postreaction ISS analysis is also plotted in Figure B.5.  In this 
case, the initial Pd intensity is attenuated by ~40%, compared to the as-deposited result, 
and the Pd signal increases substantially during the first ~25 µA-sec of He+ exposure, 
before beginning to decrease due to Pd sputtering.  The signal recovery indicates that a 
substantial fraction of the initial attenuation is attributable to the presence of adsorbates 
blocking He+ scattering from the Pd clusters.  Some of the adsorbates may have been left 
on the surface after the TPR/TPD series, however, there was undoubtedly also some 
adventitious adsorption during the 20 minutes when the sample was probed by XPS, prior 
to postreaction ISS.  Regardless of the source, the attenuation due to the adsorbates can 
be approximately corrected for using the same extrapolation procedure used for the as-
deposited samples.  For this particular sample, the extrapolated postreaction Pd ISS 
intensity was essentially identical to that for the as-deposited sample, although there 
obviously is considerable uncertainty in the long extrapolation that results from the large 
initial adsorbate load. 
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